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AbsÉnaeÊ
Extracurricular science activities often provide students with unique and challenging

opportunities to explore topics beyond the confines of a classroom. But what makes a

student want to learn more about a science outside of a school day and what is the

influence of such participation on student interest in space science? This study provides a

look at a unique Manitoba aerospace extracurricular program designed for high school

students called the WinCube Project (WCP). The WCP was created to provide

opportunities for students to actively participate in the application of science, math, and

technology and explore possible careers in the field ofaerospace based on five

fi"lndamental educational goals. The source of data for this study was a high school

located in V/innipeg, Manitoba. This study focuses on two key areas in regards to the

WCP: what influences students to join andwhat keeps them involved with the program.

Four research questions were developed to gain a better understanding of these issues.

1. What factors influence student initial participation in the WCP?

2. What factors influence student ongoing patticipation in the WCP?

3. What influences does student participation in the WCP have on future career

aspirations?

4. To what degree do participants of the WCP believe the fundamental goals of the

WCP have been achieved?

To evaluate the four research questions, the areas of student selÊeffrcacy and student

attitudes toward science were used as a guide. A questionnaire was completed by 100

students registered in five core grade 10 classes (Math, Geography, English, and two

Science). A second group of students that were actively participating in the WinCube

Project at the time of this study also completed the questionnaire and partook in a
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personal interview. The questionnaire was designed to provide data for research

questions one using the areas of student educational choices, family and peer influences,

participation in extracurricular activities, student interests and relevance of topics, and

intçrcst in aspects of the WCP. The interview allowed WCP participants the opportunity

to share their views on the project that would answer the remaining three research

questions.

The results of the questionnaire and interview have provided a number of

outcomes regarding the four research questions. First, the questionnaire and interview

measured educational choices andthe influence of family and peers. There was no

significant data found that indicated that these factors had any influence on students

joining the WCP. Second, students' decisions not to join the WCP may in part be

affected by a lack of exposure to space-relatedtopics in early, middle, and high school

çlassrooms. This could impact student selÊeff,rcacy and affect a student's decision to

participate in an extracurricular aerospace program. Third, ongoing participation in the

WCp has been attributed to peer goup development within the project, the numerous

activities of¡ered and the opportunity for students to apply what they have learned in real

life applications. WinCube activities have demonstrated the opportunities for participants

to explore caÍeer opportunities that related science, technology, engineering and

mathematics (STEM). Last, the educational goals of the WCP are being met'

This research project provides insight into student perceptions of an

extracurricular science program in Manitoba. The information gathered will help in the

çontinued development of a program like the rJ[inCube Project in meeting the needs of

student particiPants.
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Ghapten { : EmtnodueËãon

Ll {ntroduatiam tø t&'ae Ff¡es¿s
The intent of this thesis, Student Interest in the Wincube project: Influences on

Student Participatiott itt ExÍra Curricular Aerospøce Program,is to explore the reasons

why young people become involved or choose not to become involved in an informal

(non-compulsory) space education programlthe wincube project (wcp) As well, it

looks at the influences of student participation in the WCp. This thesis is timely, as space

education topics relating to outer space science and the utilization ofspace related assets

have captured the imaginationof students throughout all levels of study. Despite this,

space science programs, both formal and informal, have a checkered history in terms of

their influences on student interest in the area of space science. High school students

demonstrate a curiosity and fasci nation about outer space, often enjoying topics related to

the subject (Taylor, 2004). In Manitoba, space related topics received an

overwhelmingly positive reaction to be included in, at that time, a soon to be developed

high school curriculum (Rutkowski, lggl). The importance of space science education in

today's science classrooms is reflected by its inclusion in the following documents:

ø The common Framework of science Learning outcomes (CMEC, 1gg7)ø Manitoba provincial Science Curriculums.
o senior 1 Science (Manitoba Education and rraining, 2000)o Senior 3 Fhysics (Manitoba Education and youth, noos¡ '
o Senior 4 Physics (Manitoba Education, Citizenship and iouth, 2005)ø United States' National Science Education Standards (National Research Council.leee)

Science educators believe that it is important to inspire young learners by igniting an

interest in science learning. A project like the WCP is designed to nurture that interest.

But, what prevents students from becoming involved? How can a curiosity and interest



be generated that promotes life long learning and potential future scientists in our

technology and science world? The WCF was created with this interest in mind. The

project goals provide opportunities for students ta garnknowledge in science, math and

technology, learn skills related to these fields and apply them to real world problems.

Much of the educational opportunities offered by the WCp connect to numerous

outcomes of science learning provincially and natianally. This thesis begins with an

overview of the WCP and its goals and demonstrates how they are in line with the vision

of provincial curricula (Manitoba Education, Citizenship and youth, ZlÌS;Manitoba

Education and Youth, 2003; Manitoba Education andTraining,2a00)and the pan

Canadian Framework (CMEC, lggT).

The literature review addresses why students choose to participate in extra

curricular aøivities in particular their attitud,e to participation in science activities. The

factors that may affect students' decisions to spend their free time in a science related

activity will also be explored. The literature review will become the foundation for

forming a hypothesis regarding why students become interested in the WCp.

Chapter Three focuses on methodology and discusses why certain questions were asked

based on the literature review, and the hypothesis that attempts to answer important

questions regarding promoting student interest in science and the wcp. A student survey

and interview were implemented to determine possible reasons students choose to be

wCP participants- Finally, Chapters Four and Five will discuss the survey results. A

summary of the findings will be presented in Chapter Six.



'l.2 The WinCube Fraject
The wincube project (wcp) is an informal, non-compulsory space science

program that provides hands-on opportunities for Manitoba high school students in the

field of aerospace. Examples of components of the WCP programming include amateur

radio communication, utilization of space assets, rocketry and development of near-

space and low earth orbit payloads. Learningoutcomes are relatedto the areas of

sÇience, technology, engineering and mathematics (STEM); science, technology and

society (STS); and science, technology, society and the environment (STSE). In this

chapter, the educational goals of the wCP will be presented followed by a description of
Drogram offerings within the WCP. Links to Manitoba Science curriculum will also be

demonstrated. Further, the intent and context of this research study will be presented

along with its significance and limitations.

1.3 Educational Goals of the WinCube Froject
The WCP provides an opportunity for high school students in Manitoba, to

patticipate in scientific research utllizingnear space and low Earthorbit assets. The

WinCube Project's Advisory Committee has set out five fundamental goals to engage

students in the field of science, math, engineering and technology as these relate to the

field of aerospace:

1' Provide authentic science and innovative research learning opportunities

2. Application of high level science, math and technology

3 - Enrichment for students to deverop further interest in science and
engineering



4' Develop collaborative opportunities with post secondary institutions
andlor industry on a rocar, national and iniernationar rever

5. Raise profile of aerospace in schools and community
(Cieszecki et. al., 200g)

To achieve these goals, the Common Framework of Science Learning outcomes

(CMEC, 1997), hereafter referred to as the Pan-Canadian Framework, was the primar,v

curriculum foundation for the wCP The WCP is creating "opportunities to explore,

analyse, evaluate, synthesize, appreciate, and understand the interrelationships among

science, technology, society, and the environment that will affect their personal lives,

their careers, and their future" (CMEC, T997, p. a) The wcp provides participating

students the chance to develop scientific attitudes, skills and knowledge through scientific

payload design, construction, deployment and data recovery. Students collaborate with

other high schools and mentors from local universities and industry partners. The WCp

provides real life challenges for students to develop their inquiry, problem-solving, and

decision-making abilities (CMEC, LggT).

The wcP also utilizes sTEM, sTS, and STSE concepts as they relate to the

following outcomes:

Encourage students at all grade levels to develop a criticalsense of wonder andcuriosity about scientifi c and techno logical endåavours
Enable students to use science and technology to acquire new knowledge and
solve problems, so that they may improve th; quality of their own lives and thelives of others.
Prepare students to critically address science-related societal, economic, ethical,
and environmental issues
Provide students with a foundation in science that creates opportunities for themto pursue progressively higher levels ofstudy, prepares them for science-related
occupations, and engages them in science-reiatãd hobbies appropriate to their
interest and abilities
Develop in students.of varying aptitudes and interests a knowledge of the wide
variety of careers related to science, technology , and the environment

(CMEC, 1997,p.5)



Further' the Manitoba Frovincial science curriculum's STSE general learning

outcomes include:

ø B 1 : describe scientific and technolagical developments, past and present, and
appreciate their impact on individuali, societies, änd the ånvironm^enl uott
locally and globally

ø B2' recognize that scientifîc and technological endeavours have been and
continue to be influenced by human needsãnd the societal context of the timeø B4' demonstrate a knowledge of and personal consideration for, a range ofpossible science- and technorogy-relatåd interests, hobbies, und rur""r,ø B5: identify and demonstrate actions that promote a sustainable environment,
society, and economy, both locally and glo-bally

(Manitoba Education, Training and youth, 2001, p 4 3)

ÏVCP students have attended numerous presentations and tours of local facilities

to see and hear first hand about new science discoveries and technological breakthroughs.

students are encouraged to discuss with presenters the possible application of science

discoveries, issues and new technology in their own work. Recent developments include

atmospheric radiation level measurements using radiation sensitive film onboard a high

altitude balloon payload andthepossible inclusion of nanotechnology in balloon payload

design. They are also given the opportunity to talk with engineers, scientists, and

business people to learn more about the work they do in the aerospace field. By

providing these opporfunities, wCP students are exposed to "a Íangeof possible science-

and technology-related interests, hobbies, and careers" (Manitoba Education, Training

and Youth, 2001, p 4.3). These opportunities allow students to "pursue progressively

higher levels of study'', engage in "science-related hobbies appropriate to their interest

and abilities" and develop "knowledge of the wide variety of careers,, in science

engineering and technology (CMEC, 1997, p. 5)

It is hoped that parficipating students from the wcp will continue studies in the

scientiflrc field either formally as part of post-secondary courseworþ or informally as a



hobby, after graduating from high school. These aspirations are reflected in the WCp's

goals which focus upon challenging students to look at the world around them, creating

opportunities to research, and carrying out experimentation and evaluations utilizing and

adapting available technology. Later in this introductory section a description of the

activities offered to WCP students will be presented. The offerings provide numerous

opportunities for students to demonstrate creativity in their scientific field of research.

The five educational goals of the WCP also fall within the four foundations set

out by the Pan-Canadian Framework (Table 1.1).

Table 1.1: Pan-Canadian Foundations
Foundation 1:

Science, technology, society, and the environment (STSE)-
Students will develop an understanding of the nature of science and technology, of the
relationships between science and technology, and of the social and environméntal
contexts of science and technology.
CMEC, 1997.p.6

For Foundation 1: Science, Technology, Society, and the Environment (CMEC,

1997), the participating WCP students carry out authentic science research in developing

mission payloads. They create plansthatintegrate availabletechnologies into a scientific

Foundation 2:
Skills - Students will develop the skills required for scientific and technological inquiry,
for solving problems, for communicating scientific ideas and results, for wõking
collaboratively, and for making informed decisions.
CMEC, 1997.p.6

Knowledge - Students will construct knowledge and understandings of concepts in life
science, physical science, and,Earth and space science, and, apply these understandings to
interpret, integrate, and extend their knowledge.

CMEC. 1997.n 6

Attitudes - Students will be encouraged to develop attitudes that support the responsible
acquisition and application of scientific and technological knowledge to the mutual
benefit of sel{ society, and the environment.



payload that will gather data for science objectives identifïed by the students. A

historical development of space assets as it relates to scientific discoveries, technological

breakthroughs, and societal needs is presented to the students as a foundation for their

own understanding.

In Foundation 2: Skills (CMEC, 7997), WCP students are provided necessary

training to develop skills for a mission. This includes computer programming,

electronics, amateur radio communication and mission development. The WCP is

offered to high school students across the province of Manitoba, and requires

participating students from various schools to work in a collaborative manner. In

Foundation 3: Knowledge (CMEC , 1997), requires students to review areas of scìentific

researct¡ incorporate ideas generated into a science payload, carry out a mission and then

interpret and report on their findings. Finally, in Foundation 4: Attitudes (CMEC, 1997),

places upon the students in the WCP an expectation that the scientific research they carry

out will go beyond a typical science lab focus found in a high school. Their mission

designs will be the result of a well-researched hypothesis and sound scientific techniques

in gathering datathat will have an impact on scientific findings and the appropriate

application of available technology.

1,'4 ÐescripÉ,iøn of fhe WinÇwbe FroyecÉ
The creation of the WCP was a result of discussions among Manitoba Network

for Science and Technology (MindSet), Manitoba Aerospace Ffuman Resources

Coordinating Committee (MAHRCC), and the Manitoba Satellite Interest Group (MSIG)

The initial talks focused on the creation of an organization that would provide Manitoba

high school students the opportunity to participateinthe development, launch, and
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communication with a "CubeSat". A CubeSat is a low earth orbiting satellite with a

typical 10 cm x 10 cm x 10 cm structure and approximate mass of 1 kg' By the start of

the WCp in2006, initialresearch indicated that involving high school students in

Cubesat design and construction was rare in North America, and always included

technical support from either a post-secondary institution or government agency The

University of Manitoba's Faculty of Engineeríng provided the IVCP with technical

support by having 4il'year engineering students participate in a Capstone Project where

srudents looked atthedesign and construction of a CubeSat. The Capstone Project is an

opportunity for engineering students from various backgrounds (electrical, computing,

and structural) to tackle an engineering challenge as a group, in this case the creation of a

CubeSat. Students would carry out theoretical research and begin testing solutions for

the challenge. Their final results are present ed to a panel of engineers from the university

and industry for evaluation.

Initially the engineering students were to mentor the participating high school

students, but it was eventually determined that the highly technical nature and rigorous

testing of a Cubesat was beyond the capabilities and qualifications of the high school

students. By 2008, the University of Manitoba's Faculty of Engineering had completed

two preliminary design reviews ofthe Cubesat's main systems (structure, power, data

processing, communication, and bus system). This allowed the high school students to

focus on designing the science components of the payload. The role of the high school

students in the CubeSat projecffurther evolved in 2008 when the WCP Advisory

Committee decided that high school students would form a panel to review scientific

payload proposals from various faculties at the University of Manitoba. The lack of
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sound scientific payload components proposed by the high school students appeared to be

a result of their inexperience in the freld of space science research.

Since the initial inception of the WinCube Project in2006, the program has

developed six pillars of aerospace experiences for high school students in Manitoba:

1. CubeSat
2. BCube
3. Amateur Radio
4. Manitoba Space Adventure Camp
5. Ground Station
6. Introductory Aerospace Design Course

Each pillar provides varied experiences for high school students to gain a better

undçrstanding of creating and implementing a space mission. Each of these will be

described in the sections to follow.

1.4.1Cr.rbeSat

The University of Manitoba's Faculty of Engineering offered a capstone projea

for fourth year students in electrical, computer, and mechanical engineering (Wagener et.

al., 2A07, Cieszecki and Wagener, 2007). During the 2006-2007 and 2007-2008

academic years, the cohort groups developed a Preliminary Design Review (PDR) for the

construction of the WinCube satellite. It has since been decided that utilizing a capstone

style project for fourth year engineering students was not working. Since there was no

Çarry over of engineering students from one year to the next, the CubeSat design and

construction has now expanded to include both undergraduate and graduate students

(Kinsner, 2008). Initially, the collaboration between high school students and the fourth

Year University of Manitoba's Faculty of Engineering graduate students \ryas to take on

the form of a mentorship program. Student's from various high schools identified their
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interest in the various design and construction aspects of the WinCube satellite and would

be mentored by graduate students from the university who specialize in that particuiar

area of engineering. Opportunities provided for high school students would include

regular visits to the Faculty of Engineering to access resources and professional guidance

in the design and construction of the satellite. A contingent of high school students

would also meet with the engineering students and attend industry sponsored lectures

(wagener et. al., 2007, cieszecki and wagener,2007). However, the process of

establishing meetings between high school and university students was slow to develop,

with the two levels of students meeting only formally once and informally twice in two

years.

In early 2009, the WCP Advisory Committee began working on a new mentorship

model between the university and high schools that would see high school students

develop skills through the various WCP pillars that would parallel research work carried

out at the University of Manitoba. Such work involved activities such as near space

testing of Cubesat components on high altitude balloon and ground station

çommunications with orbiting satellites.

1.4.2 BCube
The level of complexity and construction requirements for the design and

launching of a satellite required the inclusion of a secondary project within the larger

WCP' The BCube Froject has high school students design and launch scientific payloads

attached to high altitude research balloons. The process of designing, constructing, and

testing a balloon payload parallels the process of the WinCube CubeSat, providing a less

stringent environment for students to gain initial experience in mission design. Technical
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support in the development of the BCube Project was provided by the Space Studies

Department at the University of North Dakota. A series of presentations by faculty and

alumni from the Space Studies Department to WCP praiecf leaders occurred in

preparation for the construction of the Manitoba balloon payloads' Students from

Manitoba visited the launch of payloads designed by high schools ìn North Dakota in

April of 2007 (wagener el'. a1.,2007, cieszecki and wagenet,2a07).

In July, 2OO7,the wincube Project launched its first high altitude balloon payload

at the Manitoba Space Adventure Camp. The payload's onboard science component

consisted of a digital camefathat took images of the Earth(remote sensing). During the

flight, participating high school students tracked the position of the satellite using

amateur radio frequencies and computer tracking software. Unfortunately, during the

hour long ground search for the balloon payload based on its last received GPS location,

the students were not able to locate the payload. It is hoped that eventually members of

the general public will locate and return the payload'

A second student payload was launched on October 29,2008 from Maples

Collegiate in Winnipeg. The time of flight was set for 60 minutes before the payload

separated from the balloon. The payload reached an altitude of 14,058 metres (46,122

ft). The payload was recoverednear Piney, in Southwestern Manitoba, 160 km from its

original launch point. The onboard digital camera recorded images of the ground

throughout the flight.

The tracking of the BCube payloads is done through transmission of GPS

coordinates from the payload using amateur frequencies and repeater systems. High

school students who have participated in the WCP amateur radio course tracked the
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payloads. The skills and experience high school students learn in BCube payload

components design like structure, communication, onboard programming, electrical, Çan

be applied to the near space laboratory work the graduate students af fhe University of

Manitoba carrSr out. Similar payload concepts as those utilized in the BCube project are

practiced in the near space laboratory to test the space readiness ofthe Cubesat

components. High school students could then participate in the testing carried out in the

University of Manitoba's near space lab, tracking and retrieval of the universities balloon

payloads.

a'.4,3 Amateur Radio
The amateur radio course was offered to high school students on a series of

Saturdays at one of the participating high schools in Winnipeg The course followed a

çurriculum prepared by the Radio Amateurs of Canada (RAC) Students outside the city

including students from a northern Manitoba community participated in the class via the

internet. Amateur radio frequencies are used in the communication and tracking of

satellites and high altitude balloon payloads. For students to fully participate in these

activities, they are required to participate in the WinCube Amateur Radio Course

(Wagener et. a1.,2007, Cieszecki and Wagener, 2007).

1,4,4 Manitoba Space Adventure Camp
The initial Manitoba Space Adventure Camp (MSAC) took place in July, 2006.

The camp was held atthe School of Aerospace atthe 17th Wing Air Command Base in

Winnipeg. The WCP invited three students from each participating high school. Topics

presented by Canadian Armed Forces specialists included space history, space mission

design, orbital mechanics, space environment, andcommunications. The Manitoba High
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Powered Rocketry Association provided launch demonstrations of some of their rockets.

Students also constructed and launched small, commercially produced rockets.

The following is a brief list of MSAC offerings over the past three years as they

relate to STEM, STS, and STSE:

Scientific and technological endeavours/developments:
ø CubeSat concept
ø Orbital mechanics
ø Satellite ground station
ø Remote sensing from space
ø Nano-fabrication
* Rapid prototyping

Science/technology related issues.
ø Zero gravity experimentation
ø Global positioning System (GpS)
e Satellite design
ø Amateur radio
ø Satellitecommunication
o Space law

Occupations and hobbies.
e Rocket construction and launch
o Amateur radio
o Geo-Caching
@ Space business
ø Engineering as a career
ø Tour of Magellan Aerospace satellite facllity

In July of 2007, the camp was offered again including an introductory level that

was similar to the one in 2006, along with an advanced camp that specifically focused on

issues relating to the construction of the WinCube satellite. The 2007 also included a

student radio contact with an astronaut onboard the International Space Station (Wagener

et. al., 2007, Cieszecki and Wagener, 2007).
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1.4"6 Grour¡d Statlom
The WinCube Ground Station (WinGS) was created to allow high school students

to communicate with their CubeSat once it is launched into space. By the end of

C)ctober, 2008, WinGS became operational at its location at the University of Manitoba's

Engineering and Information Technology Complex. The system consists of a cross-

polarized Yagi-Uda antenna complete with satellitetracking software. "The primary

objective of the ground station is to provide a facility for data and voice communications

with LEO satellites through amateur radio bands (2 m and 70 cm)" (Kinsner, 2008, p. 1).

The station will allow 24 hour access, 7 days a week, for participants of the WCP to carry

out various research and communications such as Amateur Radio on the International

Space Station (ARISS), Ground-station Educational Network for Spacecraft Operations

(GENSO), tracking of high altitude balloons launched by WCP students and the Prairie

Near-Space Exploration Laboratory. "The anticipated outcome of the station is the

improved hands-on experience opportunities for our undergraduate engineering students,

and an improved outreach to our high school and primary schools in Manitoba and

elsewhere" (Kinsner, 2008, p. 1).

WinGS will also become an integral part of the BCube launches and Near-Space

Exploration Laboratory in the coming years:

The ground station {WinGS} cantrack payloads to be launched by the Near-
Space Exploration Laboratory at the University of Manitobathaf is being
developed. The payloads will carry various experiments related to the WinCube
projects. There is also interest from industries to test their electronic componenis
and subsystems in near-space conditions (e.g., temperature, pressure, radiation).

(Kinsner, 2008, p 6)
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During the summer of 2007, the WCP became aware of the GENSO project at the

Small Satellite Conference in Logan, Utah. \iVith the possible participation of the WCP

in GENSO, the opportunities for high school students are truly unique:

The ground station (WinGS) can provide a near-global telemetry facility for the
Global Educational Network for Spacecraft Operations (GENSO). GENSO is
aimed at CubeSat operations and Amateur Satellite (AmSat) users to provide
worldwide opporrunities for telemetry recovery by error correction (multiple data
streams). GENSO is an initiative sponsored by the International Space Education
tsoard (ISEB), consisting of the education departments of the European Space
Agency (ESA), the Canadian Space Agency (CSA), Centre National d'Etudes
Spatiales (CNES), the Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency (JAXA), and the
National Aeronautics and Space Administration [NASA).

(Kinsner, 2008, p. 5)

WinGS would become part of an international organization that would be able to

primarily download telemetry data from existing orbiting CubeSats for other educational

institutions around the world. The GENSO representative atthe Small Satellite

conference in2007 expressed interest about involving high school students in the project.

A second major project that WinGS is anticipated to become part of is the ARISS

(Amateur Radio on the International Space Station) Program.

ARISS is an international project where students from around the world

communicate with astronauts onboard the International Space Station (ISS) using

amateur radio. In July, 2007, 10 students attending the Manitoba Space Adventure Camp

had the opportunity to talk to Clayton Anderson, an American astronaut onboard the ISS

as part of the ARISS program.

The maximum elevation of the ISS was 70 degrees and the contact lasted for over
9 minutes, Astronaut Clayton Anderson answered 18 questions on a variety of
issues, and some of {the}students who took part in the 2006-07 amateur radio
class had their first ISS QSO as certificate holders.

(Wagener et. a1.,2009, p 13)
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The WCP is expecting to become a Telebridge for the ARISS Program sometime

in2009. The Telebridge concept would involve the WinCube ground station to make

initial contact with the ISS using amateur frequencies, and then link the ISS with schools

from around the world using either internet communication or telephone lines.

Participating students in the WCP who have taken the amateur radio course will be

allowed to participate in the operation of the ARISS Telebridge.

1.4.6 lntroductory Aerospace Des¡gn Gourse

The Introductory Aerospace Design Course (IADC) is a learning opporrunity for

second year WCP participants. Coursework includes further development of theory and

ÇonÇepts involved in space mission design and engineering. Topics include general

process of space mission development including examination of mission requirements

examining options, constraints and tradeofß. These areas of mission design are all

applicable to student involvement in BCube or CubeSat payloads. Students attend

presentations and participate in hands-on activities such as Analytic Graphics' (AGI)

Satellite Toolkit (STK) and structured briefings involving different system architectural

designs (Cieszecki et aL.,2008).

1.5 Authentic Science and lnnovative Research Opportunities
Initial research has shown that involving high school students in the design and

construction of a CubeSat is rare in North America. The WCP has been developing the

CubeSat portion of the project to have Manitoba high school students included in the

small satellite mission at the University of Manitoba. The original goal of the WCP was

to have Manitoba high school students build and launch a CubeSat. As the WCP

proceeded, the WinCube Advisory Committee determined the level of complexity and
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rigorous requirements to launch a CubeSat as beyond the skills and knowledge of the

high school students. The WCP Advisory Committee decided to turn the responsibility

for the CubeSat mission over to the Faculty of Engineering atthe University of Manitoba.

The WCP has evolved over the last four years, to include six pillars of education

for participating high school students. Each pillar provides the opportunity for students

to engage in authentic science and innovative research opportunities that parallel the

work done in the CubeSat mission at the University of Manitoba. For example, the

Prairie Near-Space Exploration Laboratory will use high altitude balloons to test the

space readiness of components for the CubeSat mission. WCP students have gained

valuable knowledge in this area having launched their own BCube missions.

High school students have experience in space mission design through their

participation in the WCP Introductory Aerospace Design Course (IADC)" Manitoba

Space Adventure Camp, and other various workshop offerings. Subsystems onboard a

CubeSat are similar in concept as on a BCube. They include:

ø Structure
o Electrical power
ø Communicationsystems
ø Command and data handling
ø On-board science
ø Integration and testing

For the command and data handling on the BCube payloads, ïVCP students use

pBasic programming language utilizing a Stamp chip that controls the cut down device

for the payload and operation of science components like an onboard digital camera.

1.6 WAP Links tø tke Fan-Canadian Framewark
A major area of work completed by the wcp participants is the design,

construction, launch and retrieval of a high altitude balloon payload (BCube). The skills
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learned in the BCube component provide students with a sound background in payload

design concepts. In order to create a BCube, a number of skills must be developed by the

participants. To provide the necessary learning opportunities, the WCP uses the Pan-

Canadian as its framework for its curriculum. The General Learning Outcomes (GLOs)

are found in Table 1.2.

Table tr.2: General Learni

Initiating and Planning
2I2 ask questions about observed relationships and plan investigations of questions,

ideas, problems, and issues
Performing and Recording

213 conduct investigations into relationships between and among observable
variables, and use a broad range oftools and techniques to gather and record
data and information

Analysing and Interpreting
21,4 analyse data and apply mathematical and conceptual models to develop and

assess possible explanations
Communication and Teamwork

215 work as a member of a team in addressing problems, and apply the skills and
conventions of science in communicatinginformation and ideas and in assessing
results

CMEC- 1997.o 195

Using the four GLOs as they relate to skills, a key component is Communication and

Teamwork (GLO 215). WCP participants are from various high schools throughout

Manitoba and must work together as a team throughout the BCube mission. They are

required to Initiate and Plan (GLo 212) the mission, and design the payload The

payload must contain a science component capable of gathering data(Performing and

Recording - GLO 213). When the payload is recovered, the students will Analyse and

Interpret their findings (GLo 214) and communicate rhe results (GLo 2i5). For

Specific Learning Outcomes (SLOs) utilized by the WCP, please refer to Appendix A of

this work.

By the end of grade 12

ed that students will...
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The GLO 215, Communication and Teamwork is a fundamental goal not only for the

students involved in the project who are partnered with students from various high school

in Manitoba,but for the participating teachers as well. Eachteacher contributes to the

strong knowledge base utilized in designing the structure of the program. It is the spirit

of 'cooperation' rather than 'competition' that the progress of this project is made

possible. By having the teachers "work as a member of ateam" (CMEC, 1997, p. 195) in

developing ideas, each teacher serves as a role model for their students. Students are also

expected to work as a team not only in their own schools, but also with other schools

within the larger framework of the overall project. Cross high school collaboration

includes attendance of IVCP sessions such as.

ø Manitoba Space Adventure Camp
e Electronicsworkshops
e Presentations and tours atthe University of Manitoba's Faculty of Engineering

Each of these provide an opportunity for student networking which it is hoped will

further develop into team building among all students within the program. The WCp has

established five educational goals thathave been created to provide Manitoba high school

students with unique opportunities in the field of aerospace research. The six pillars of

aerospace experience set up to support the WCP goals delivers learning opportunities that

incorporate the four Pan-Canadian Foundations for student learning (CMEC, 1997, p. 6).

1,7 wc? Links tø tfze Manitaba saíer¡ce cwrriculwrrg
The WCP has a number of GLO and SLO curriculum links to the Senior Years

Manitoba science curriculum. For a defalled listing of specific outcomes, refer to

Appendix B of this work.
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1.7.1 General Learning Or¡tcomes
The Province of Manitoba has five GLO it utilizes for its Early, Middle, and Senior

Years science curriculums:

o GLO A: Nature of Science and Technology
ø GLO B: Science, Technology, Society, and the Environment (STSE)
ø GLO C: Scientific and Technological Skills and Attitudes
ø GLO D: Essential Sciences Knowledge
ø GLO E: Unifying Concepts

(Manitoba Education, Training and Youth, 2001, pp. .3-4.5)

For GLO A, the Nature of Science and Technology, WCP participants are shown

the historical developmerrt. and relationships between science and technology as they

apply to space assets. The primary driver for space asset development is a reflection of

societal demands, which leads to the link to GLO B, Science, Technology, and the

Environment. Students see first hand leading edge technological and scientific

developments and the possible career opportunities they provide.

GLO C, Scientific and Technological Skills and Attitudes is a reflection of

student participation in a BCube payload mission as described in section 1.4.2 of this

chapter. GLO D, Essential Science Knowledge and GLO: Unifying Concepts,

incorporates CubeSat payload launch and the orbital mechanics of a mission. The BCube

project (as well as the CubeSat) provides an opporfunity to study the Earth's atmosphere

and hydrosphere.

An example of Manitoba curricula links to the WCP is demonstrated through the

Amateur Radio Course. Specific topics covered by ARC and the links to the grade 11

and 12 physics curriculum are displayed in Table 1.3.
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Table 1.3: ,4.n¡ateun R.adio Cou¡"se l,i¡¡ks úo Manitoba Curricula
ARC Perfoûnance Indicators Physics Specific Learnins Outcomes

ø Properties of waves
ø Electromagneticwaves
* Classification of waves
ø Ionosphere
ø Impact of solar activity
ø þ{P/IIF/VHF/LIHF propagation
e Antennas
o Scattering
ø Atmospherics

Grade 11 Physics:
Waves in one dimension

ø Properties of waves
ø Transmission and interference of

WAVCS

ø Communication Technologies
Waves in two dimensions:

e Wave fronts
ø Interference of waves

Particle and Wave Models of Light.
* Light as electromagnetic wave

ø Inductance
ø Capacitors
s Inductive reactance

' Inductive reactance
ø Radiation patterns
ø Antenna desien

Grade 11 Physics
Magnetic Fields.

e Field lines
ø Earth's magnetic field

Electromagnetism:
ø Electnclmagnetic fields
ø Function of electromagnets

@

@

@

I

@

6

@

@

@

@

@

Current/Voltage/Resi stance
Conductance/insulators
AC/DC currents
Ohm's law
Resistors in series/parallel
Power
Inductors in series/parallel
Resonance

Transmission lines
Transistors
Integrated circuits
Voltage regulation
AC/DC conversion

Grade 12 Physics:
Electric Fields:

e Electric charge
ø Electric Potential

Electric Circuits:
ø Ohm's law
ø Parallel/Seriescircuits
ø Resistance/current/voltage/power

It is clear from Table 1.3 that the ARC provides a context for students to apply

their theoretical knowledge of waves and electromagnetic phenomena. All of the topics

covered in the ARC are directly appliedto amateur radio equipment and its use in

communication.
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Appendix B also contains Prescribed Learning Outcomes (PLOs) that lend

themselves to the WCP. Table 1.4 highlights key PLOs in the Manitoba science curricula

links. A brief description of each PLO and examples of WCF performance indicators are

highlighted. Speciflrc courses include Grade 9 (Senior 1 Science), Grade 10 (Senior 2

Science), Grade 11 and 12 Physics (Senior 3 and Senior 4 respectively). For each PLO

described in Table T.4 theWCP activity that explores those concepts are also presented.
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Tabtre n"4: WCF Ferf'or¡nance Xndicator Li¡aks to Fnescnibed l-earning Outcomes of
Manitoba Science Curnicutra

Senior
I

Senior
2

Senior 3
Physics

Senior 4
Phvsics

WinCube
Pillars

Exploring Space:

' Impactldevelopmentof

@

@

@

WCP
@

@

@

technologies
Canada in space
Kepler's laws
Escape velocity

Performance Indicators :

Historical development of
space assets

Demonstrations of
technologies
Use of computer
simulations for orbital
mechanics

CubeSat
MSAC
IADC

Kinematics:
ø Velocity,displacement,

acceleration
WCP Performance Indicators :

ø Use of computer
simulations for orbital
mechanics

" Tracking of BCube and
CubeSat

ø Wave transmission
calculations

I
CubeSat
BCube
MSAC
ARC

WinGS
IADC

Dynamics:
ø Newton's Laws
e Force and kinematics
e Free body diagrams

WCP Perf,ormance Indicators :

ø Rocket delivery systems
ø Construction and launch

ofstudent rockets
ø Thrust. impulse

I
CubeSat
MSAC
IADC
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Table 1.4: \ð/CF Links to Frescnibed l-earning Outcomes oflManitoba Science
Uurricula and IyVCP Fett'ormance Indicators (Continued

Senior
I

Senior
2

Senior 3
Phvsics

Senior 4
Physics

WinCube
Pillars

Weather:
ø Earth's atmosphere
ø Weather dynamics
o Climate change

WCP Performance Indicators :

ø Use of space assets for
climate change detection

ø Weather satellite
downlinks

ø Mission designs
ø Atmospheric affects on

radio transmissions

{
CubeSat
BCube
MSAC
ARC
IADC

Waves in one dimension
ø Properties of waves
ø Transmission and

interference of waves
ø Communication

Technologies
Waves in two dimensions:

o Wave fronts
ø Interference of waves

Particle and Wave Models of
Light:

o Light as electromagnetic
wave

WCP Performance Indicators :

o Radio
transmi ssion/reception

ø Amateur radio hardware
and its operation

ø Atmospheric issues
ø Mission application of

amateur radio
e Satellitecommunication

CubeSat
BCube
MSAC
ARC

WinGS
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T'able 1.4: \trCF Li¡¡ks to Fnescribed l,eanni¡rg Outconrres of Manitoba Science
Curnicula and WCand W CF,f ert-orrnallce lndicato ns ( Continued

Senior
1

Senior
2

Senior 3
Phvsics

Senior 4
Phvsics

WinCube
Pillars

Gravitational Fields:
ø Earth's gravitational field
o Mass vs. weight
ø Free fall/terminal velocity

WCP Performance Indicators :

ø Computer simulations of
orbital mechanics

* Implications for rocket
launches

o Descent rates for payload
recovery

CubeSat
MSAC
IADC

Ìvlagnetic Fields:
ø Field lines
ø Earth's magnetic field

WCP Performance Indicators:
ø Research on effect of

Earth's magnetic
o Impact of magnetic freld

on satellites
ø Magnetic fields and

amateur radio equipment
6 Magnetic fields and radio

transmissions

./

CubeSat
MSAC
ARC

WinGS
IADC

Electromagnetism:
ø Electnclmagnetic fields
o Function of

electromagnets
WCP Performance Indicators :

" Space environment
ø Electric/magnetic fields in

radio equipment
ø Electric/magnetic fields

and orbiting satellites
e Electromagnetism and

radio transmissions -
antennae use

.1

CubeSat
MSAC
ARC

WinGS
IADC
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Table tr.4: WCF I-inks to Fnescribed Learrntng Outcornes of Mamitoba Science
Curnicula amd WCF Ferfoc â arnd W q.--H -&ierfo!'månce,[¡rdicatr Es {Uontl nr¡ed

Senìor
T

Senior
2

Senior 3
Physics

Senior 4
Physics

WinCube
Pillars

Momentum:

' Impulse
ø Conservation of

momentum
WCP Performance Indicators :

o Rocketry
, Space debris and satellite

safetv

CubeSat
MSAC
IADC

Projectile Motion:
ø Free fall
o Projeøile motion analysis

\ /CP Performance Indicators:
ø Satellite launches
e Payload recovery

{

CubeSat
BCube
MSAC
IADC

Circular Motion:
e Acceleration towards

centre
ø Centrifugal force
o Velocity, acceleration

WCP Performance Indicators:
. Orbital mechanics
e Computer simulations of

orbits
o Molniya/ geosynchronous/

Geostationary / Sun
synchronous / polar
orbits

CubeSat
MSAC
WinGS
IADC

Work and Energy:
e Defining work
ø Transfer ofenergy
ø Conservation of Energy

WCP Performance Indicators:
e Launching of rockets
ø Orbital transfers

CubeSat
MSAC
IADC
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Table 1.4: WCF n-imks to Frescribed l-earni¡lg Sutcomes ofll\{anitoba Scier¡ce
Curricula and WCF Fenfonrnance Indicatons (Cura ând wu,Ëi,He!-to¡.mance .[ndicatons (con inr¡ed

Senior
I

Senior
2

Senior 3
Physics

Senior 4
Fhysics

WinCube
Pillars

Low Earth Orbit:
ø Law of Universal

Gravitation
ø Microgravity
ø Orbits

WCP Performance Indicators :

ø Satellite orbits
ø Aflect of microgravity on

equipment
ø Experiments in

microgravity
ø Rocket launches

' Orbital mechanics
e Computer simulations of

orbits
ø Molniya/geosynchronous/

Geostationary i Sun
synchronous / polar
orbits

ø Satellite tracking

CubeSat
MSAC
WinGS
IADC

Electric Fields:
e Electric charge
e Electric Potential

WCP Performance Indicators.
e Electric charge use in

radio equipment
ø Affect of electric fields on

payload designs
ø Electric fields and radio

transmission patterns

CubeSat
MSAC
ARC

WinGS
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Senior

I
Senior

2
Senior

1

Phvsics

Senior
4

Physics

WinCube
Pillars

Electric Circuits:
ø Ohm's law
e Parallel/Seriescircuits
ø Resistance/currentlvoltage

/power
V/CP Performance Indicators :

o Payload circuitry
ø Radio schematics
ø Power issues in payload

design
r Impedance matching in

antennae desien

{

CubeSat
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Table 1"4: WCF Lim[rs to Fnescnibed tr earning Outcomes of Manitoha Science
Curricutra a¡rd WCF Ferflormance Ind

Table 1.4 indicates the vast array of topics presented at MSAC and the knowledge

needed for a CubeSat mission. The Manitoba science curriculum links described in Table

1.4 relate to payload construction and atmospheric research. The column relating to

Radio includes both the amateur radio course and WCP ground station that corresponds

to topics of amateur radio certification and satellite communication.

f. 8 Rese arc t7 Q¿¡esfio¡ts
The WCP has created a number of unique learning opportunities for Manitoba

high school students incorporating the V/CP's five educational goals as a guide. The

WCP Advisory Committee has made numerous recruitment drives for the program, with

participation varying during the life of the project. In the first year, there were

participants from seven high schools in Manitoba, two from outside the City of

Winnipeg. In the second year, the number of schools dropped to five, including two new

schools to the program. In2009, there were three schools committed to the project.
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When members of the WCP Advisory Committee make presentations at varìous high

schools, the audience is extremely interested in the WCP, but few students register for the

progÍam, and even fewer remain. Even recruitment from within participating high

schools is low given some of their populations are in excess of i,000 students.

The focus of this research project is to better understand the influences of student

participation in the WCP at Maples Collegiate, one of the high schools that has

participated in the WCP for all three years that the project has operated. The focus is

both on why students come to participate in the program and the influences of the

program on those that decide to participate. The number of students participating from

this school of 1200 students in the WCP has averaged eight per year, with four that have

been involved for all three years. This study also attempts to determine why only a small

fraction of the student population becomes involved in the WCP and whether or not the

'WCP's educational goals have been achieved. The specific research questions are:

1. What factors influence student initial participation in the WCP?

2. What factors influence student ongoing pafücipation in the WCP?

3. What influences does student participation in the \ /CP on future career

aspirations?

4. To what degree do participants of the WCP believe the fundamental goals of
the WCP have been achieved?

Since this program evaluation focuses upon only one school in which the WCP

operates, a case study methodology will be used. In line with case study research a

variety of data sources will be used. The first part of this research project will target six

grade 10 classes at the participating high school and gather their responses pertaining to

participation in the program with a written questionnaire. The sample will include
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students who are likely to have heard about the WCP in the school by their teachers. The

second part of the study asks students that have participated in WCF activities to

complete the questionnaire and participate in a personal interview relating to their

experience in the WCP.

Question 1 is primarily addressed through the use of the questionnaire (Appendix C)

and will look at the factors thatmight influence student participation in the WCP.

Factors include student selÊefficacy, peer and home influences, student interest in

science, and involvement in extracurricular activities.

Questions 2, 3 , and 4 wlll be addressed through the second part of this research

project, the personal interview. Question 2 will provide data that will give insight into

the ongoing interest held by participating students of the WCP. Question 3 will

determine if the WCP approachto STEM, STS, and STSE exposure has had any effect on

future careers or hobbies in science, technology or engineering. Question 4 will provide

feedback on whether or not the five fundamental goals of the WCP are being met.

1"9 Sþnificance of the Sfudy
The WCP has tried to raise the profile of aerospace in schools and the community

by providing Manitoba high school students with the opportunity to engage in science,

math and technology activities (Cieszecki et. al., 2008) through its six program offerings.

These activities and innovative research opportunities for students are an attempt to

encourage STEM, STSE, and STS ideals of investigating careers and hobbies in the fields

of science, technology, and engineering. For those schools that have participated in the

\ryCP, only a small fraction of the school's population has actively participated. This

research project is intended to provide some insight into why greater numbers of students
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do not become involved in the WCP. Data gathered will provide information on the

background of the targeted grades for this aerospace program. By combining the

information gathered by research question I with the feedback provided by students

during the interview portion of this research project, a possible adjustment to WCP

program offerings and educational goals will improve the WCP program delivery, The

results may also help other groups who are already offering or are considering

establishing a similar program.

13 A Lirnitatiøtss @f tke Stl,ldy
The study is limited to one school in which the WCP currently operates. By so

doing, the study lacks a full representation of those schools and students who could

contribute to the focus of this study. As well, the sample size used in the questionnaire

(Appendix C) component of this project will be limited to approximately 8o/o of the

school population and only at the grade 10 level. The school has a student population of

approximately 1200 students and has grades 9 to 12. Although the school has an

ethnically diverse student population with the majority coming from middle class

backgrounds, the questionnaires and interviews will not address other socio-economic

backgrounds likely to be associated with other WCP contexts. As suggested by many

researchers (e.g. Yin, 1994) case studies lack generalizability. However, the results from

this research project will help to develop the WCP project at the targeted school and

provide insight into extracurricular science offerings at other schools.

The student group that will partake in the individual interviews will be open to all

past and present participants of the WCP. It is hoped some insight into questions 2 to 4

will be provided during this process. Unfortunately, there is no guarantee that students
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no longer with the WCP will participate in the interviews, leaving out critical data of

what did not appeal to their interests and had them to leave the WCP.

Finally, the study only includes the participation of students. WCP participating

teachers were not consulted for this thesis. The researcher was aware of teacher opinions

having worked closely with them for the past three years on the WCP, It was decided to

focus on student input since the student perspective had not yet been polled since the

inception of the WCP.

1"'l'f Swmrwary
In this chapter I have provided a brief background of the WCP including its five

educational goals and its six pillars of educational programming. WCP curriculum links

to the Pan-Canadian Framework and Manitoba Science curricula were provided. The

four research questions of this project and its significance and limitations were presented.

In the next chapter, a literature review will be conducted reviewing areas of selÊefficacy,

student attitudes toward science, and the influence of family, peers, interest and relevançç

as it relates to ertracunicular activity participation.
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Ç8lapten 2: LËtenatqJre Revåew

2.'l Xntrøductiøn
This thesis focuses upon student participation in a voluntary space science

program. Since the study focuses on influences of student participation in the WinCube

Project (WCP), it is valuable to examine literature pertaining to extracurricular activitiçs

and adolesc ent participation in extracurricular activities.

Approximately 40Yo of an "adolescent's waking hour are discretionary (no school,

homework, employment, or chores)" (Eccles & Barber, 1999, p.39). Eccles and Barber

(1999) found in a survey ofgrade 10 students thatîg%oofthose surveyed had

participated in at least one extra-curricular activity. Of those that participated, females

participated in more and a wider variety of extracurricular activities (prosocial,

performing arts, and school involvement activities) than their male counterparts who

were more likely to engage in at least one sport activity (pp 16-17). Gadbois and

Bowker Q0a7) found in their study sample of grade 1l students thatgg.Syoof those

students patticipated in some form of extracurricular activity. In the same surve y,93yo

said they were involved in an athletic activity and, TTYoparticipated in both athletic and

non-athletic activities (83% of girls, 65% of boys). In their review of studies on student

participation patterns, Feldman and Matjasko (2005) found that sports are the most

popular extracurricular activity. From these survey results, there seems to be some

interest in high school participation in extracurricular activities.

There are a number of factors that influence a student's use oftheir,,free time,, in

a manner that suits their needs. Extracurricular curricular activities may only be a small

part of an individual's life:
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Extracurricular activities may be one part of the micro system that adolescents can
actively select to fit their own dispositions and talents. Hence, participation may
oflset the effects of a lack of fit with other proximal contexts, and it may even
enhance the positive effects and good fits in these areas

(Feldman & Matjasko,2005, p. 196)

This project will look at some of the possible reasons an individual might or

might not join an extracurricular activity like the WCF. Attitudinal predictors of student

choices can be drawn from the Expectancy-Value Model of Achievement Choices that

"links achievement-related beliefs, outcomes, and goals to causal attributional patterns, to

the input of socializers (primary parents and teachers) ... to self perceptions and selÊ

concepts, and to one's perceptions of the task itself' (updegraff et al., 1996, p.240).

Predictors of student choices for extracurricular activities can be drawn from this model.

It is important to note that extracurricular activities can have on a student's futurc

decisions:

The adolescent years represents a critical period in human development during
which young people work toward establishing independence and during which
contexts outside the family become more important. The choices adolescents
make and the opportunities made avallable to them during this critical period may
have lifelong implications for their emotional and physical well-being.

(Feldman & Matjasko, 2005, p 191)

In this research project, the WCP is offered as an extracurricular activity in the

school being surveyed. This literature review sets out to define the type of extra-

çurricular activity the WCP is in relation to other available activities. Choice of activity

will be related to student selÊefficacy, attitudes toward science, family and peer

influences, subject relevance, student interest, and gender.

2.2 Ðefining the WinÇube Fraject
The WCP has been offered in a variety of capacities in Manitoba high schools

The WCP is offered to students pnmarily as an extracurricular activify (some schools
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incorporate content directly into their classrooms) For the school participating in this

study, the WCP is exclusively extracurricular.

Organized, extracurricular aølivities can be classified into one of five major

categories:

1. Prosocinl activities - attending church and,/or participating in volunteer and
community service type activities

2. Ferforrnance activities - participatingin school band, drama, andlor dance
3. Tearn sports - participating in one or more school teams
4. School involvernent - participating in student government, pep club, andlor

cheerleading
5- Academic clubs - participating in debate, foreign language, math or chess clubs,

science fair, or tutoring in academic subjects
(Eccles & Barber, 1999, p. L4)

All five categories can be thought of as constructive or organized leisure activities

that are "supervised to some degree" by adults, is "highly structured" and provides high

school participants with a"cleaÍ set of activities in which to engage" (Agnew & peterson,

1989, p. 335). It also "requires effort and provides a forum in which to express one's

identity or passion in sports, performing arts, and leadership activities" (Eccles & Barber,

1999) Other activities students can participate in may be classified as relaxed leisure

activities that are "characterized as enjoyable, but not demanding" such as watching TV

(Eccles & Barber, 1999, p.11). The WCP is then classified as a constructive leisure

academic club. Agnew and Peterson (1989) found that constructive leisure activities

"may increase attachment to school and other convention al organizations, increase

commitment to conventional activities, function as attractive alfernatives to delinquency,

foster conventional beliefs" (p. 335). Extracurricular activities "provide settings within

the school where adolescents can interact with peers, participate in activities of common

interest which offer both challenge and enjoym ent, and be supervised by supportive
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adults" (Fredericks & Eccles, 2005, p 518). There are many extra-curricular options

available to students in the targeted school, so what would make the WCP appealing for

students?

The five categories of constructive leisure activities are included in this work to

establish other extra-curricular activities high school students may encounter. There

maior categories were included in this study because "they require effort and are settings

in which adolescents can express their identities and passions" (Eccles & Barber, 1999, p.

13). Constructive leisure activities also have "beneficial development outcomes for

adolescents" (Eccles & Barber, 1999, p. lT):

ø To acquire and practice specific social, physical, and intellectual skills that
may be useful in a wide variety of settings

ø To contribute to the well-being of one's community and to develop a sense of
agency as a member of one's community

o To belong to a socially recognized and valued group
o To establish supportive social networks of both peers and adults that can help

one in both the present and the future
e To experience and deal with challenges

(Eccles &,Barber, T999, pp. ll-12, Eccles & Templeton,2002, p. IZL)

Of the five beneficial development outcomes listed, the key areas that apply to the

WCP are the acquisition and application of intellectual skills, becoming a part of a valued

group, creation of social networks, and experiencing challenges. In Chapter One, the

educational experience students' gain in the WCP are described in detail and applies to

intellectual skill development and experiential challenges. The work accomplished by

WCP participants has been recognized and valued by their peers, teachers, parents and

members of post-secondary institutions, government, and industry as told to the

researcher of this project. The researcher has also observed the social bond that develops

between WCP students within and betweenpafücipating schools.
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The questionnaire used in this project will attempt to gauge what activities the

students at the targeted high school participate in. But not all activities offered are seen

the same by the students:

Not all extracurricular activities share the same characteristics. Activities such as
sport, cheerleading and debate involve close supervision by a coach or sponsor,
take place several times a week, involve competition, and usually comprise a
consistent group of students. In contrast, activities such as foreign lanþuage
clubs, math and history clubs, and the National Honor Society typicalli comprise
iarge student groups with higher turnover rates, take place less ót"n 1åonthþ as
opposed to daily or weekly), and involve less contact with the sponsor.

(Feldman & Matjasko, 2005, p. l9a)

The WCF falls under thelatter description of activity characteristics described by

Fcldman and Matjasko WCP activities can be as regular as meeting every second week

for an amateur radio class to once every few months for an activity involving the

CubeSat. From a student perspective, why they stay with the \.I/CP rather than join

anather activity will be addressed in the individual interviews held with participants:

... activity characteristics may differ according to school and community, but it
remains that activities are qualitatively different from each other as weli, and this
may lead to differentiated outcomes among their participants.

(Feldman & Matjasko,2005, p. T9a)

The WCP is classified as an academic club. The questionnaire used in this

research project will provide insight in where students at the targeted high school spend a

majority of their time in the five major categories of prosocial, performance, team sports,

school involvement, or academic clubs.

2.3 Extracwrricular Chaíces
Student choices of extracurricular activities can provide some insight into a

student's self-identity. Eccles and Barber (1999) found a link between a student's selÊ

identity and their pafterns of activity involvement amongst other indicators of successflrl
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adolescent development. In surveying potential WCP students, the questionnaire portion

will set out to try and evaluate student participation in the five activity categories

identified in section 2.2. The choice of activity "is likely to both grow out of and

reinforce emerging identities - particularly those aspects of identity linked to

instrumental success and finding one's place in the social milieu" (Eccles & Barber,

1999,p 39)

A parallel can be drawn between student choice of extracurricular activity and

enrollment in optional courses at school:

... people will be most likely to enroll in courses thatthey think they can master
and that have high task value for them. Individuals' expectations for success (and
a sense of domain-specific personal efÏîcacy) depend on their confidence in their
intellectual abilities and on their estimations of the dif{îculty of the course. These
beliefs have been shaped over time by their experiences with the subject matter
and by their subjective interpretations of those experiences (e.g., do people thing
that their successes are a consequence of high ability or lots of hard worl?). -

(Eccles, 1994, p. 589)

Extra-curricular choices can be influenced in a similar manner as those described by

Eccles (1994) in optional course enrolment. Further choice inparticipating in a course or

extracurricular activity can include such factors as:

ø Does the individual enjoy the subject material?
e Is the activity (course) seen as meeting long- or short-term goals?
ø A¡e people (teachers/parents/peers) encouraging the student to join the activity

(course)?

(Eccles, T994)

These issues can affect what extracurricular activities a student participates in and will be

discussed in the next few sections ofthis chapter.

Student achievement-related choices are made consciously or non-consciously

and can impact the probability an individual will seleø a particular activity over another
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(Eccles, 1994). In evaluating their options for joining an activity, some ofthe evaluative

processes can include the following:

ø one's expectations for success in, and sense ofpersonal efficacy for, the
various options;

ø the relation of the options both to one's short- and long-range goals and to
one's core selÊidentity and basic psychological needs,

ø the potential cost of investing time in one activity rather than another
(Eccles, 1994, pp. 59T-592)

ø intrinsic interest in, and enjoyment of, the task;
ø aftainment value, or the value an activity has because engaging in it is

consistent with one's selÊimage;
(Eccles, 1994, p. 596)

High school students will for the most part participate in extra-curricular

activities. In a study conducted by Eccles and Barber (1999), 69%;o of grade 10 students

surveyed had participated in at least one extra-curricular activity. Gadbois and Bowker

(2007) found intheir study sample of grade 11 students that9ï.5o/oofthose students

participated in some form of extracurricular activity. Those students who do participate

in extra-curricular activities will choose between "two or more positive options or

bctween two or more options that have both positive and negative components" (Eccles"

1994, p.591). Students will become involved in extra-curricular activities. This study

will address how to make their choice include the WCF as an option.

The literature suggests that students need to be effectively informed about an

activity to select it as an option. A critical issue for the WCP recruitment is how students

are informed about the project. Typically WCF Advisory Committee members approach

high school teachers who share information with their students. In the school that is the

focus of this study, students have been informed through information posters provided to

Teacher Advisor classes and in some cases individual contact with students by the
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cooperating WCP teacher at the school. The potential for students to join the WCp over

other activities may be lost if the description of the WCP is not effective enough:

Although individuals do choose from among several options, they do not actively,
or consciously, consider the full range of objectively available options in making
their selections. Many options are never considered because individuals are
unaware of their existence. Other options are not seriously considered because
individuals have inaccurate information regarding either the option itself or the
possibility of achieving the option.

(Eccles, 1994, p. 589)

Every Teacher Advisor in the targeted school has been provided information

about the WCP to share with their students. The teachers have also heard presentations

about the wcP, so they have a basic idea of the v/cp components. what the

questionnaire will gauge is whether or not students even realize the school offers WCP

opportunities for participation.

Another issue that can affect student participation in an extracurricular activity is

whether they are new to a school:

When students have just started at aparticular school or with a study subject with
which they have no or hardly any experience, they usually have littlê knowledge
of the task requirements and therefore little understanding of what is expected of
them. When people have little knowledge of the requirements of a task, they are
unable to judge whether they have the capabilities necessary for fulfilling the task.

(Annek Vrugt &. Zeeberg, 2002, p 388)

Recruitment for the WCP places a strong emphasis on grade 9 and 10 students to

allow for an extended exposure to the six pillars of the program during their high school

career:

ø CubeSat
ø BCube
o Amateur Radio
ø Manitoba Space Adventure Camp
o Ground Station
ø ARISS Telebridge
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The content may seem overwhelming and new students may question their self-

efficacy in this realm. At the school that is being surveyed, there is a large immigrant

population fhat may also impact the fact thatthey are nof only new to the school, but new

to Canada. How students are made aware of the WCP needs to be reviewed in order to

make it a viable option for students in the study school.

2.4 Stwdent Effieaey
Self-effrcacy is important in understanding student motivation to join and remain

with an extracurricular activity. It canbe defrned as a "personal judgment of one's

eapabilities to arganize and execute a course ofaction to attain designated goals"

(Zimmerman, 2000, p. 83). But "self-efficacy beließ differ conceptually and

psychometrically from closely related constructs, such as outcome expectations, selÊ

concepts, and perceived control" (Zimmerman, 2000, p. 84). SelÊconcept "measures

emphasize selÊesteem reactions by posing selÊevaluative questions" like 'how good are

you in science?' while self-effrcacy "focuses exclusively on task-specific performance

expectations" like 'how certain are you that you can diagram this circuit' (Zimmerman,

2000,p 84)

Students will select activities about which they feel most efficacious and which they

have a high expectation for success (Eccles, 1994). Drawing from the similarity of

student enrollment in optional courses at high school, students will enroll in courses

where there is an expectation for success - a "sense of domain-specific personal efficacy"

which depends on one's confidence in their intellectual abilities and estimated level of

difüculty they will encounter (Eccles, 1994, p.589). Cervone (2000) states that people

"actively weigh the relation between their perceived skills and the demands of tasks when
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thinking about their capabilities for performance" (p 32) There are four indices that have

an affect on selÊeffìcacy:

ø Enactive attainrne¡rt: based on personal experiences
o Vicarious influences: based on observer's self-comparison with outcomes

achieved by another
ø Verbal pensuasion. outcomes are described and not directly observed

' Physiological reaction: relatingto physical incapability such as fatigue, stress,
and other emotions

(Zimmerman, 2000, p.88)

Of the four selÊefficacy indices, the first three are addressed in this chapter. Enactive

attainment and vicarious influences involving past experiences with aparticular skill set

will be dealt with in section 2.6.3 of this chapter. The issue of verbal persuasion plays a

key role in WCP recruitment.

Although verbal persuasion has limited impact on student selÊeffrcacy when

compared to enactive attainment (Zimmerman, 2000), it is critical in WCP recruitment.

As described in the introduction of this chapter, the WCP is often solely promoted by

descriptors shared with students by teachers at a school. If student candidates are not

receiving a clear picture of the V/CP outcomes and program descriptions, they may not

feel they posses the capabilities to affectively participate in the WCP. If we assume that

someone has done an effective job in sharing their verbal persuasion of the WCp

objectives to potential students, self-efficacy provides greater insight into student

decision to join or not over other motivational constructs. That is because selÊeffrcacy is

more specific and closer to in correspondence to the performance task presented

(Zimmerman, 2000).

Three components of selÊefficacy define the "in the moment" decision whether or

not to parficipate in an ertraçurricular activity.
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ø ï-evel of self-efficacy: refers to its dependence on the difficulty of a particular
task

ø Generalify: pertains to the transferability of selÊefficacy beließ across activitieso Strength of perceived efficacy: is measured bythe amount of one's certainty
about performing a given task

(Zimmerman,2000, p 83)

When presented with the opportunity to join an extracurricular activity such as the

WCP, a student will assess the level of perceived difficulty, determine if they have what

they believe it takes to accomplish the described outcomes and decide if they will join.

Other motivational constructs will be presented in this chapter, but selÊefficacy provides

some insight into the decision to join the WCp.

Unlike selÊbeließ assumed to have traitJike stability across time and setting,
selÊefficacy is assumed to be responsive to changes in personal context and
outcomes, whether experienced directly, vicariously, ve.bally, or physiologically.
As a result of this sensitivity, self-efücacy beliefs are studied as indilators of
change during instructional interventions as well as indicators of initial individual
differences.

(Zimmerman,2000,p 88)

Students that join an extra-curncular program and remain with it are self-

efficacious and tend to "participate more readily, work harder, persist longer and have

fewer adverse emotional reactions when they encounter difficulties then those who doubt

their capabilities" (Zimmerman,2000, p. g6).

2,5 Tirne
The influence of student time to participate in an extracurricular opportunity also

impacts students' choice of activity (Eccles, lgg4). The "potential cost of investing time

in one activity rather than another" is one variable that impacts a persons achievement

related choices (Eccles, 1994, p.598). Given the five major activity categories identified

in Section 2.2,the number of potential extracurricular choices is great. High school

students participating in out of school science and math activities is low with most
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students opting to "hang out" with friends, working, or engaging in other extracurricular

activities (Larson & Verona, 1999). Students that participate in extracurricular activities

have been "linked to increases on indicators of positive development such as selÊ

concept, high school grade point average (GPA), school engagement, and educational

aspirations" (Eccles & Barber, 1999, p.l2).

Eccles and Templetan (2002) found that community-based programs offered

during regular school hours had a better attendance than after-school programs:

Many community based programs... are offered at school during the regular
school hours, random assignments may be easier and more successful because the
participants are more likely to attend regularly and complete the program. In
contrast, the voluntary nature ofjoining and attending after-school community-
based youth programs, particularly if they are situated in nonschool settings
during non-school hours, leads to more sporadic attendance and higher rates of
dropping out.

(Eccles & Templeton,2002, p. i 18)

The majority of WCP activities take place during lunch, after school or on the weekend.

It is often difficult to have WCP participants attend these sessions because of school,

work and family commitments. The time WCP students commit to the program is often

an issue.

2,6 Student Attitudes toward Science
In Section 2.4, self-efficacy was described as focusing "exclusively on task-

specific performance expectations" (Zimmermarì" 2000, p S4) In the following sections

there will be a review of influences on the selÊconcept of student attitudes toward

science that reflect a students past experiences, present associations and future

aspirations. These three factors can impact a student's decision to join an academic

activity like the WCP.
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Student attitudes with regards to science can be placed into "two broad subsets of

science-related attitudes," the frrst being "scientific attitudes" and the second "attitudes to

science" (Schibeci, 1983, p. 597). Scientific attitudes are considered tobe attitudes that

professional scientists display through their behavior in the workplace (Kozlow & Nay,

1976; Schibeci, 1983). Attitudes toward science, about which this project is concerned,

relate to a student's attitude to science as a concept or fïeld of study (Schibeci, l9g3)

Long-term effects of student attitudes have been shown to influence an individual's

interest to carry out further study in secondary and post-secondary education (Simon,

2000; Simpson &' Oliver, 1990). Simpson and Oliver (1990) found that students tracked

from grades 6-10 showed a drop in positive attitude toward science between each

consecutive school year.

If adolescents enter middle or junior high school with positive feelings toward
science, and experience success during their initial courses in sciencg it is likely
that they will elect to take and will be successful in additional science courses.
This, in turn, leads to a positive commitment to science that influences lifelong
interest and learning in science. I{ however, a youngster receives little support
from home, is exposed to little or no science in elementary school, and doei not
have positive experiences in science during the initial courses in middle or junior
high school, he or she will likely attempt to avoid science and by the end oittiglt
school and lack both knowledge in and commitment to science.

(Simpson & Oliver, 1990, p. 14)

The specific areas that have shown to impact attitudes toward science include

family, peers, student selÊperception, relevance, interest, and gender. Family provides

background information on parental support and stimulation for science education at

home. Peers reflect the social impact classmates canhave on a student's decision to join

an extracurricular activity. Relevance is a measure of how an activity can meet an

individual's short- and long-term goals. Interest looks at a whether a student has an
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interest in the subject and considers it to be important. Gender is a reflection of intrinsic

student interest based on whether they are female or male.

2.6.1 Farnity
Family behaviors toward school have a great impact on student attitudes (Tocci &

Englehard, r99r;Talton & simpson, l9g6), specifically to science (simpson & oliver,

1990)' Simpson and Oliver (1990) found that astudent's family attitude toward science

becomes more negative than positive as a student moves from grades 7 to i0. This

corresponds to a decrease in positive student attitudes toward science from grades 6 to 10

(Simpson & Oliver, 1990). Yet those parents that support participation in extracurricular

activities "can play an important role in the child's affective experience" (Anderson et al.,

2003, p' 253).In the home, parental and sibling influences can include visiting science

çenters, reading science materials or watching science television shows, and even helping

with a child's science homework.

Parents and siblings are important to children. Their action, such as watching
science programs on television, going to museums, visiting zoos, or taking trips to
the ocean or mountains, are models for a child's actions.

(Simpson & Troost, l9gZ, p.767)

other parental influences can include "the number of science books and materials

available in the home, parenta! support for homeworþ and the more general pattern of
leisure activity" (simpson & Troost, r9g2, p.767). Theinfluences the student can

experience from their home life can affect their "selÊesteem, locus of control and can be

expected to influence commitment to a subject', (Simpson & Troost, 19g2, p.767).

If there is a strong display and support for fostering positive attitudes toward

science, perhaps students may be more inclined to study science concepts. There has been
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some relationship shown between parental education attainment and student's choice of

science coursework:

Parent education significantly predicted girls' 5tr'-grade science grades and
activity participation but not the number of physical science 

"ouir., 
they took

throughout high school. The opposite associations emerged for boys. These
relations suggest that parent education has an early impact on girls; science
choices and performance, but later impact boys.

(Simpkins, Davis-Kean & Eccles,2006, p. g1)

A possible explanation of the difference between boys and girls influenced by their

parent's education may be a reflection of gender roles:

The gender differences between parent education and number of physical science
courses may result from differential expectations. The influence of parent
education may be srnall above the impact of girls' self-concept. In óther words,
parents may allow girls more freedom in their course choices. On the other hand,
boys whose parents are more educated may expect their sons to take physical
science courses regardless of boy's self-concepts.

(Simpkins, Davis-Kean & Eccles,2006, p. g1)

The one area of study will be to look for general correlations between parental

education and student interest in the field of science. Specific gender issues relating to

çourse selections and extracurricular interests will be presented in Section

Although this thesis is not evaluating the socioeconomic status (SES) of the

participating students, family income canhave animpacton exposure to enrichment

activities (Simpkins, Davis-Kear¡ & Eccles ,2006; Anderson et al., 2003). For example,

middle-class incomes "may have more resources to devote to children's participation in

organized activities and creating an enriching home environment then families of other

socioeconomic status (sES) backgrounds" (Simpkins, Davis-Kean &.Eccles, 2006, p.

81). Students from lower sES may not have the same opportunities:

...children in lower SES families are likely to get less exposure to early math and
science skills. In addition, low-income families' efforts may need to bL devoted
to children's basic needs (e.g., providing food and safety) rãther then supporting
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or promoting youth's pursuit of math and science because of other life
circumstancgs (e g., working two jobs, overriding concern about their child,s
safety in a high-crime neighborhood). Little mat-h and science support in the
home may make children less likely io be exposed to early matn ànascience
activities' values, and role models, and as a rLsult, less fiklly to purrr. math- and
sci ence-enriched pathways.

(Simpkins, Davis-Kean & Eccles,2006, p. gl)

Students' exposure to enriching science experiences will be evaluated in the

questionnaire component ofthis project. But reasons why or why they don,t occur

because of economic reasons will not be addressed. Instead a search for a relationship

between enrichment experience and attitudes toward science will be evaluated.

Parents may play a more direct role in student participation in extracurricular

activities:

Adolescents with parents who place a stronger emphasis on educational
achievement then on activity partieipation rnuy limit the activities in which these
adolescents take part- Some adolescents rnuy b" able to participate only in
academic clubs that might improve their chances of attendi"g ;oii;g"" ånd so,n.
may not be.able-to participate at all as a result of the time it ãight tãkl away rrom
school work. Alternatively, high achieving adolescents, or thoie who are highly
focused on academics, may have parents who encourage them to explore activities
outside of schoolwork. In addition, adolescent,s friends, teachers, und tt.
available resources of the school and the state may influånce their opfortunities to
participate in activities and their experiences of such participation.

(Feldman & Matjasko,20O5,p. 196)

This project acknowledges the point Feldm an andMatjasko make in regards to

forbidding or forcing a student to participate in an activity by parents, but it will not be

addressed in the questionnaire used. Rather the exposure to science a student experiences

at home will be explored.

2.6,2 Peers
Peers have a strong influence on an individual's attitude toward science. Studies

have found that students who participated in any of the five extracurricular activities
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described in Section 2.2have more academic and prosocial friends than non-participants

(Fredricks & Eccles, 2005; Eccles & Barber, 1999). This section will first review the

influences friends may have on an individual's choice to join an extracurricular science

activity like the WCP. The second part will review the development and influences peers

have on a student within activity.

2.6,2.1 Peen lnfluence or'! Joining Extnaeurr¡curar Activities
Eccles and Barber (1999) note that there is a positive relationship between a

student joining an activity with academic outcomes and their peer groups present

aÇademic standing and post-secondary plans. Students who participate in an academic

activity have a peer group that is "characterizedby a higher proportion of friends who

plan on attending college and arc doing well in school (with the exception of sport

participants)" (Eccles & Barber, 1999, p. 31).

The influence of peers on evaluating student attitudes may be difficult because of

the social nature of school. At home, displayed student attitude around one's parents may

be significantly different than those demonstrated in a classroom.

... a pupil may express interest in science but avoid publicly demonstrating it
among his or her peers, who regard such an expression of intellectual interest as
not being the 'done' thing. In such a case, motivation to behave in a particular
way may be stronger thanthe motivation associated with the expressed attitude,
or alternatively, anticipated consequences of a behavior may modify that behavior
so that it's inconsistent with the attitude held.

(Simon, 2000, p. 106)

At the school that is being surveyed, the WCP is offered as an extracurricular

activity. It is hoped that this investigation will provide some insight into peer influence

on initial interest in the WCP. Do students join despite their peer non-interests, or do

students not join because it is not the 'in thing to do' based on peer ideals?
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By including an evaluation of a student's evaluation of their peers' attìtude toward

science, an insight into the possible reason students join and remain a part of the \ /Cp,

Simpson and Troost (lgsz) stated that "best friends and significant others who like or

dislike science may be strong influences on students' attitudes toward science', (p.769).

The behaviors and goals of a student's peers is one influence on educational choices.

(Updegraff et al, 1996, p. Z l').

. - . peers may positively reinforce conventional behaviors, may exert pressure
toward school involvement, and may model positive affect und .o**itment to
academic endeavours.

(Fredricks & Eccles, 20A5, p. 517)

iithis is true, perhaps the experience of students who participate in the WCp without a

number of their friends who do not hold a positive view of science may be able to

develop a positive auitude themselves. The result could be a positive influence on the

friends of students who participate in the WCF. Within the WCp group, participation

may "allow students to learn from each other and thereby take advantage of the normal

social and gregarious tendencies of adolescent students" (Simpson & Troost, I9g2, p.

76e).

2.6"2.2 Feer Group Development within the winGube project
For those students who join extracurricular activities, a new peer group can

develop within such an activity that will have common interests and attitudes. The

activity will provide a "peer 8roup as well as a set of tasks" (Eccles & Barber, 7999, p,

31)

Many of the activities students study take up a considerable amount of the
adolescents' time and are done with other aàolescents and adults. Thus, it is
likely that participation in some of these activities directly affects adolescents,
peer groups precisely because such participation structures a substantial amount
of peer group interaction. one's co particlpants become,s one,s peer crowd, and
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such peer crowds often devellp an activity based culture, providing adolescentswith the opportunity to identify with a g.oup having a shared sense of stvle.
(Eccles & Barber, 1999, p.29)

The development of a new peer group dynamicwithin an extracurricular activity

can in turn provide a positive or negative influence on participation:

To the extent that one spends a lot of time in these activity settings with the otherparticipants, it is likely that one's friends will be drawn rro* u^ïÁgthe otherparficipants' It is also likely thatthe collective behaviors ofthe peeî group willinfluence the behaviors of éach member.
(Eccles & Barber, 1999, p 31)

The collective behavior that develops within the activitycan either supporr a

student's attitude toward science, or the student can reject the group identity.

Activity choice is likely to both grow out of and reinforce emerging identities -particularly those aspects of ideniity linked to instructional sucõsånd findingone's place in the social milieu. Activity choice also channels friendshipnetworks due to. propinquity and to sharád interests. Friendship networks furtherreinforce the value of various types of activities and identities 
'FrienJship

networks also develop cultures-óf their o*n, .hi.h set the norrns for a wide rangeof behaviors and long-term expectations uná urpi.utions, thus influencing
behaviors across several domains.

(Eccles &.Barber, 1999, p.3I)
Extracurricular activities provide an opporfunity "to get to know other peers and

adults through personal bonding and mutual trust and commitment,, (Feldman &
Madasko' 2005, p' 162). The individual interview in this research project will hopefully

shed some light on the interactions of students who have participated in the WCp. This

may prove to be a key area of why students remain in the !VCp.

2.6.3 Student Self.Fercept¡on
There is a distinction between a student's personal selÊefficacy and their self-

concept' SelÊconcept measures and emphasizes "selÊesteem reactions by posing selÊ

evaluative questions" like 'how good am I in science?, while selÊefficacy ..focuses
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exclusively on task-specific performance expectations" such as 'how certain are am I that

I can diagram this circuit' (Zimmerman, 2000, p 84). In the following subsections of

attitudes toward science, family, peers, self-perception, relevance and student interest will

be categorized as selÊconcepts. SelÊefficacy does focus on a student's more immediate

judgment about joining the WCP. SelÊconcept will be surveyed in the questionnaire and

will provide some insight into student influences in joining an academic activity like the

WCP.

SelÊperception is an evaluation by a student of their abilities to accomplish a task.

Talton and Simpson (1986) found "that with a strong positive regardfor their own

abilities to learn have a more positive attitude toward science" (p. 365). These students

who posses a positive attitude toward science might be more inclined to join an acadçmiç

activity such as the WCP. On the other hand, some students who hear about the WCp

may not be interested in joining because of a perceived fatalism. Student fatalism is "the

tendency for students to feel that they have little control over their success, or lack of it,

in school" (Haladyna, olsen & Shaughnessy, 19g3, p.323). Haladyna,olsen, and

Shaughnessy (1983) found that student fatalism becomes very influential in grades 7 and

9' a time in a student's academic career where they begin to make decisions about takins

science courses in high school.

Indeed, it seems entirely reasonable to suggest that fatalism is closely related to
self-esteem construct which has been thoroughly examined by affective
researchers and has been linked to methods of attitude development and change.
If schools promote defeatism and failure in students, then fatajism will increaãe,
culminating in termination of formal education and continuing negative attitudes
toward the institution of school and its subject matters whereiailuie was most
evident.

(Haladyna, Olsen & Shaughnessy, 1983, p.323)
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It is evident from this statement that student success within a science classroom

influences further interest in studying science including extracurricular academic

activities. If students are not engaged in active learning andthey do not experience some

success, they will be turned offfrom the subject area and as a result will not develop

positive attitudes toward science.

A student's level of success within a science classroom will

interest in a subject and in turn will help determine if a student will

science later in life.

influence their

continue to study

.. ' attitude and motivation toward science when combined with achievement in
initial required science courses produces a self-concept in science that serves as
an important influence during the high school years.

(Simpson and Oliver, 1990, p. 14)

Simpson and Oliver (1990) found a correlation between a decline in achievement

motivation and attitudes toward science. It was shown that between grades 6-10,

motivation dropped within each year and between grade levels (Simpson & Oliver,

1eeO)

Student perceptions on the value of learning science may be considered as both an
input and outcome variable because sciencã attitudes can be related to educational
achievement in ways that reinforce higher or lower performance. That is, students
who do well in science generally have more positive auitudes toward science
subjects and those who have more positiu" uttitud", tend to perform better.

(Beaton ef.. al.,1996 as cited in papanastasiou,2AOZ, p 72)

It is clear that student selÊperception and achievement in a science class in lower grade

levels will influence whether a student continues to study science in grade l i and 12 or

after graduation from high school. In Manitoba, science becomes optional after grade 10.

If students continue to take optional science courses in grade l1 and 12, this may indicate

they have a positive selÊconcept and attitude toward science in the specific field they
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register for (Physics, Chemistry, or Biology) It can also apply to a student's willingness

to join an academic activity such as the WCp.

For those students in an academic activity, a student's selÊperception in that field

of study can be positively or negatively affected. Extracurricular activities can "offer a

place to develop additional skills and recognition that extend beyond academic

achievement" (Feldman &.Mat1asko, zaol, p. 162). If the learning environment is

conducive for student learning and student success, then "by increasing positive feelings

toward a specific discipline the discipline related self-concept will improve" (Talton &

Simpson, i986, p. 365). In a review of articles, Feldman and Matjasko (2005) found that

the "majority of the findings revealed a positive relation between most extracurricular

activities and self-esteem among boys and between specific activities and selÊesteem

among girls" (p. 187).

2.6.4 Relevance
Relevance as it relates to a student participating in an activity can include

relevance to everyday events or existing ideas (Schollum & Osborne, 1985) and is

"instrumental in meeting one ofthe individual's long- or short-term goals" (Eccles, 1994,

p. 589). It can also include the following:

. ' . personal needs, self-images, and values operate in ways that both decrease the
probability of engaging in those activities or roles perceived as inconsistent with
one's central values and increase the probability of engaging in roles or activities
perceived as consistent with one's definition of self... individuals can be related
to their needs and values,

(Eccles, 1994, p. 597)

Students surveyed by Schollum and Osborne (1985) found that university students

indicated they lost their enthusiasm for science during high school because of "what they

perceived as a lack of relevance, of what they were asked to do, to their everyday lives"
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(p 12)' WCP students are provided background with knowledge and skills that are

applied to the activities in the wCP What WCP students learn, they apply to their

everyday lives. However, potential student candidates may see the WCp academic

activity as irrelevant because of their past science experiences and decide not to join.

If students have participated in WCP activities, relevance to everyday experiences

can become a factor to remain with the project. Yager Ql}4b)points out that ..there 
is

often a discrepancy between school science and real-world experiences. Real-world

experiences with science are remembered more than experiences with the science of
textbooks in classrooms and raboratones" (yager, 2004b, p. aß) The wcp emphasizes

real-world experiences with its multi-activity approach to education which provides

motivation for continued participation.

The importance of contert in science teachingfinally has become apparent. Infact, the context for rearning now is advanceõas being more impo.tã'.ri i,
promoting learning than are the concepts and the procãss skills per se. These
science concepts and process skills continue to be seen as important outcomes for
science teaching, but neither helps achieve real understanding unless there is areal-world situation (context) foi seeing, learning, and usingîdeas and skills that
often are portrayed as central to school science. 

-feaching 
science concepts andprocess skills without conte)ft ignores the very essence of science. Estabiishing

an appropriate and relevant contert for learning science is necessary for the
understanding of basic science concepts and prãcess skilrs.

(Yager, 20044pp. 101-102)

The WCP provided numerous hands on opportunities for students to apply what

they have learned' This approach allows a contert to be established where the six pillars

of conceptual knowledge and process skills can meet specific curricular objectives.

Relevance ofscience concepts and procedures is necessary in education to engage

students in learning. If students are unable to see how what their learning affects their

lives, they may not deverop a positive attitude towardthe topic.
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2.6.5 Str¡dent lntenest
Students who enroll in elective math and science course show a strong association

between their own interest and belief that these subjects are important (Simpkìnns, Davis-

Kean & Eccles' 2a0q. In Manitob a, math courses are mandatory through to grade 12.

Science courses become optional after grade 10. Those students who take optional

science classes may display a strong interest in the particular optional science course they

register for in grades i 1 and 12 (physics, chemistry, Biology). Simpkins, Davis_Kean

and Eccles (2006) found that students "who earn good grades in math and science are

more likely to participate in after-school activities and continue with coursework in these

arças" (p 80)

For those students who have participated in extra-curricular activities, they

"report feeling both more challenged and enjoyment (as opposed to boredom) in

organized out-oÊschool activity settings then in classrooms" (Eccles & Templet on, Z00Z,

p. 123).

Developing student interest in science requires acknowledgement of two

conflicting goals in science education; cognitive development of students to acquire

scientific investigative skills" and creating an educational environment that appeals to a

student's interest. Further, "while scientists search for regularities in nature, for ways to

predict events and to reduce the likelihood ofthe unexpected, children are frequently

interested in the exact opposite, in that they wish to discover the iryegular, the

unpredictable and the surprise (schollum & osborne , lgg7, p. 56) Discovering the

"irregular, the unpredictable and the surprise" (Schollum & Osborne,lggT,p 56) implies

a sense of curiosity amongst students. A curiosity that simon (2001) sees as a

motivation al factor in the classroom.
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... it is not enough that they {students} believe that science is practically
important. They must also be curious. Curiosity calls attention to interesting,
odd, and sometimes important items in the drama that is revealed to us through
our senses. Idle or purposeful, curiosity is the motor that interests children in
science, it is also the principal motor that energizes and steers the education at
professional scientists and the conduct of their subsequent scientific work.

(Simon,2001, p. 5)

Aerospace education can be an intriguing and ever evolving subject in science.

Students are bombarded with images from the media and movies relating to aerospace

topics. The possible sources for aerospace education are endless, but educato¡s must

keep in mind that "our attention can be sustained as long as we can continue to find

interesting patterns in the stimulus" (Simon, 2001, p. 6). Providing a challenging

learning experience will require a level of complexity that depends on a student's prior

knowledge (Simon, 200L).

... a reasonably rich environment, but one that does not continually force new
stimuli on children instead of leaving the inìtiative to them in seeking pattern, is
most conducive to encouraging active curiosity.

(Simon, 2007, p.7) .

In providing an interesting environment for learning, it becomes important to allow

students to explore on their own once a student becomes interested in the topic. With the

V/CP, students seem keen on working towards their involvement with a CubeSat mission

The process itself will be one of exploration.

2.6.6 Gender Þifference
There have been numerous studies involving gender and attitudes toward science.

Miller et al. (2006) found that in general, males have a greater interest in science than

females. Other studies have shown the opposite,that females are more interested in

science topics than males (Matthews,2007). Regarding course selection for specific

science subjects, females preferred biology over physics and males physics over biology
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(Baram-Tsabari & Yarden, 200g; Farenga & Joyce, 1999; Jones et al., 2000). The

implications of these findìngs is the WCP is based on physics as opposed to a biology,

From the research cited here there should be a greater percentage of males interested in

an aerospace program than females.

Reid and Skryabina (2003) have developed a theory explaining the female

preference for biology and male preference for physics. They propose that females are

more inclined to take studies that have a high social relevance and males a high

mechanical or practical relevance. The WCP work is primarily hands on with the

application of technology in payload mission.

Goal three of the WCP, enrichmentfor students to developfurther interest in

science and engineering, addresses gender differences by increasing both genders,

exposure to career options. Research has found that males tend to demonstrate particular

positive attitudes toward careers in science than females (Crettaz van Roten, 2004;Miller

et al', 2006). the implication of this observation is females may be reluctant to join the

WCP if future educational goals or science careers are notin the field of aerospace.

2,7 Sumrnary
In this chapter I have provided an overview of the literature describing the role

extracurricular activities play in the educational experience and self-e fficacy issues that

can impact a student joining such activities. Also presented were contributing factors that

effect student participation in extracurricular activities like time, student attitudes toward

science, family, peers, student selÊperception, relevance and interests, and gender. In the

next chapter' methodology used in the research in this project will be described.
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C8'rapten 3 : Met&rodoñogy

3.1 lntrødwctiøn
This research project is attempting to evaluate student interest in a voluntary

extracurricular aerospace program. Specifically to determine the effectiveness of the

practices used for attracting and retaining Manitoba high school students in the Wineube

Project (WCP). The theses will also examine the influence ofthe WCP on participant's

career and recreational choices.

Previous studies on extracurricular activities have focused on the number of

students participatin g in a specific activity (Gadbois and Bowke r, 2007; Fredricks and

Eccles, 2005; Annek Vrugt and Zeeberg, zo0z; Eccles and Templefon,Z}o2;Eccles and

Barber, 1999; Eccles, 1994; Agnew and Peterson, 1989). Also the affect participation

has had on student delinquency (Eccles & Tempelt on,2002; Eccles &,Barber, 1999;

Agnew & Peterson, 1989), drug/alcohol abuse (Fredricks & Eccles, 2005; Eccles &

Barber, 1999), and academic achievement (Anneke vrugt &. zeeberg, 2o0z; Cervone,

2000; Eccles &, Barber, 1999).

Other studies have looked at the influences of student participation in an

extracurricular activity or choice of optional science courses. Influences such as sclÊ

efficacy (cervone, 200a; zimmerman,2000; updegraff et al., 1996; Eccles, rgg4),

family (Simpkins, Davis-Kean and Eccles, 2006;Anderson et al., 2003; Tocci and

Englehard, 1991; Talton and oliver, 1990; simpson and oliver, 1990; simpson and

Troost, 1982), peers (Fredricks and Eccles, 2005; Simon, 2000; Eccles and Barber , 1999;

Updegraffet aL.,1996; Simpson and Troost, 1982), selÊperception (Simpson and Oliver,

1990; Talton and Simpson, 1986; Haladyn4 olsen and Shaughnessy, 19g3), interest and
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relevance (Simpkins, Davis- Kean and Eccles, 2006; yager, 2004a,2004b;Eccles and

Templeton 
" 2002; simon, 200 r; Eccles, 1994; schollum and osborne, 1gg5).

Previous aspects thathave been shown to impact student participation have

included the influence of family and peers, a student's selÊefficacy, student selÊconcept,

student interest' relevance, and gender. Other studies identified in the previous chapter

have focused on these variables and investigated their impacton numerous outcomes of

extracurricular activities. In the review of articles relating to the role of school-based

extracurricular activities in adolescent development, Feldman and Matjasko (2005) make

a number of suggestions for a further look in the field that applies to this project. One

suggestion calls for creating different measures for describing activity involvement.

Typical studies that use simple descriptors like gender , race, and socioeconomic status

(SES) need to be further developed to include the"charaçteristics of participants

"including individual, family, peer, school, and neighborhood contexts" (Feldman &

Madasko, 2005, p. ß$. This research project will look for a correlation between

influences acting on a student (e.g Family, peers, selÊconcept, interest, relevance, and

gender) to participation in an extracurricular aerospace activity (the wcp).

The second point to draw from Feldman and Matjasko's (2005) recommendations

is to move from a generalized categonzation of an activityto a more focused evaluation.

Feldman and Matjesko (2005) provide a sport example that demonstrates this need:

Regarding identification of the effects of individual activities, in many cases
"sports" has been as a blanket term used to capture individuals who are involved
in athletics. Key research has shown that the ãffects of sport participation should
be "unpacked," and the effects of speciflrc sports, such as socó". und lacrosse,
should be considered. Although it may ..qùir" large sample sizes or the creation
of alternative_sampling strategies, such a distinctioi mighì lead to more clear-cut
results regarding the potential benefits of participating in a specific activity.

(p. lea)
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In Chapter Two, the WCP was identified under the general category of an academic club

(Eccles & Barbe¡ 1999). Following Feldman and Matjasko's recommendation, this

study will look at the WCP as a specifltc ertracurricular activity, rather than ageneral

academic club.

3"2 Q&estiøns
The four research questions addressed in this study are:

1. What factors influence student initial participation in the WCP?

2. What factors influence student ongoing participation in the WCP?

3. What influences does student participation in the WCP on future career
aspirations?

4. To what degree do participants of the WCP believe the fundamental goals of the
WCP have been achieved?

A detailed explanation of the specific questions can be found in section 1.7 of this work.

The research questions can be placed under three general headings:

ø What influences student choice to participate in the WCp?
o Why do students choose to remain with the WCP?
ø What are the influences of the program on those that participate?

In order to answer these questions, a case study will be carried out using a general

questionnaire and an individual interview. Case studies aÍe an"empirical inquiry that

investigates a contemporary phenomenon within its real-life context, especially when the

boundaries between phenomenon and the context are not too clearly defined" (Yin, 1994,

p i3). The questionnaire will be administered to all participants in this research study

group to garner data on student demographics, and possible influences in choosing to

participate in the extracurricular activity, the WCP. The rationale for using a case study

for the interview portion of this investigation is that it "follows the research philosophy of
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analyzing an existing, real life situation in all its complexity, exploring it as close to the

people concerned as possible, describing the situation in as much detail as possible, and

finally explaining the findings is a clear and comprehensible way,, (Kyburz-Graber, 2004,

p' 54) The students who participated in the wcP and complered the individual

interviews will be analyzed in a case study format to look at their perceptions and

experiences with the lVCp.

The exploratory-causal case study "tries to interpret phenomena to the point of
answering questions of 'why' on a theoretical basis,, (Kyburz-Gr aber, 2004,p. 54), In
the case of the wcP as an extracurri cular activity, thevariables to join and remain

involved can be vast as demonstrated in chapter 2 of this work. The case studies

approach is appropriate in this investigation given that its methodology is employed when

the "contextual conditions are animportant aspect ofthe phenomenon of interest,,

(Stevenson, 2004, p. 41). The individual interview results will be paired up with the

completed questionnaires to try to gain some insight into wcp participation.

The exploratory-causar case study incrudes five key areas (Kyb urz-Graber,2004):

1. Theoretical basis and case study protocol
o Includes theoretical basis unà r"r"u."h questions

2. Multiple data sources in methods and proceduresø Atows the use of multiple perspectives to be interpreted

3. Documentation of case_study research and reporto All data collected and the treatment of the data is to be made available

4. Designing achainof evidence
o d clear line of logical presentation of evidence derived from data interpolation

5. Logic ofgeneralization
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The first key area oftheoretical basis and protocol has been presented in the first
two chapters of this work. The second area of murtipre sources incrudes the

questionnaire and individual interview of students who have participatedin the wcp.
The documentation of research and report includes copies of student responses to the

questionnaire (Appendix D) and the paraphrased responses to the interview for each

panicipant in chapter Five. The evid,entialcase for key areafour will be presented in

chapter 4 and chapter 5. Generalization of this project will also be developed in

Chapters 6.

3"3 Particrpamfs
The school that this research project took place is an urban high school located in

Ïvinnipeg, Manitoba, canada. The student populatio n attheschool is approximately

1200 students with a diverse ethnic mix with the majority ofEuropean descent,

Philippino, East Indian, and Aboriginal.

There were two evaluative tools used in this project:a questionn aire and, a

personal interview' For the questionnaire, the primary participants were drawn from two
grade 10 Geography classes at the school, one from the first semester and the other from

the second semester' The Geogr aphy teacher hadinfbrmed both classes on numerous

occasion about the existence of the wcP within the school. He encouraged his fîrst

semester class to join in a BCube launch from the school and encouraged second

semester students to participate in aBCube launch slated for the summer of 2009. The

second semester class was also encouraged to participate in the wcp,s Manitoba Space

Adventure camp O4SAC) held at the university of Manitoba's Faculty ofEngineering in

July,2009.
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The research questionnaire was administered at the end of the second semester to

the latter Geography class. Those students who had taken Geography in the first

semester, their timetables were consulted and second semester grade 10 morning core

subject classes were identified that had at least three students who were in the original

first semester grade 10 Geography class. In total there were six classes that partieipated

in the survey: one English, one Consu mer Math,three Scien ce, andone Geography (all at

the grade 10 level).

A total of 56 females and 44 males participated in the questionnaire component

exclusively' Average age for the females was 15.6 years old and for the males, average

age was 16 6. The overall grade level for both groups was grade l0 (gs%of females,

95% of males.)

These six classes were singled out from all ofthe other classes in the school

because a number of students in each class had heard about the WCp from their

Geography teacher at some point during the year. For the remainder of the participants in

these six classes, it is assumed they would have heard about the WCp from their Teacher

Advisors using program information and announcements made available by the

researcher throughout the school year. There was also a small group of students who

were not in the six class sampling but particip ated inthe WCp aøivities and were also

asked to complete the questionnaire. The specifics of the questionnaire will be presented

in Section 3.4 of this chapter.

Students who participated in the wCP activities, were asked to participate in a

follow up individual interview The interview was carried out by an independent neutral

third party, with answers documented using hand written notes by the interviewer, Thosç
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results are presented and discussed in Chapter Five. Participation in the questionnaire and

individual interview were voluntary. A form was issued that required parental and

student consent for particip ation.

3.4 Studeref Q¿¡es ti øn na ire
The questionnaire was administered to all students who participated in this study.

Questions were categonzed into eight main groups:

1. Demographics
2. Present education
3. Future Education
4. Family
5. Peers
6. Extracurricular activities
7. Interest and relevance
8. WinCube Project participation

In the following sections of this chapter, description of the questions and techniques used

in the questionnaire will be presented. A copy of the questionnaire can be found in

appendix C.

3.4.1 Demognaphics

Questions (1 to 3) with fixed-choice answers gathered background information

about the participants (sex, age, grade presently enrolled in) The questions about grade

presently enrolled in takes into account students from other grade levels presently taking

a grade 10 class.

3.4.2 Present Ed ucation

Current level of education was asked using fixed-choices (Table 3.1) based on

science and math courses avallable at the targeted school using question 4. Computer

science was included as a reflection of computer programming opportunities in the
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WCP's BCube and Cubesat portions of the project. The answers will provide data on

student interest in these fields of study. Questions 28 and 29 used Likert-scales to

determine student perception of space education they have experienced.

Table: 3.1 Fresent Education
Q. 4. Please indicate which
(Check all that apply):

a. Grade 9 Math

math courses you have completed at school

Grade I I Biology

Gr.a'de 12 Biology

Grade 1l Chemistry

Grade 12 Chemistry

Grade 11 Physics

Grade 12 Physics

Grade ll Computer Science

Grade 12 Computer Science

b. _ Grade l0 Consumer Math

c. _Grade ll ConsumerMath

d. _ Grade 12 Consumer Math

e. _ Grade 10 Pre-Cal Math

f. _ Grade 1l Pre-Cal Math

g. _ Grade 12 Pre-Cal Math

h. _Grade9Science
i. Grade l0 Science

science and

J._
k._
l._

m._
n.

3.4.3 Future Education
In order to develop an understanding of a student's attitude toward science, a

series of questions were asked (Table 3.2) abovt future plans in regards to science

education. This included immediate plans for future courses to be taken at the targeted

high school using fixed-choice answers (Table 3.2, Question 5). Post-graduation plans

were asked with both fixed-choices (Table 3.2, Question 8, l0) and open-ended

responses (Table 3.2, Question 10). Question 10 targeted coursework that reflect an

interest in science and math as well as specific areas related to the WCP (computer

Q 28. How much importance do you feel has been given to space and space+elated
topics, in the context of your early and middle school education?

A lot S"-. A liffle Nothing

Q.29. How much importance do you feel has been given to space anA spaceoetatea
topics, in the context of your high-school education?

A lot S"*. A little Notfring
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science and engineering). Other open-ended questions surveyed occupational choices

after high school graduation for those either going onto a post-secondary institution or

those directly entering the work force (Tabl e 3.2, Q. 1 I and Q. 12)

Tahle 3.2: Futune Education

3,4.4 Family
Family has been shown to have animpact on student attitudes toward science

(Simpkins, Davis-Kean, & Eccles,2006; Anderson et al., 2003; Tocci & Englehard,

5. Please indicate which science and math courses you plun to tøke at school in the
future (Check all that apply):

a. _Grade9Math j. _Grade 1l Biology

k. _ Grade l2Biology

l. _ Grade 11 Chemistry

n. _ Grade 12 Chemistry

n. _ Grade Il Physics

o. _ Grade 12 Physics

e.

f.

Grade l0 Consumer Math

Grade ll ConsumerMath

Grade 12 Consumer Math

Grade l0 Pre-Cal Math

Grade ll Pre-Cal Math

Grade 12 Pre-Cal Math

Grade 9 Science

Grade 10 Science

(tÞ'

lì.

i.

p. _ Grade ll Cornputer Science

q. _ Grade 12 Computer Science

Q. 8. When I graduate from high school, I plan to:
a. _ Go straight to work (please proceed to question 12)
b. _ Go to College
c. _ Go to University

Q. 9. Please state the field of study you plan to enter at University/College:
Q 10. When you go to UniversitylCollege, do you intend
following disciplines (please check all that apply)?

a. _ Physics
b. _ Computer Science

to take any courses in

_ Engineering

_ Astronomy

_ Math

_ Biology
_ Chemistry

the

c.

d.

e.

f.
û
¡1.

Q. 1 1. Please indicate the career you would like to do after graduating from
University/College:

Q. 12. Flease state the occupation you plan to work at after eraduatinq from hish school:
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1991; simpson & oliver, 1990; Talton & simpson, l9g6; Simpson & Troost, l9g2). The

questions used for this area of research are found in Table 3 .3 . euestion 1 5 provides

information on parental or sibling influence on student attitudes toward science based on

university or college level attained. Other studies have incorporated the mother,s

education as a measure of social economic status @rown & Evans, 2002;Eccles &

Barber, 1999)' Questions 17, 1g,27, and 24 uselikert-scale response measurements to

gauge the level of science related activity a student engages in either through television,

the printed press, the internet, and movies. Similar yes/no questions were asked about

family members demonstratingthe same behaviors (Questions lg, zo, z2). euestion 16

provides some insight into support at home for science education by asking if a student

receives help with their science homework. Question 23 addresses the opportunities

students could experience with their families that would help develop a positive attitude

toward science through family outings to science related destinations. All questions in

Table 3'3 contained opportunities for open-ended responses for students to elaborate on

their answers.

Table 3.3: F

.t_S fne following family members
identify the field of study):

? 
- 

Mother (field of study:
b. _ Father (field of study: 

-_____): Sister (àeld of studr 

- 

)
d. _ Sister (field of study: - -): 

- 
Brother (field of study: )f _ Brother (field of srudy:

16. Do you get help with your scierrce homework at home?
a. _No
b. _ Yes

If Yes, from whom?
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Table 3.3: Famitv (Contimued
17. How often do you watch scientific television programs offi
to space topics?

Always Frequently Seldom
If you do watch space related shows,
If never, whv not?

Never
which ones?

i8. Does anyone else at trom@
related to space topics?

programs or documentaries

a. _No
b. _ Yes

If yes, who and what shows?
l9. How often do you read
Newspaper, magazine)?

Always Frequently-seldom
Ifyou do read space related topics,
If never. whv not?

If yes, who and what are the sources?

20 Does anyone in your h
press (ex. Newspaper, magazine)?

21. How often do you surf Internet sites related to space topics?

If never. whv not?
Does anyone in yourtromffi

b. _ Yes
.ho¡nd what are the sources?

23. Do you do science.ehffi your home with your family? (exPlanetarium, science museum)
c. _No
d. _ Yes

what have you visited?
24. How often do you go to
and space related topics?

movies about space
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3.4.5 Feers

Question 25 (Whatthree courses are your closest friend's most favorite subjects

in high school?) and 26 (What three courses are your closest friend,s least favorite

subjects in high school?) are open-ended questions that attempt to indicate what subjects

a subject's peers are interested in. Some researchers feel that "using perceived reports of
peer behavior inflates relations between peer's and respondent's behavior,, (Fredricks &

Eccles, 2005, p. 5 1 7). Yet Fredricks and Eccles find this to be a "valid methodological

critique" (p' 517)- They believe that "the use of perceived reports of peer behavior is

justified" because they believ e that "what adolescents think about their friends is more

important than what peers actually do" (Fredricks & Eccles, 2005,p. 517) Following

Fredricks and Eccles' idea, this study will try to establish a link between peer subject

preference and the influences and associations it canhavefor students participating in

this survey.

3.4.6 Fxtnacu rricu lar activifi es

Question 13 (Please indicate all activities that you are involved with at school (ex.

volleyball, basketbalr, drama productions, unity Group)) and question 14 (please

indicate all activities that you are involved with outside of school (ex. Dance group,

volunteering)) are open-ended questions. These questions were used to determine the

level of student extra-curricular activity involvement at the targeted school, and what

activities are the most popul ar at the school. some studies (Eccles & Barber, L999) have

used similar questions with fixed-responses, but this study chose to use open-ended

responses because of the breadth of opportunities students have at the school and in the

community.
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3.4.7 lr'¡tenest arrd Relevarìce

In order to gauge student interest in science, three open-ended questions were

asked (Table . 3.4). The intention of question 6 and 7 is to determine the general interest

in subjects offered at the participating school. This may provide insight into why such a

small part of the student population at the targeted school becomes involved in the WCP,

There will also be an analysis between student subject interests and student potential

involvement in the WCP. A comparison will be made relating to favorite subjects and

optional high school course selection and post-secondary decisions.

Question 27 will attempt to ascertain student interest in space endeavours and be

compared to the educational goals and offerings of the WCp

Tabtre 3.4: Interest and R.eleva¡rce

3.4.8 WinGube Pnoject Participation

Question 30 (Have you ever heard of the WinCube Project?) and question 31

(Have you ever participated in the winCube Project?) will allow for grouping of

respondents using simple yes/no answers. Question 30 will provide insight first of all

into the effectiveness of present promotion ofthe WCP (nearly all ofthe students should

have heard of the WCP) Secondly, the questionnaire is set up to explain in some detail

the offerings of the WCP. Subsequent follow up questions will be able to gauge student

interest. Question 31 will identify students for the follow up individual interview.

For those students who have not heard about the WCP, a brief explanation of five

of the six educational offerings of the progÍam are presented: CubeSat (picosatellite),

BCube (high altitude balloon payloads), Amateur Radio Course, Satellite Ground Station

6. What are three most favorite subiects in hieh school?
7 .lühat are r three least favorite subiects in hieh school?
27.Lisr. three favorite topics relating to
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(winGS), and Manitoba space Adventure camp (MSAC). After each description,

students were asked the following typical question:

Based on the description of the Amateur Radio Course (ARC), would you ever
consider joining this component of the wincube Frojeci?

a. _No
b. Yes

Why or why not? please explain your answer.

Thç same students who had not heard about the WCP were asked if they found the

overall project appealing with a yes/no response followed by 'why or why not? please

explain your answer.' The students were then asked what aaivities sounded interesting

(Table 3.5: Question 38).

Table 3.5: WinCube Proiect participation
38. What activities in the WinCube projecr sounã interesting (check all that apply)?

a. _ CubeSat (picosatellite)
b. _ BCube (high altitude balloon)
c. _ Amateur Radio Class
d. _ Manitoba Space Adventure Camp
e. _ Satellite Ground Station
f. _ Introductory Aerospace Design Course
g. _ Industry tours
h. _ Working with Universities

39. Please ìndicate what activities you h
Project: (Check allthat apply)

a. _CubeSat (picosatellite)
a._BCube launch -Fall 2008
b._ BCube launch - University of North Dakota Spring 2007
c._ Amateur Radio Certification - 2006-2007
d._ Amateur Radio Certification - 2007-200g

9 _ Manitoba Space Adventure Camp 2006
f. _ Manitoba Space Adventure Camp 2007
g _ Satellite Ground Station
h._ Introductory Aerospace Design Course - 2007-2005
i. _ Electronic Workshop - 2006
j 

- 
Engineering presentation on Cubesat - Spring 200g

k _ Amateur radio Faculty of Engineeringtour (U of M) _ 200g
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Table 3.5: WinCuhe Fn"oiect Fa tion {Continued
40. Will you be participating in any of the following upcoming activities? (Check all

that apply)
a. Manitoba Space Adventure Camp July 2009

Why or why not?
b. BCube launch - June 2009

i. _ Yes
ii. No

Why or why not?
c. BCube launch - Winnipeg Amateur Radio Club - June 30 2009

i. _ Yes
ii. No

or wh not?

Those students that indicated in Question 31 that they had participated in the

WCP were asked in Question 39 (Table 3.5) what activities they did participate in.

Further to that, continued interest in the WCP for these students were followed up with

Questions 40 in relation to expected participation in upcoming WCP events. Question 41

was used to identify students that were part of the grade 10, five class sampling that had

participated in the WCP in some capacity and. ask if they would be willing to participate

in the individual survey. Those students who had participated in the IVCP and were

known not to be part of the grade 10 grouping were asked to complete the survey and

complete the individual survey.

3.4.9 Gender Differences
Gender differences as they relate to attitudes toward science, peers,

extracurricular activities, interest, relevance and WCF participation will be dealt with as

part of these main groupings.

41. Since you have indicated that you have participated in the WinCube Project in at
least one activity, are you willing to participate in a follow up questionnaire and
survey?

a. _No
b. Yes
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3.5 lndividwaí lwtewiew
For those students that participated in some capacity within the WCP, the

individual survey was used to get feedback on the WCP. The results will be presented as

çase studies in chapter 4. The individual interview questions were open-ended and are

found in Table 3 6 The interviewer was instructed to use their discretion in pursuing

clariflrcation or additional information given student answers. The interviewer using the

questions provided as a base" took notes on student responses.

T'able 3.6: Individual Interview
1. How did you find out about the WinCube Project?

2. Describe the WinCube Project.

3. Why did you join the WinCube Project?

4. What were your expectations of the V/inCube Project?

5. What do (did) you enjoy about the V/inCube Project?

6. What do (did) you not enjoy about the TVinCube Project?

7. Why did you remain involved with the WinCube Project?

8. Did you consider withdrawing from the project? If so, why?

9. Would you recommend the WinCube Project to other high school students?
a. Why? Why not?
b. If yes, who?

The WinCube Project has five fundamental goals. Please comment on whether or not the

WinCube Project has met those goals during your participation.

10. GOAL 1: Provide authentic science and innovative research learning
opportunities.

11. GOAL 2: Application of high level science, math and technology

12. GOAL 3: Enrichment for students to develop further interest in science and

engineering

13. GOAL 4: Develop collaborative opportunities with post secondary institutions
andlor industrv on a local- national and international level
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T'able 3"6: Individual X¡etenview (Co¡rtinued
14. GOAL 5: Raise profile of aerospace in schools and community

15. Has the WinCube Project met your expectations?

i6. Has participation in the WinCube Project influenced your future career decisions

or interests?

17. What suggestions do you have to improve the lVinCube Project?

The individual interview questions relate to the main research questions in the

following manner:

r Research Question 1. What factors influence student initial participation in the
1VCP?

o Interview Questions: 1 to 4, and 9

ø Research question 2'. What factors influence student ongoing participation in
the WCP?

o Interview questions: 5 to 8, and 17

ø Research Question 3: To what degree do participants of the WCP believe the
fundamental goals of the WCP have been achieved?

o Interview Questions 10 to 15

o Research Question 4. What influences does student participation in the WCP
on future career aspirations?

o Interview Question: 16

3.6 Eva{ uatian Frøcedure
For the grade 10 group sample responses to question 38 on the questionnaire

('Based on the øbove descriptions of WinCube, do you find the overall project appealing?

Yes/No) students will be categorize for data analysis. Those grade 10s who answered Yes

to this question will be said to have a positive attitude toward the WCP and those

answering No, a negative attitude toward the WCP. These will also be subcategorized

into males and females with in each YesÀ{o groupings. The Analysis of the

questionnaire will be done through a percentage breakdown and a comparison made
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between the groupings. The WCF existing participants will be analyzed as a group.

Their comments to the individual interviews will be presented as a case study.

3,7 Survsvwary
This chapter has described the research rationale for this project in that it focused

on an extracurricular aerospace program for Manitobahigh school students. The areas of

interest for this research project presented in Chapter 2 have been paired up with specific

questions from the questionnaire (found in Appendix C). A rationale for the pairing has

also been presented. In the next chapter, the results ofthe grade 10 questionnaire

sampling will be reviewed.
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Ghapter 4: Gnade î& Qr¡estãomnnaune ResuåËs amd
ÞËscu¡ssion

4.X lntrødwetiøn
This chapter will analyzethe results of the student questionnaire administered to the

targeted grade 10 core classes in regards to the WinCube Project (WCP) The reasons

students are interested in extra-curricular science programs are discussed in Chapter 2

(Literature Review) and include:

ø Attitudes toward science
ø Family

" Peers
ø Extracurricularchoices
o Interest and relevance
o Gender

This chapter will look at student responses to specific answers from the questionnaire

and will pair them with the areas of interest as described in Chapter 3 (Methodology)

o Demographics
o Present education
ø Future education

' Family
o Peers
E Extracurricularactivities
o Interest and relevance
ø WCP participation.

Each of these areas will be reviewed individually and a discussion of the findings and

how they relate to the first research question of this project will be presented:

1. what factors influence student initial participation in the wcp?

This chapter will look at research question 1 using the written questionnaire as a

vehicle for why students may or may not decide to choose an extracurricular activity like
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the WCF. The remaining three research questions will be addressed using the personal

interview in Chapter 5.

For a detailed numerical breakdown of the results to the grad,e 10 questionnaire,

please consult Appendixes D. This chapter will exclusively review and discuss the

results of the questionnaire given to the grade l0 core classes. Chapter 5 will present the

case studies of students who had participated in the WCP and partook in the

questionnaire and individual interview.

4.2 Fartici pant Categ orizatio n

Students who participated in this project consist oftwo categories: a group of

students presently taking grade 10 core classes (Geography, English, Consumer Math,

and Science (x3)) and those who participated in the WCP. The Students in the grade 10

core classes that volunteered to participate were asked to complete a questionnaire

(Appendix C). The six targeted classes were chosen, because smaller groups within those

classes were made awaÍe of the V/CP at some point of the year by their grade 10

Geography teacher (see Chapter 3, section 3.3 for a more detailed description). Using

their responses to question 38'. Based on the above descriptions of WinCube, do you.find

the overall project appealing? Yes,/l{o, the students from the grade 10 core classes were

broken into four groups:

e Female yes (Fy)
e Female No (FN)
o Males Yes (tufY)
e Male No (MN)

Question 38 is used as central question to divide the students by determining

whether or not they find the overall project appealing. Through separating them into
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'interested', 'not interested' groupings it makes it possible to see if there are patterns that

stand out among the two groups. Yes groups underlying factors can be established and

compared to No goup responses. It then may become clearer why students choose/not

choose to participate in the WinCube project.

These categories were chosen since female and male yes' were classified as

having positive attitudes toward the WCP and the female and male no's had negative

attitudes toward the WCP. The mathematical treatment of the questionnaire results will

compare the responses within a specific group using percentages. Out of the 56 females

participating in the questionnaire,20 were placed in the FY group and 36 in the FN

grouping. For the 44 participating males, 11 were classifìed as MY and 33 as MN.

4.3 Ðernagraptxics

Of the six targeted classes, the numbers of participants were 56 females and 44

males with an average age of 15.5 and 15.6 years of age respectively. The majority grade

level of this group was grade 10 (95% for females, 95yo for males)

4,4 Present Ed¡øcatiøn
Question 4 of the questionnaire was aimed at getting information about the

participant's present completed coursework. All of the grade 10 targeted group that were

sampled had completed both grade 9 science and math. For those students that indicated

that they had taken grade 11 courses were exclusive to those who were registered at the

grade 11 level, but were taking one of the core gtade 10 required classes in which the

questionnaire was administered.

Unfortunately there was no significant data from question 4. During the analysis,

it was noted that question 4 was too specific . Please indicate which science and math
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courses you have contpleled at school. There was a concern that if students were

presently taking a math or science course (and therefore was not completed), would not

reflect an accurate number in a specific grade 10 math or science class. The question

should have read. Please indicate which science and math courses yotl are presently

tøking or hcwe completed at school. The refined question would have provided more

information and would include all current math and science courses. Dataregarding

student's current courses and future course selections was collected to allow the

researcher the ability to ascertain if an interest in Science/Math is present. If students

select Science and Math as subjects then they may view themselves a competent in these

areas of study, and if they see themselves in this positive way, they may choose to be

involved in activities were it in necessary to have these aptitudes for successful

participation.

4.4.1Student Ferception of Space Ëducatio¡r

Questions 28 and 29 provided feedback on student perceptions ofspace and space-

related topics level of importance atthe earlylmiddle and high school levels. The results

are found in Table 4.1. The general trend for all four groups was that 'some' and a 'little'

contained the majority of responses for all groups.

Question 28:
o FY - 90Yo, FN: 860lo, MY 82Yo, MN: 66%

Question 29:
o FY.75Yo, FN: 81olo, l\/I]/'.72Yo, MN: 60%
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able 4.tr: Stude¡lt Fenceptio¡ls of Space ar¡d R.etrated T
Early/Middle
Years Female Yes Female No Male Yes Male No

Y6n %n %n %n

A lot
Some

A little
Nothing

No Answer

1s%
10 50%
I 40%
00%
r5%

1, 3%

21 s8%
10 28%
38%
t, 3%

00%
2 18%

7 64%

9%

9%

I

I

00%
11 33%

11 33%
il 33%

0 0o/o

äigh School Female Yes Female No Male Yes Male No
%n %n Ytn %n

A lot
Some

A little
Nothing

No Answer

3 15Yo

9 4s%
6 30%
T5%
rs%

1 3Yo

t4 39%
15 42%

s t4%
r3%

00%
4 36%

4 36%

2 t8%
1 gYo

00%
11 33%
9 27%

13 39%

0 0o/o

The one group thathad a significant percentage that felt there was no level of

importance given to space and space-related topics was the MN group (Q. 28: 33o/o and

Q. 29. 39%). The results from all four groups in regards to space education indicate that

their exposure to the subject is minimal to adequate. None of the male groups indicated

that a lot (the highest ranking for the importance) of space and space related topics: 0olo

for MY and )Yo MN in early and middle school. For the female group in the earlier years

'a lot'category the FY indicated a 5%o response, FN 3Yo and in the high school

importance in the 'a lot'category increased only slight with lsyo of the FY and 3Yo of the

FN checkingthe 'a lot' category. A similar student observation of the level of

importance to space education was expressed by WCP participants (see section 5.21).

FN responded that space topics are satisfactorily emphasized so student students showing

a disinterest in space education may have resulted from a lack of exposure to the subject.

If adolescents enter middle or junior high school with positive feelings toward
science, and experience success during their initial courses in science, it is likely
that they will elect to take and will be successful in additional science courses.
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This, in turn, leads to a positive commitment to science that influences lifelong
interest and learning in science. If, however, a youngster receives little support

from home, is exposed to little or no science in elementary school, and does not
have positive experiences in science during the initial courses in middle or junior
high school, he or she will likely allempt to avoid science and by the end of high
school and lack both knowledge in and commitment to science.

(Simpson & Oliver, 1990, p, 14)

Applying Simpson and Oliver's (1990) point about science education in general,

perhaps student's lack of exposure to space topics in turn develops a disinterest in the

subject. From this project's result, there may be a relation between the strong MN

response of not finding the WCP appealing and the higher percentage feeling that was

demonstrated in the minimal importance in their experience placed on space education.

Students who do not feel an importance was given to their space education say it to be a

reflection on the lack of exposure to the topic. If this is true then students will have little

knowledge of the task. Minimal importance can be a reflection of nominal exposure to

space related topics. If this it true Annek Vrugt &, Zeeberg (2002) link student's lack of

experience in a subject to their inability to determine if they are capable In the case of

joining the WCP student may not feel they have the background knowledge to excel and

choose not to join.

The male no group's result along with the three remaining ones and their indicate

that there isn't 'a lot' of importance given to Science topics, that perhaps students are

under exposed to space related topics in their coursework. Despite the fact that in high

school situation there is an entire unit devoted to Astronomy in the grade 9 science

c,urriculum students still seem to be missing experience in science learning.(see Appendix

8.2.1 for samples of prescribed learning outcomes for grade 9).
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From a gender point of view, it appears that both female groups indicated a

greater level of importance given to space-education in their previous schooi experience

than the male groups. This result is inconclusive since it does not indicate whether the

level of space-education was sufficient to them as an interested student.

4.5 Futwre Edwcatíon
The decisions students make for future course selection in non-mandatory science

electives provide insight into a student's selÊperception. If they feel positively about

their ability to learn science they will have a more positive attitude toward science

(Talton &Simpson, 1986) and may choose an extracurricular activity like the WCP. For

example, a student who requests an optional biology course may do so because they

enjoy the subject or they feel the need it for future educational plans. Either way they

must have selÊconfidence to choose the elective course and feel they could succeed in it.

4.5.1 Futune High Sctrool Courses
The first question that looks at participating students' immediate future

educational plans is Question 5. Plesse indicate which science courses you plan to take at

school in the ftrture. There are two initial comments about the results to this question.

First, all respondents indicated they have completed their grade 9 math and science

requirements and therefore this information is not included in Appendix D. Second,

responses to question 5 in regards to grade 10 and 12 choices seem to have been

disregarded. For grade 10 results, there was confusion on whether a student should

indicate a future course as one they were presently tal<rng, but had not completed yet.

The data results become somewhat erroneous in this case. A similar issue arose for

possible grade 12 courses. There were a number of responses in the evaluation where
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students would indicate they would register for grade l1 Pre-Calculus and not in grade

12. Students are required to complete a grade 12 level math course, and their failure to

do so on the survey indicates a misunderstanding of the question. Similar responses

occurred for grade 11112 Chemistry and Biology. Because of the apparent confusion it

was decided to focus exclusively on grade 11 results only.

In the grade 11 science and math courses, there was a significant difference in

math selection between MY and MN groupings (see Table 4.2. Grade 11 Choices). For

NIY,73% chose Pre-Calculus (18% for Consumer Math) while the MN group saw only

45Yo deciding on Pre-Calculus (58%o for Consumer Math). It should be noted that

students are free to choose both streams of math, but the MY significantly preferred Pre-

Calculus over the Consumer math course. A similar occurrence occurred between FY

(45YoPre-Calculus, 50oá Consumer) and the FN (33%oPre-Calculus, 69%o Consumer) on

a lesser scale.

Table 4.2: Grade lX Cor¡rse Choices
Female Yes Female No Male Yes Male No

%n %n %n %n

No Answer 0%0 jYo0 I 9% 0 0%
Grade 11

Consumer
Pre-Cal
Biology
Chemìstry
Physics
Computer Science

10 50%
9 45Yo

18 90%
11 55%
6 30%
00%

2s 69%
12 33ya
30 83%
22 6Iyo
7 tgYo

2 60/0

18%
73%
64%
64Yo

4s%
18%

2
I
7

7

5

2

19 58%
15 45%
20 61%
15 45Yo

12 36%
4 12%

For the sciences, variations between the other courses (Biology, Chemistry,

Physics, and Computer Science) only revealed a around a I}Yo difference within the male

and female groupings. Course selection has been associated with positive attitudes

toward a particular field of study. The I)o/ovariance between the groups is indicating
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that there is no significant difference in a course selection to indicate a predisposition to a

course of study. Comparing the between the science across all student groups, Computer

Science was the least favorite, followed by Physics, with Biology being the most popular.

In the field of aerospace studies, often the most directly perceived related science subject

is Physics and Pre-Calculus Physics. From the results in Table 4.2, it would appear few

students are choosing Physics as an option, thus indicating a lower interest in an

extracurricular aerospace activity like the WCP.

There is a gender difference in course selection between females and males as

indicated in Table 4.2. There is a higher selection for biology by both female groups (FY

:90%o, FN : 83%) than the male groups (MY : 64Yo, MN : 6l%). The opposite was

true for physics were both male groups had a greater interest (MY:45olo, MN :36%)

compared to females (FY: 30olo" FN : l9%). This gender difference between females

and males for level of interest between biology (females) and physics (males) has found

similar results in other research projects (Farenga & Joyce, 1999; Jones et al., 2000;

Osborne & Collins, 2000). The implication for the WCP is it's programs are primarily

based in the field of physics which would suggest that the males would show more of an

interest in the activities offered.

4.5.2 Post-Secorì dary Ðecisi ot'ls

Question 8: When I graduatefi'om high school, I plan ro showed a higher

percentage for those in the Yes categories (FY and MY) to attend university than those in

the No groups (FN and MN) (see Table 4.3. Post-Secondary Plans).
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Female Yes Female No Male Yes Male No
n % n % n % n %

To Work
College
University
No Answer

15%
4 20%
15 75%;o

0 OYo

38%
12 33%
21 58Yo

0 jYo

r9%
t9%
9 82%
0 }Vo

8 24%
12 36%
13 39%
00%
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T' ble 4.3: Fost-Seco¡rda F¡

A major difference in post-secondary decisions occurred between the MY and

MN groups in choosing university as their primary goal, MY at82Yo compared to 39Yo

for MN. The female group also showed a drop in interest in University from Yes and No

respondents: FY 75ol0, FN 58%. For those planning to attend college, the No groups

displayed a larger ratio than the Yes groups. Again, the most significant difference for

college attendance occurred between MN (36%) and MY (9%). The female difference

was FN 33Yo toFY 20%. There is a strong indicator that males who may be interested in

a program like the WCP have a higher tendency to plan to attend University in the future.

This statement can also be said to a lesser extent for the females.

4.5.3 Courses to be taken at University/College
Question l0'. When you go to universily/college, do you intend to take any courses

in thefollowing disciplines which included Physics, Chemistry, Biology, and Computer

Science. Table 4.4 shows the results for this question.

able 4.42 Universitv and Coltrese Math and Science Co¿¡rse Selections
Female Yes Female No Male Yes Male No

%n %n %n %n

Physics
Computer Science
Engineering
Astronomy
Math
Biology
Chemistry
No Answers

7 35Yo

5 25o/o

00%
1 sYo

8 40%
t2 60%
11 55Yo

00%

5 TAYy

3 \Yt
00%
1 3Yo

16 44o/o

16 44%
15 42%
9 25Yo

4 36,Yo

t9%
4 36%
2 18%
5 45Yo

6 55Yo

6 55%
4 36%

9 27%
4 12%
7 2t%
3 gYo

10 30%
10 30%
7 21%
7 21%
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Table 4.4 shows that students from the Yes groupings had a greater interest in taking

science courses than those from the No groups. It should also be noted that interest in

Astronomy coursework v/as extremely low arnong all groups. Both male groups showed

an interest in the field of engineering, where females did not. Students with an interest in

science courses in post-secondary settings were more likely to indicate an interest in the

overall appeal of the WCP.

The gender difference for preference in studying physics or biology at university

begins to show similar results. Both the Yes and No groups indicate a comparable

interest in university physics (FY: 35o/o,MY :36Yo, FN: 14olo, 1\¿[l.{: 27%).

University/college biology had equivalent indications of appeal among the Yes and No

groups (FY: 60yo,NN :55Yo, FN:447o, MN: 30%). These results would indicate no

difference in preference between female and male groups towards studying physics, and

therefore both could become involved in the WCP.

When comparing the results of courses intended to be taken at the high school

(HS) and those in university or college (U/C), a number of similarities and differences

occurred (Table 4.5. Comparing High School to University/College Science Course

Selections).
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SelectionsT'able 4.5: Cornpari¡l School to {Jniversitv/Cotlege Science uourse

Courses Female Yes Female No Male Yes Male No

HS Phvsics 30% 19% 45o/o 36%

U/C Phvsics 3s% r4% 360/0 27%

HS Chemistrv s5v, 6LYo 64% 4sYo

U/C Chemistrv 55Yo 42% ss% 21%

HS Bioloev 9OYo 83Ya 64% 6T%

U/C Bioloev 60% 44Yo ss% 30%

HS Comouter Science 0% 6% l8o/o r2%

U/C Computer Science 25o/" 9Yo gYo r2%

There are slight drops in the number of students intending to take Physics and

Chemistry between high school and university/college. The largest drop occurring in

both No groups in their transition to universityicollege. A unique feature of the data is

the significant drop in interest in Biology for the FY, FN, and MN groups between high

school and university/college. Female yes said yes to high school biology 90Yo, and then

tho number drops to 600/o at the post-secondary level. In the female no category 83%o

selected high school biology as a future course and 44%o for after high school study' The

male yes category number drops in high school Biology from 64%o to 55%o after school

and the male no goes from 610/o in high school for Biology as an elective to 30o/o for the

future study plans. An implication of this result is that student course selection at the

high school level may not be a strong indicator of post-secondary study. What a student

studies in high school may not actually be part of their long-term goals.

The interest in Computer Science is also fairly consistent amongst three of the

groups (FN, MY, and MN). The anomaly occurs in this field of study for the FY group

that showed no interest in Computer Science at the high school level, but there is a

sudden jump at the university/college level (FY: HS : OYo,IJC:25Yo and FN: HS = 6%ó,

UC:9yo).
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4,5,4 Fields of Study at University/Gollege

Question 9'. Please slate lhe.field of shtdy you plan to enler at university/college ís

summarized in Table 4.6: Fields of Study at University/College. A more detailed listing

is found in Appendix D.

Table 4.6: Fietrds of Studv at Univensi
Areas of Study Female Yes Female No Male Yes Male No

Science/Math 55% 36% 45% r2%

Liberal Arts r5% 36% 36% rs%

Table 4.6 reflectthe accumulated responses to university field of study interest by

all four groups. The responses were grouped according to whether they would consider a

field of study in Science/IvIath or Liberal A¡ts. The results show that both Yes groups

(FY and MY) have a higher percentage of students continuing their studies in the field of

Science/Math than the Liberal Arts. Both Yes groups also have a greater interest in

ScienceAvlath than their No counterpafis (FN and MN). Student interest in the WCP may

be linked to an interest in math/science. In evaluating the fields of study at the college

level, there was no significant pattern discernable with respect to student choices.

Females have indicated an interest in science and math fields of study at a rute

equal to (FY : 55%, MY : 45Yo) or more than (FN :36%o, MN : I2Yo) theit male

counterparts. This result is counter to some research that found males to have more

positive attitudes towards science education and careers (Crettaz von Roten, 2004; Miller

et al., 2006).

4.5.5 Post-UniversitylCollege Gareers

Table 4.7: Post-University Careers summarizes responses to question lI: Please

indicate the career you would do after graduøting/orm university/college.
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a e4. ost-{.Jnrvers areers
Career Fields Female Yes Female No Male Yes Male No

Science/Math 60%;o 28Yo 4sYo r5%
Liberal Arts 1sYa 31% 36% 24%

Student responses to question 11 were again classified as science based (ex.

Medical field) or liberal arts (ex. Lawyer, journalist). The results are consistent with

Table 4.6: Fields of Study at UniversitylCallege shows thatthe Yes groups have a greater

interest in occupations in the science/math field than the liberal arts. Both Yes groups

have higher percentages that are planning on entering science related fields than their No

counterparts. It should however be pointed outthat the Yes group's positive responses

for science careers are primarily in the medical field, not related directly to the aerospace

industry.

4.5.6 Post-Secondary Careers

The results for post-college careers and those who responded to question 12:

Please state the occupation you plan to work at after graduatingfrom high schoo'

showed no signiflrcant categorization based on their varied answers (See Appendix D for

a detailed breakdown of answers). Question 12 asked students to identify if they did not

intend to go to university or college after graduating from high school. It should be noted

that although Table 4.6: Fields of Study at UniversitylCollege and Table 4.7: Post-

University Careers indicate that both the FY and MY groups are consistent in their

choices for coursework and careers in the field of science. The majority of professions

sought by the FY and MY groups are in the medical field and not in the physical sciences

fhat are associated with aerospace.

c.-Uhl
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The conclusions regarding future education choices show that the Yes groups

have a greater interest in attending university than their No counterparts. The Yes group

also demonstrate a stronger interest in studying sciences than the No groups which

remains fairly consistent between high school and university or college. It would appear

that the Yes groups positively view their abilities in the fields of science and math and

may be more likely to join the WCP thanthe No respondents.

4"6 Family

Family has been shown to have a strong influence on a student including

academic decisions they make (Anderson et a1.,2003; Tocci & Englehard, 1991;

Simpson & Oliver, 1990; Talton & Simpson, 1986; Simpson & Troost, 1982). This next

section will look at the home life of students participating in the questionnaire component

of this study to see if there are any contributing factors overlying student attitudes to

science and the decisions students make based on certain mind-sets.

4.6,1 Family University/College Degrees

The frrst is question T5. The.followingfamily members have degrees. The

summaries of results are presented in Table 4.8 with a breakdown of the many family

members who were reported to have degrees within the household in Table 4.9. For

more details on speciflrc results, please see Appendix D.

Tahle 4.8: {JniversiW/College I}egnees at Ë{orne

Family Member Female Yes Female No Male Yes Male No

Mother 50% s3y, 55Yo 39%
Father 55o/" 440 360Á 360

Sisterls) 3jYo 6Yo 0% 9%

Brother(s) 25Yo t1% 0% gYo

H
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useholdTable 4.9: Farmitv Me¡nbers \Nith {J¡aiversity/College I}eErees Within Ho
Number of Family
Members In Home

Female Yes Female No Male Yes Male No

I 2s% r9% r8% 27%
2 4sv, l9o/" 4s% 18%
J 0% 1|Yo jYo 60/0

4 5% 3Yo 0% 3o/o

No Answer 25o/o 42%o 27o/o 4s%

Focusing on the motherlfather results found in Table 4.8, there is no real

significant difference between the male and female categories (range difference of 7Yo to

16%). The study difference is seen in Table 4.9 where FY and MY have significantly

higher reports of at least two family members with university or college degrees within

the household. There is also a signifîcant number of students reporting no answer for

family members with degrees in the FN (42%) and MN (45%) groups.

4.6,2 Homework Help

Parental interest in science education has a positive affect on student attitudes

toward science. Influences can include parents watching TV, reading, or surfing the

internet on scientific related topics. They can also display interest in a students learning

by being available to help with homework or taking the family on science related

excursions. For question 76. Do you get help with your science homework at home?, the

majority of respondents said no they did not get help with their homework (Table 4.10)

with a slightly higher report of Yes in the FY grouping.

ahle 4.10: Id With tr{omework at -&{ome

Female Yes Female No Male Yes Male No
n % n o/" n o n %

No
Yes

12 60%
8 40Yo

27 75Yo

9 25Yo

8 73%
3 27Yo

23 70%
10 30%
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4.6.3 S pace-Retated T'e[evlsios'l

The home environment and how students spend their time in science related

activities may provide some insight into student's attitudes toward science. Starting with

question 17 . Hotu often do yozt watch scientific telettision progrants or docuntentaries

relqted to spqce topics, the FY (70yo), FN (86%) and MN (69%) report seldom to never

(Table 4.lI). Only the MY group (54%) reported frequently to always.

Table 4.1tr: F'requency of St¿rdents Watching Space-R.etrated Tetrer ision grograms

Female Yes Female No Male Yes Male No
o/"n %n %n %n

Always
Frequently
Seldom
Never
No Answer

7

0

5

7

0%
25o/o

35Yo

35Yo

5YoI

00%
5 14%
l8 50Yo

13 36%
00%

2 l8o/o

4 36%
3 27o/o

3 27%
00%

26%
8 24%
11 33%
L2 36%
00%

The following are comments made by students in the open ended response section of

questions 17:

Negative Comments:
o Not interested
ø Boring
o No time
ø Don't like watching
ø No cable
ø Rarely watch TV
ø Parents control TV
e Something better on
ø If I need to know about it
ø Don't have channels

There were no significant positive comments recorded in the questionnaire to

report on for this question. As for family influences with regards to TV, question 18

asked: Does anyone else at home watch scientific telettision pt'ogrcrms ot'doamtentaries

related to spãce topics? Table 4.12 shows fhatthe majority of households had no one

interested in watching space-related television: FY {70%),FN (58%), MN (79%). Only

Frosio
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MY reported a signif,rcant number of family members watching scientific programming

(64%).

Table 4.\22 FaYn Members I{.enorted WatchinE Space-R.elated Television
Female Yes FemaleNo Male Yes Male No

%n %n o/"n %n

No
Yes
No Answer

14 70Yo

6 30%
0 0o/o

21 58Y"
15 42%
00%

4 36Yo

7 64%
jYo

26 79%
6 r8%
r3%

tslo

4.6.4 Space-Related Fninted Medla

Student exposure to the printed press was asked in question 19. How often do ¡tott

read a scientific article related to space in the printed press? All four groups responded

(Table 4.13) overwhelmingly seldom to never: FY (95%), FN (97%), \rIY (72Yo), and

MN (e4%)

Table 4.1: Freouencv of Students R.eadins Space-Related T'opics in Frinted
Female Yes Female No Male Yes Male No

n % n % n % n %

Always
Frequently
Seldom
Never
No Answer

0

I
I
11

0%
s%

40o/a

5sYo

0o/o0

0

1

t2
23
0

jYo

3Yo

33Yo

64Yo

0o/o

I gYo

I9%
4 36%
4 36Vo

19%

0
J

10

21

0

0%
9%
30%
64Vo

0%

Highlights of comments made by the four groups in regards to the printed media are as

follows:

Positive Comments.
ø Whatever I find
e Mostly on the internet. I search up stuffregarding CERN atom smasher

o I want to know daily happenings
s A little interested but I don't spend the effort to search it up or anything

like that

Negative Comments:
ø Not interested
e Too busy
ø No time
ø Boring

Fress
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@ Does not relate to me
ø Never appeals to me
ø Astronomy doesn't interest me as much as biology
ø I don't like reading articles like that
ø Just doesn't come up that often
ø I don't really read the paper or magazines that would talk about that stuff

Access to Printed Material:
ø No access
ø I read them in science class for an article assignment
ø Articles my teacher hands out
o Never really see them
ø Mostly on the internet.

Student access to printed material included magazines (National Geographic,

Discover), newspapers, science class readings (textboolq articles supplied by the teacher)

and the internet. It is interesting to note that some students consider the internet to be a

source of print media.

The negative comments students made concerning print media provides some

insight into student interest and relevance of the topic of aerospace. If there is no interçst

in a particular subject area (i.e. find it boring, not interested, etc.), then students will not

want to participate in an extracurricular activity that focuses on that subject area. The

issue of time was listed as a factor for why some students do not participate in research

activities with respect to TV, print media, and as you will see in the following sections of

this chapter, internet surfing and WCP participation. In Chapter 2, there was a discussion

on how time may influence a student's choice on what extracurricular activities to

participate in (Eccles, I994;Larson & Verona, 1999).

The majority of family members do not read scientific articles related to space

Question 20: Does anyone in your home read scientific articles related to space in thç
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4.6.5 Space-Related lr¡ternet Activity

A number of students indicated in their open responses to question 19 that they

read space-related articles on the internet. Question 2l'. How often do you surf internet

sites related to space topics. The majority of responses (Table 4 15) indicated seldom to

never: FY(85%), FN (87%), NN (72%) and MN (75%).

printed press had simìlar responses as question 18 that asked students to comment on

family interest in watching space-related television.

able 4.2: A'arnilv Members Kenorted Readi ted ,A.rticles

Female Yes Female No Male Yes Male No
Vtn o/"n %n n %

No
Yes
No Answer

12 60yo
7 35%
00%

28 78Yo

6 17%
2 6Y"

9 82%
r9%
1 9o/o

2s 76%
6 18%
| 3o/o

Tabtre 4.3: Student Space-R.elated I¡rternet Activienú ternet
Female Yes FemaleNo Male Yes Male No

%n %n Y"n %n

Always
Frequently
Seldom
Never
No Answer

| 5Yo

2 10%
9 45Yo

I 4OYo

0 00/,

r3%
26%
11 3t%
20 56Yo

00%

| gYo

2 T8%

4 36%
4 36Vo

00%

26%
39%
10 30%
15 450Á

3 gYo

Some of the comments students made in their open responses follow:

Negative Comments:
o Not interested
, I'm not a nerd, when I'm at home and I go on the computer I go to Face

book and stufflike that
ø Because I have textbooks for it
ø Waste of time unless for homework I do
r Only when I have a project
o Boring
o I have no time
ø It's not fun
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@ I never see any space/science related things while browsing the internet

ø I don't go on the computer that much
ø No computer

The samples of comments listed above are similar negative comments to space-

related content described in section 4.6.3 television and 4.6.4 print media. For example,

'its boring', 'not interested' or'have no time'.

Responses to question 22'. Does anyonle in your honrc sztrf internet sites related to

spdce topics continues to demonstrate a lack of interest of family members in regards to

space related topics. Table 4.16 shows in each categary family members not surfing the

internet for space-related topics.

Table 4.4: Familv Space-Related Xnternet Activ
Female Yes Female No Male Yes Male No

%n %n %n %n

No
Yes
No Answer

t7 85%
3 \s%
0 OYo

33 92%
3 \Yo
0 jYo

9 82%
| gYo

r9%

28 8s%
4 12%
r3%

iVhen comparing the results from family space-related interest in television, print media,

and internet sites, it becomes clear that there is very little display of positive attitudes

towards space science with any of the following sources (Table 4.17).

4.6.6 Family Space-Related Activities Outside of Flome

A strong indicator of family interest in science as a family collective comprises of

visitation to activities outside the home like science museums and planetariums.

Table 4.5: Comparative Results for Family and Various Space-.Related Sources

Space-Related Source FY FN MY MN

No to TV 7j%o 58V" 36% 79%

No to Print 60% 78% 82% 76%

No to Internet 85% 92o/o 82% 8s%
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Question 23 asks. Do yolt do science related sctit¡ities outside your home with your

.family? For the four groups, most do not (Table 4.18).

Table 4.6: Science Activities Outside of the Horne
Female Yes Female No Male Yes Male No
n % n Vo n % n %

No
Yes
No Answer

11

9

0

ss%
4s%
0%

30
5

I

83Yo

r4%
3y,

I
J

0

73Yo

27%
}Yt

29
J

I

88%
9%
3%

For those students who said yes, they often cited the Planetarium, Manitoba Museum, and

science centers as family destinations. There was a significant difference in Yes answers

for the FY group (45%) compared to the FN (14%) andto a lesser extent between MY

(27%) and MN (e%).

4.6.7 Science Movies
The final question on family influences, question 24, was used to identify on

student attitudes toward science, How often da you go fo the theatre to watch science

fiction ntovies about space ætd space related topics? The majority of each group

indicated (Table 4.7g)thatthey seldom or never did so: FY (100%), FN (100%), MY

(8r%) and MN (84%).

Table 4.7: Science Fiction Movie,{ffendance
Female Yes Female No Male Yes Male No

n % n % n % n %

Always
Frequently
Seldom
Never
No Answer

0

0

10

i0
0

jYo
jYo

50%
s0%
0%

0 jYo

0 0o/o

8 22Yo

28 78%
0 jo/a

I gYo

19%
4 36%
5 45%
0 0v,

2

2

13

t5
1

6%
6%
39%
45%
3Yo
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Comments made by students to question 24 canfollow:

Negative Comments:
ø No time
ø Not interested
ø Boring
ø Don't go to the movies
ø There's none to watch
ø Not allowed
ø We don't have the money to take all 8 of us to places
ø Because we rather go watch some good movies

Again, student responses are similar to those made about space-related TV,

printed material, and internet sites. Many are not interested or frnd the topic of space to

be boring. There was one particular comment made by students in the questionnaire

relating to television, print media, internet, movies and no time. Eccles (1994) describes

the "potential cost of investing time in one activity rather than another" as a variable that

impacts a person's achievement related choice. What could be competing for a students

time in regards to the activities mentioned in the questionnaire? Larson and Verma

(1999) identifu high school students with low participation rates in extracurricular math

and science activities would rather hang out with friend, work or engage in other

activities. In section 4.10 a number of students cite work as a reason for not being able to

participate in V/CP activities. This section has reviewed the possible input family may

have on student attitudes toward space, and joining V/CP. Family is important because it

can impact a student's affective experience" (Anderson et. al, 2003 p. 253). The areas

surveyed is an attempt to evaluatethe affective experiences.

If adolescents enter middle or junior high school with positive feelings toward
science, and experience success during their initial courses in science, it is likely
that they will elect to take and will be successful in additional science courses.

This, in turn, leads to a positive commitment to science that influences lifelong
interest and learning in science. If, however, a youngster receives little support
from home, is exposed to little or no science in elementary school, and does not
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have positive experiences in science during the initial courses in middle or junior

high school, he or she will likely attempt to avoid science and by the end of high

school and lack both knowledge in and commitment to science-
(Simpson & Oliver, T990, P. 14)

Based on student responses to the questionnaire, there does not seem to be any

relationship between the yes and no groups when it come to homework, television, print

media, the internet and science movies. Where home influences show a significant

difference are when two family members within a household held a college degree (each

FY and MY) and were involved in science activities outside of the home. In Chapter 5, a

similar result occurs for students that have participated in the WCP.

4"7 Feers

Peers have been shown to have an influence on student attitudes toward sçienÇe

and their choice of extracurricular activities. (Fredricks & Eccles, 2005; Eccles &

Barber, 1999; Simpson & Troost, 1982) Question 25'. What three cottrses ãre your

closestfi.iends'mostfavorite wbjects in high school and question26'. What three courses

are your closest friends' Ieast favorite nrbjects in high school are used to uncover

possible influences peers have on student decisions. The question were used to see if a

positive relationship between student's peers with positive attitudes toward science (ie

favorite subject being science) would aflect a student's favorable view of the WCP (ie.

FY and MY groups). For question 25 and 26, student were asked to list their top three

answers (detailed responses are found in Appendix D). Eight general categories were

created to help with the analysis:

' Science (Physics, Chemistry, Biology)
o English

" Social Studies (Geography, History)
ø Math (Pre-Calculus, Consumer)
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ø Performing Arts (Drama, Band, Choir)
ø Gym
ø Technical Applied Arts (TAA) (Auto, Graphics, Drafting, Woods, Metals)
ø Other

Table 4.20 and 4.21 illustrates the cumulated results for the three responses to

each question, ranking the responses in order ofpreference for each group

Table 4.8: Feer Favorite Suhiects

For both Yes groups, the top two peer favorite subjects were Gym and Math. If

we disallow MN's 'No Answer' for Table 4.20,then both No groups list their friends

^
avorlte Ðu

-FT FN MY MN
G5,rn - zlYo English - l7o/o Gym- 30% No Ansrver- 23o%

Math- 18% Science - I6Vo Math- 15% Arts- 13%

English - lsYo Performing Arts-L1%o Science - l2Yo
TAA-l2it
Performing A'rts-l2Yo

Science - IzYo

Gym- l2o/o

TAA,-12o/o
No Ansr.ver - I3Yo No Alsu'er - IlYo Enslish - 90% Other - 8olo

Performing Arts-8% Math- 10%
Gym- l0o/o

Other -6Yo Math-6%o
Social Studies-67ó

Science - 7%o

TAA-1Vo
TAA-gYo Sociat Studies-0o/o Erghsh- 5%o

Other - 3% Other- 8% No Ansrryer - 0o/o

Social Studies - 2% Social Studies - 4%o

Table 4.9: Feers l-east -tt'avorite Subiects
FY FN MY MN
Science - 25Yo Mãth-22o/o Science - 30Yo No Answer - 37o/o

Math - 18olo Science - IgYo

Social Studies- l9olo

}l.4at}'-27o/o Science * lsYo

Math- l5olo

English - l3%o

Social Studies- ßYo

No Answer - I3Yo

No Answer - 9o/o Social Studies-24%o English - 9olo

Social Studies-9Yo

Performing A¡ts - 8o/o Enelish - 8olo Enelish - lzYo G5nn - 8olo

Gym - 3olo
'tAA-3Yo

Gym-7Yo Performing Arts - 3%o

Gym-3%o
TAA-3Yo
Other -3Yo

'f AA- 4o/o

Otlter -2%o Performing Arts - 5olo

Other- 5olo

No Ansrver - 0o% Other - 3olo

TAA-2Yo Performing Arts - 1
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second favorite subject is Science (FN - 16%, MN - 12%). Looking at Table 4.21, all

four groups place Math and Science as their peer's least favorite subject (again

disallowing the MN group's 'No Answer' response).

These results contradict existing research that indicates "best friends and

significant others who like or dislike science may be strong influences on students'

attitudes toward science" (Simpson & Troost, 1982" p. 769). If Simpson and Troost's

(1982) findings were true, then both the FY and MY groups should have placed Science

higher as a peer favorite subject and lower on the least favorite. This did not occur.

Similar results occurred wit the WCP pafücipants (see section 5.4.4) The only consistent

point with Simpson and Troost is both the FN and MN groups placed Math and Science

as their peer's least favorite subject.

4 " E E Nt ra c u rri c u lar A cfít¡ifies

An area of interest for this investigation was to establish what extracurricular

activities students were presently participating in and out of school. Questions 13 and 14

on the questionnaire were used to note the extracurricular activities. The summary of

results for questio n 13 '. Pleqse indicate all actittities that you are int ol¡,ed wirh at school

can be found in Table 4 22. Question 14. Please indicate all activities lhat yotr are

int¡olt¡ed with outside of school results are presented in Table 4.23. The results are

categorized using Eccles and Barber's (1999) classification system of extracurricular

activities as discussed in Chapter 2.

Prosocial activities - attending church and/or participating rn
and community service type activities
Perforn¡ance activities - participating in school band, drama,
dance
Team sports - participating in one or more school teams

volunteer

and/or
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o School involvement - participating in student government, pep club,

and/or cheerleading
ø Acadernic clubs - particìpating in debate, foreign language, math or chess

clubs, science fair, or tutoring in academic subjects
(Eccles &,Barber, 1999, p. 14)

Of the students sampled at the targeted school, 60% had participated in at ieast

one extracurricular activìty at school (females - 61Yo, males - 59%). The results are

slightly lower than those reported by Eccles and Barber (1999) with 69o/a, and

signifîcantly lower than Gadbois and Bowker (2007) at98.5%o. Table a.n highlights the

amount of involvement in extracurricular activities outside of school.

It was identifred in Chapter Two that females tend to choose biology over physics

because they seem to prefer activities with a high social relevance (Reid & Skryabina,

2003). This is apparent from the data in Table 4.22where 45%o of the FY group have

participated in school involvement activities (student council, social rights groups) than

the male groups (MY: ISYI and MN:6%).

Table 4.11: Outside School Extracurricular Activities

Table 4.10: School Extracurnicular,{ctivities
Activitv FY FN MY MN
Academic jYo 0% jYo 0%

Sports 30% 39% 9r% T00%

School Involvement 4s% 8% r8% 6%

PerFormance 25Yo 33Yo l00Vo ISYo

Students in at least one
activity

65Yo 5\Yo 64o/o 58%

FY FN MY MN
Academic 0% 0% jo/t 0%
Sports 20% lTYo 27% r4%
Performance 1sYo TT% 27% 1.8%

Prosocial 35o/o 2s% 27Yo 1s%

Work s% 14% 0% 6%

Students in at least one
activitv

10o/o 83% 64% 67%
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Extracurricular participation outside of the school was 65Yo of the sampled group. The

65 Yo was calculated by taking the total number of students involved in outside activities

and dividingthat number by the students who completed the questionnaire. Looking at

both in and out of school participation, males tend to participate in school sport activities

at a higher rate than females. Tables 4.22 and 4.23 also indicate that there is no

participation in academic aøivities in and out of school.

Table 4.12: Student Farticipation in Both I¡r and Out of Schootr Extnacurniculan
Activities

Table 4.24 shows that of the sampled students, 49Yo participated in both in and

out of school extracurricular activities and that only l}Yo in no activities at all (this

calculation was derived by adding the number of students who participated in in-school

and out of school activities and dividing that number by the number of respondents) . For

the grade i0 sample, students are participating in extracurricular activities both in and out

of school. Given that the majority of grade l0 students indicate they are involved in

extracurricular activities, time available to participate in the V/CP may be a deterrent to

join.

4.9 interesf a¡rd Refeva¡rce

Data was generated on student subject interest through Question 6: What are your three

favorite subjects in high school and What are your three least favorite subjects in high

school. A detailed breakdown of responses can be found in Appendix D. Student

answers were categorized and processed in the same mannet as described in section 4.7;

Peers. Table 4.25 displays the results for favorite subjects and Table 4.26least favorite.

FY FN MY MN
Both 45% 50% ss% 48o/o

None 20% 6% 0% t2%
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Table 4.13: Studemt Favorite Su

Science - 1'7Yo

Gyni - l4o%

able 4.tr4: Studen .[,east $'avorite Subiects
FY F'N MY MN
Social Studies-239/o Science - 24Yo

Marh-24Yo
Math-24Yo No Arswer -21Yo

Science -20Yo Social Studies- L5Yo Social Studies-2IYo Math-l9Yo
}i4ath-l7Yo English - l4Yo Science - ls%o

Enelish - 150lo

Science - I7o/o

Enelish - l2%o Grnn- 9% Other - 9olo Enelish - I5Yo

Gvm- 80% No Answer - 8%o Performing Arts - 3Yo

Gym-3%o
TAA-3Vo
No Answer - 3%o

Social Studies- I3o/o

Perfornring Arts - 3o/o

TAA-3Yo
Perforrning Arts-6Yo Other - 4Yo

Other -2%o Other - 2o/o Performing þ'rts - 3o/o

TAA - 39lo

No Answer - 0o/o TAA- l%o Gtnn-ZYo

There is some difficulty in arriving at any conclusion from this datain respect to

math and science interest. For groups FY, FN and MN" they all list science in the top

three favorite and least favorite at the same time. Similar results were found for FY and

MN with Math. A more consistent result occurred for FN that listed Math as sixth

favorite subject and first for least favorite. The MY group preferred perfbrming arts (first

Math-lTYo
OI\er - LZY¡

TAA- lsYo

Gym- l3o%

TAA - 139lo

English - 87o

Perfonning Arts - 8o/o

Other - 8olo

No Ansr.ver - 60á
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favoritelsixth least favorite) and Math (third favorite/first least favorite) and Science

(sixth favorite/third least favorite). Fredricks, Davis-Keen and Eccles, (2006) showed

that students who enroll in elective math and science classes show a strong interest and

belief that there subjects are important. Based on this mixed response to favorite and

least favorite courses with respect to science and math, perhaps this sample does not

believe science is important. If that is true then these students would be less likely to

participate in science and math activities like the WCP'

The questionnaire aims to search for student interest in space by asking Question 27:

List your three fmtorite topics relating to space. Major categories were created based on

student responses:

o Astronomy (Big Bang, Star formation, Black Holes)

o PlanetarY Geology (Moons, Planets, Earth)

ø Extraterrestrials (Aliens, U.F.O.s)
ø Physics (Dynamics, Kinematics, Satellites, Rocketry)

ø Biology (life on other planets, Earth Ecosystem and weather)

ø Astrology

Table 4.27 lists in order of preference, the responses for each group.

T*hle 4-15: Fnvnnite R.elated

FY FN MY MN

No Ansrver-60o/o No Ansrver - 60Yo No Answer -39Yo No A¡rsrver - 67Yo

Planetary Geo. - I0o/o

Biology - I\Yo
Astronomy - I9o/o Astronomy - lSYo

Physics - lSYo

Astronomy - ßo/o

Astronomy - 8o/o Planetary Geo. -
lSVo

PlanetaryGeo.-9olo
nioloey - 9olo

Planetary Geo. - 9o/o

Phvsics - 7olo Physics - 7olo Astrolow - 3o/o Exlraterrestrial - 5Yo

Extraterrestri als - 5o/o Extratenestrial - 6Yo Ehlraterrestrial - ïYo Phvsics - 3olo

Astrology - 0o/o Biolow -3o/o Biolow -2o/o

Astrolow - 2Yo Astrology - OYo

There were a very large number of no responses to either the entire question or

subsequent rankings within the question. It appears that students lack the experience in

space as a topic and find it diffrcult to generate a response at all. The survey results
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earlier in the questionnaire seems to point in this direction as well, when students

responded to the Likert scale questions How muclt importance do you feel has been given

to space and.space related topics in the context of your high-school/early and middle

school education (Q 28/28). The response a lot was never indicated by the male group

with}Yo indicating that it was important in early and middle/senior years, the females

indicated that some emphasis was place on space related topics with 5Yo of the time for

FY respondents and 3Yo for FN in early years and l5Yo FY and 3% FN for high school.

Relevance may also come into question if student's responses do not indicate a

practical application of an activity to future plans. Students indicated Extraterrestrials

and Astrology as possible space topics, but if young people do not see space as practical

they may not choose it as a possible course of study or extracurricular activity. Those

that did respond focused on Astronomy and Flanetary Geology as their primary choices.

The MY group did indicate a greater interest in Physics. The listing of space related

favorite choices (Extraterrestrial, Biology, and Astronomy) does not in general match thal

of the WCP offerings (Satellites, Atmospheric Studies, and Rocketry). This may create

incongruency between high school interests and the WCP activities.

4.10 lnterest in the WinCube Prøject
As stated in section 4.2, sítdents pafücipating in the questionnaire component of

the project were broken into two main groups - male and females. The two groups were

further broken into subgroups based on question 37: Based on the abot,e descriptions of

WnCube, do you find the overall project appealing? Overall, 360/o of females said they

found the WCP appealing while 25Yo of males said yes.
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4.10.n Pillans of Education lsrterest
The WCP has six main educational opportunities it offers to participating students.

The'pillars of education' are:

o CubeSat(Picosatellite)
* BCube (High altitude balloon payloads)
o Amateur Radio
ø WinGS (WinCube Ground Station)
ø MSAC (Manitoba Space Adventure Camp)
ø IADC (Introductory Aerospace Design Course)

In the questionnaire, a brief description of each pillar was provided. Only the IADC

was omitted from the survey because it is an advanced course offering of the WCP. The

five other pillars are considered entry level. Each of the five chosen areas were included

in the following generic form of questions 32 to 36, Bssed on the description of the

"activity", would you ever consider joining this component of the WinCube Project? The

results for questions 32 to 36 are found in Table 4.28.

Table 4.16: Interest in WinCube Fillars of Education

Using the largest percentages of the FY and MY groups, it appears that the three most

popular pillars of the U/CP are CubeSat, BCube, and MSAC. These are also supported

by the highest percentages of the FN and MN groups

Comments made by the students in regards to each pillar follow and may come

from any of the respondents in the yes or no categories. The comments are included to

give a general student perception of the V/inCube Project. Comments will be presented

Activitv FY FN MY MN
CubeSat 60o/o I4o/o 45V. I2o/o

BCube 60% 6%;0 45% Is%
Amateur Radio 45Yo 8% 27% 9%

WinGS ss% 8o/o t8% 9%

MSAC 60% 6% ss% 9%
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first with similar remarks made to all five, followed by student commentary made

specifrcally to each pillar.

Looking specifically atthe results for both Yes groups, it is interesting to note that

the FY group displayed greater levels of interest in all WCP activities than the MY

groups. This result is contrary to other research which indicates that females tend to

prefer activities with a high social relevance rather than a high mechanical or practical

relevance (Reid & Skryabina,2003),like the WCP is.

4.X0.2 Gemeric Wlr¡Cube F!!lar Con'rnresrts
The following are general negative comments made in regards to the WCP. It should

be noted that the negative comments made here are from similar comments made in

regards to all five pillars that were questioned.

o Not interested
e Better things to do
ø Boring
ø No time
ø Working
o I don't like space
ø Don't like it
e Don't care

" Don't like space

The following are general positive comments made in regards to the WCP. The first

five comments were made lrequently while answering questions 32 fo 36. The remainder

were given as the open ended response to question 37, Based on the abot e descriptions of

WinCube, do youfind the otterall project appealing.

o Sounds interesting
e Exciting
ø Sounds fun
t amazíng
ø Its cool
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ø (Yes) But I wouldn't be able to commit
ø Some of it interests me, some of it doesn't
* Yes, I do but f'm not interested. It sounds great for others though.
ø I choose yes because if I were really smart and really into science I would be all

for this
ø Its interesting, exciting and a really great experience that's filled with

opportunities
o Yes because it would be cool for nerds, but not for me.
ø Its something really neat, not a lot of people would get to do.

ø It feels like it has a lot to offer andl canlearn a lot from it
ø It sounds like certain people could like doing it but not me.

ø This could be a useful experience for me and because it is all about science, I
know I will enjoy it.

ø It's agreat proposal for students dedicated to science

The negative comments reflect a general disinterest in the subject of aerospace. The

positive comments are a sign of two things: an interest in the field of study, and a unique

opportunity to try out new things and develop new skills. Specific comments in regards

to each ofthe five pillars are presented next.

4. 1 0.3 CubeSat Cornme¡rts

Positive comments about CubeSat:

* Sounds like it would be a great experience
ø It sounds cool, just interests me
o Because I want to learn more about it and it seems very exciting
ø It seems to be pretty interesting. It seems like a good experience for people to

learn from
o Hands on projects really interest me, and anything in the fïeld of science interests

me

Negative comments about CubeSat:

o No - Everything gets more complicated/complex as you start to know more about
it

o No one thinks science is cool, so as far as they know I don't either
ø I am not interested in space engineering
ø I wouldn't want to because it doesn't really give me benefits for what I want to do

in the future
ø It's interesting, but I can't commit
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ø No because I am not good at science and also I am not interested
ø I choose no because I'm not really into scientific things
. I'm not interested in science and it is not one of my strong subjects
ø I'm not interested in aerospace, and I would not want to spend my time learning

about it.

The general positive comments again reflect a general interest and opportunity to

develop new skills and knowledge. The negative comments begin to reflect issues

around relevance to future educational and career goals and self-efücacy about being able

to work effectively in the CubeSat environment.

4.Xû.4 BGube Gomments

Positive comments about BCube:

ø Sounds cool and a neat way to learn
ø Because they all flrt on what I want to try
ø It sounds pretty fun to launch things into the atmosphere
e Because I'd like to do tracking when in flight be on a mission
ø Because I think its going to be so fun doing this project
o Like I said science and hands-on-work interest me

Negative comments about BCube:

ø I choose no because I don't really like space it means to me that there is only
more things to learn about.

r Because it does not appeal to me, I'm more of a math guy
ø It involves too much experimenting for me. I don't feel its fun.
ø I don't care about things that go on in aerospace industry and I don't want to

spend my time learning about it
ø No -to much work - could equal a fail

The general positive comments seem to reflect an interest in more of the

individual hands-on experience that may not have been as attainable in the Cubesat

portion of the WCP. The negative comments this time focus on hands-on activities as a

bad thing. SelÊefficacy and the lack of desire to commit to a hands-on project emerges.
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4.10"5 Amateur Radlo Gon'¡memts

Positive comments about Amateur Radio.

ø Yes I would maybe consider it because it would be cool to be able to operate the
radio tracking equipment

ø It would be awesome to communicate with satellites
e I would love to be on amateur radio
ø It could help with the Earth
ø Receiving my radio license sounds interesting

Negative comments about Amateur Radio:

ø I don't want to be on the radio
ø Not really interested in the radio active field
e I choose no because anything technical is too confusing for me
ø It seems it would be hard to work with this kind of topic
ø I would never use it
ø Doesn't interest me because it has nothing to do for what I'm gonna do in the

future
ø I don't like radios

The positive comments reflect an acceptance of the challenge to learn new skills that

allows students to experience an activity they did not think was possible. The negative

comments focus on relevance ("would never use it") and the level of difficulty as a

reason not to participate.

4.10.6 WinGS Comrnents

Positive comments about WinGS:

r It would be neat to communicate with low earth orbiting satellites
ø To see satellites are interesting
ø Receiving signals from other areas of the world interests me

Negative comments about WinGS:

ø I wouldn't have a radio license anyway
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Positive comments again relate to interest in participating in the ground station. The

negative comment is a reflection of relevance on student participation.

4.400.7 MSAC Gorn rnents
Positìve comments about MSAC.

ø It would be cool to launch rockets, and balloons in the air
ø I would have to try that out and see what I learn
e This is something I'd like to do (I work in the summer)
* Cool: space stuffjust has always fascinated me
ø Great opportunity
ø Now that seems interesting. I would like to experience launching a rocket.
ø I like dealing with and using rockets

Negative comments about MSAC:

ø Don't really want to spend my summer there
ø Science I like, but not this
ø I don't think sciencelspace camps are fun for me
r (No) because I have my summer planned
o (No) because I have plans in the summer with my family
o I don't want to spend the summer learning about space
ø I have better things to do in July
o I don't like lectures

The positive comments emphasize the hands on components (building and launching

rockets) and the opportunity to try something new (rocketry). The negative comments

indicate a lack of desire to commit one's personal time to an acrivity. Many of the

negative comments made by student about the WCP Pillars reflect lack of personal

effrcacy. In the questionnaire students were provided with a description of the pillars

asked if they thought it was interesting enough to consider participating. Cervone (2002)

describes that students "actively weigh the relation between their perceived skills and the

demands of the tasks when thinking about their capabilities for performance" (p.32).

Lack of self-effircacy is demonstratedby the following comments:
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@ "I choose no because anything too technical is to confusing for me."
ø "No - everything gets more complicated/complex as you start to know more

about it-"
ø "It seems it would be hard to work with this kind of topic."

On the other hand, students who spoke positively about the WCP activities made

comments that indicate a belief in their own abilitìes to complete the task.

ø "It would be cool to operate the radio tracking equipment."
ø "Science and hands-on-work interests me."
ø "Hands on projects really interest me."

4.11 lnterest in WinCube Ãctívities
Question 38 asked what activitie,c in the WinCube Project sound interesting. The

list included all six pillars and additional activities offered within the WCP:

ø CubeSat(picosatellite)
o BCube (high altitude balloon)
ø Amateur Radio Class
. Manitoba Space Adventure Camp

' Satellite Ground Station
ø Introductory Aerospace Design Course

' Industry tours
ø Working with Universities

Table 4.29 ranks the responses of each group. Students were asked to check offall that

applied to them.
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Table 4.17: Imtenest im WinCube Activities
FY FN MY MN
MSAC _ 65YO No Answer-36Yo CubeSat * 73o/' No Answer - 58Yo

WinGS - 55%
University - 55%

University -33% BCube - 64%
MASC - 64%
'WinGS - 64o/0

Industry - 64%
Universitv - 640/0

University - 21%

BCube - 50% MSAC _ 25% Radio - 55% CubeSat - 15%
Radio - T5%

IADC - 4OYo Radio - I4Yo IADC - 45OÂ WinGS - 90

Industrv - 9olo

Industry -35% CubeSat - II% No Answer - 9Yo IADC -6%
TVinGS - 6%
BCtße - 6%o

CubeSat -30o
Radio -30%

BCube - 8%
IADC - 8%
Industrv - 8olo

No Answer - 5olo

The most popular choice of all four groups was the W'orking with Universities.

The FY, FN and MY groups also chose MSAC as one of their top three choices. The MY

group demonstrated a higher degree of interest in WCF offerings (one at 75%o and 5 at

64%) compared to the other groups including the FY group that only had one choice with

a percentage higher than 64Yo (MSAC at 65%). Comparing the results from Table 4.29

with the results from Table 4.28,the FY group showed greatinterest in MSAC and

BCube, the MY group CubeSat, BCube and MSAC, and the MN group the CubeSat

option.

4"12 Sfødemf K,nawfedge øf the WínÇube Prøject
In the targeted school of this research project, the WCP is offered as an

extracurricular activity. Recruitment within the school was done through sharing

announcements of WCP events and meetings through the schools Teacher Advisor

program. The primary participants of the questionnaire were students in Geography with
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a teacher who had on numerous occasions, shared with his class opportunities for

students to participate and become aware of the existence of the WCP. The remaining

students in the sample should have heard about the WCP through their Teacher Advisor.

Question 37 Hatte you ever heard of the WinCube Project at your school will attempt to

gauge student awareness of the WCP at the school. Table 4.30 shows the results for

question 31.

Table 4.18: Student,{wareness of WinCube at School
Female Yes Female No Male Yes Male No

n v, n % n % n o/n

Yes
No
No Answer

9

11

0

45%
ss%
jYo

5 T4Yo

30 83%
I 3o/o

4 36%
7 64%
00%

7 2t%
26 79%
0 jYo

Table 4.30 indicates that students at the targeted school were not aware of the

WCP's existence (74% of the sample answered No). The two groups with the highest

Yes answers were the FY (45%) and the MY (36%). The lowest answers came from the

FN (14%) and the MN (21%).

It would appear that at present the recruitment strategy atthetargeted school is

not effective with only 26Yo of the student sample claiming they have heard of the WCP.

AIso, Students who had a more positive attitude about the WCP (FY and MY) had heard

about the program previously (FY - 45yo,MY -36%). What is unclear is whether or not

simple previous knowledge or exposure to the WCP activities (via an adult like the

Geography teacher) develops a positive attitude toward the WCP. This survey did not

explore this question.
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4"13 Stl#/derst ParÍøc,ipatiøn iya the wimÇwfue Prøiect

euestion 31. Have you ever participated in rhe WinCube Proiect at your school

was a follow up to question 30: Have yott ever heard of the WinCube Proiect at yotu'

school. Table 4.31 displays the results for question 3 i '

WinCr¡be FroiectTqhle 4-tr9: Stude nt Farticipation in :he

Female Yes Female No Male Yes Male No

n % n o/" n % n %

Yes
No
No Answer

0

9

0

0%
45%
0o/o

0

5

0

0%
r4%
ÙVo

0 0o/o

4 36%
0 jYo

0

7

0

0%
2r%
0%

All of the respondents to question

to be done to invite students who

respondents).

31 answered No. It would seem that some work needs

have shown an interest in the program (the FY and MY

4.tr4 Swmmary
The data collected from this questionnaire survey suggest that students that have a

general interest already in science area are more likely to find the pillars of the WinCube

Project as a potential extra-curricular activity. They also see the components of the

project as relevant to their future educational and career goals and view themselves as

able to ,,handle" the new hands-on adventures before them. The young people who

interpreted the WCF components as being too difficult, not relevant to what they were

planning to do in their future,lackingthe time for participation, andthatthe project was

too technical and hands-on, demonstrated a reluctance to take on the new challenges of

joining any of the pillar activities. Also, female responses demonstrated a preference for

biology over physics, and the males picked physics over biology atthe high school level'

The difference in preference for the two sciences diminishes at the university level, where

interest in physics and biology becomes similar for the Yes groups.
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The most striking revelation through the data was evidence that suggested that

students who had not previously heard about the WCP were likely to display a disinterest

in the project's activities in comparison to the students who had heard about the project.

One of the key issues becomes the promotion and recruitment of students to ensure they

are aware of the existence of the WCP as an extracurricular activity.

Chapter Five will analyze the results of the questionnaires and personal interviews

of students who have identified themselves as ÏVinCube Project (WCP) participants.
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Ghapter 5: WEmGu¡he FantEeãpamts QuestãommaEs"e an?d

å ¡"¡tenvüews Resu¡l& amd Þåscc¡ssEorl

5.1 lntrodwctiøn

This chapter will analyze the results of the questionnaires and personal interviews of

students who have identified themselves as WinCube Project (WCP) participants. This

chapter will first examine the student questionnaires completed by the WCP participants,

followed by a case study of the WCP students who partook in the personal interview.

The questionnaires will follow the same procedure as Chapter Four in evaluating results

as they relate to student interest in extra-curricular science programs as discussed in

Chapter 2.

@ Attitudes toward science
e Family
ø Peers
o Extracurricularchoices
ø Interest and relevance

' Gender differences

The questionnaire analysis will be broken down into the following sections as outlined in

Chapter 3 (Methodology)

o Demographics
ø Present education
ø Future education
ø Family
ø Peers
ø Extracurricularactivities
e Interest and relevance
ø WCP participation.

Each of these areas will be reviewed individually with a discussion of the findings and

how they relate to the fîrst research question ofthis project:
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1. What factors influence student initial participation in the WCP?

Later in this chapter, the remaining three research questions will be addressed in the

case studies later in this chaptet.

2. What factors influence student ongoing participation in the WCP?

3. What influences does student participation in the WCP on future career

aspirations?
4. Tó what degree do participants of the WCP believe the fundamental goals of the

WCP have been achieved?

5.2 Ðernograpt'þics
There were five respondents that had indicated they took part in the WCP. All

five completed the questionnaire, and three participated in the individual interview' The

three who completed the interviews will be given the pseudonyms: Fam, Ann, and Ken.

The questionnaire only respondents will be called Datl and Dat2. The following are the

demographics of the five participants:

pam, Ann and Ken have been involved in the WCP in varying capacities. Datl andDat?

joined the WCP this year through their involvement in the BCube at the school.

5.3 Fresent Ëdwcatiøn
The courses the WCP students completed are in Table 5-2-

Tahle 5.1: Ðern
Pam Ann Ken Datl DatZ

Gender Female Female Male Female Male

Age 1.7 T7 l8 L7 T6

Present Grade t2 l7 1.2 t2 9
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Pam Ann Ken Datl DatZ

Grade 9 Math X X X X X
Grade 9 Science X x X X

Grade 0 Science x X X X

Grade 0 Consumer
Grade I Consumer X

Grade 2 Consumer X
Grade 0 Pre-Calculus X X v X
Grade I Pre-Calculus X X x
Grade 2 Pre-Calculus X X X
Grade I Bioloev X X
Grade 2 Biolosv X X X X
Grade l Chemistry X X X
Grade 2 Chemistrv X X X
Grade I Phvsics X X X
Grade 12 Phvsics X X
Grade 1l Computer Science X
Grade 12 Computer Science X

12r

Table 5.2: Wi¡rCuhe Fartici tso Fresent Education¡

The results of Table 5.2 indicate that the older participants have taken at least one

sÇience course past the mandatory grade 10 Science credit. Their experience is varied

between taking Chemistry, Physics, Biology, and Computer Science. The results

displayed in table 5.2 are inconclusive. Pam, Ann, and Datl have all taken science

Çourses beyond grade 10" what they registered for is some what varied. For example,

Ann did not take or complete any grade 11 on 12 physics. Ann also registered for

consumer math (grade 11 and 12). As discussed in Section 4.5.1 course selection have

been associated with positive attitudes toward a particular field of study based on

optional science course selection. An aerospace extracurricular activity like the WCP

would therefore assume participants would choose pre-calculus math and physics. As

what the case in section 4.51, grade 10 students from the yes group and the WCP

respondents do not clearly indicate this.
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Table 5.2 indicates two of the female participants preferring biology over physics

(Pam and Ann). This preference by females to chose biology over physics has been

reported by numerous authors (Baram-Tsabari &. Yarden, 2008; Farenga &, Joyce,1999;

Jones et al., 2000). Ken indicated his preference for physics and chemistry over biology

by the number of courses completed in each field.

5.3,1 Student Ferceptlon of Space Ëdt¡cation
Students were asked their perceptions on the importance given to space and

space-related topics in earlylmiddle and high school levels. The results are found in

Table 5.3.

Table 5.3: WinCube Fartici ants' ion of and S ce-Related T

Table 5.3 indicates that students who have actively participate in an aerospace

program feel that the level of importance given to space-related education varies between

some and a little. In Chapter four (section 4.4.1) most of the grade 10 students sampled

indicated an overwhelming answer of "some" to "little" for their perceived level of

importance to space education in school. Although both WCP participants and non-

participants had similar views this does indicate an issue around space-related topic

exposure in school.
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5 "4 F s.st øÅre Ed ¡'rcat Fø ta

The following sections of future education will be varied compared to Chapter 4

because four out of the five respondents in this chapter will be graduating at the end of

the school year in contrast with the previous grade 10 questionnaire respondents'

ä.4.1Ft¡ture l{Egh Schoo! Gounses

Of the WCP participants, onlyDat}will be returning to high school in the fall' The

remainder will be graduating this year. Dat2 has indicated that he will be taking the

following courses:

r Grade 9 and 10 Science

ø Pre-Calculus 10111112

o BiologY llll2
ø Chemistry IllI2
ø Physics 11112

Dat2's future course choices show he has a varied scientific background similar to the

other WCP participant's courses in Table 5'2'

5.4.2 Post-secondary Declsions
All f,rve students have indicated they will be going to university after graduating.

Speciflrc decisions made by the students can be found in Table 5.4



Table 5.4: WinCube nts Fost ons
Pam Ann Ken Datl Dat2

Field of Study Medical
Rehab/

Pharmacv

Social Work No Answer Business/
Computer

Science

Medicine

Courses to be taken

Phvsics X X
Comouter Science X
Ensineerins X
Astronomv
Math X X X

Biolosv X X X X

Chemistrv X X x

Career after University Pharmacy Social
Worker

Unsure
Genetic
Ensineer

Finance/
Software
Ensineer

Doctor
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-Seco¡¡darv Ilecis!

Table 5.4 indicates that all students will be going to university and be taking some

science courses. In Section 4.5.z,the grade 10's indicated a greatertendency for

university enrollment upon graduation. This result is also evident here where all frve

WCP participants have pointed to a similar intent. It is interesting to note that the

students are all choosing careers that are not directly related to the aerospace field.

5.5 Family
The next sections will look at the family influences on student attitudes toward

science.

5.5.1 Family tf niversity/Gollege Ðegrees
Table 5.5 displays the university or college background of family members of the

WCP participants. Each participant has indicated that at least one member of their family

is a university/college graduate, each within the Science or Math field of study.
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'r.-r-r^ ã <. 'fT t{- rees at omre

Pam Ann Ken Datl DafL

Mother Unknown Economics Accounting bducatlon
Medicine

Father Engineering Biology Accounting Aircraft
Engineer

Brother
Medicine

Brother
Business

H

5.5.2 l-{o rnework Flel P

The wcP students were asked if they received help at home with their science

homework and all resPonded no-

5.5.3 Space-Related Media
The WCp participants were asked a series of questions that inquire how often the

use various space-related sources that include television, printed material, internet, and

movies. A follow up question looked at whether family members accessed those sources

in relation to space-related topics. Table 5.6 displays the results for space-related

The following are comments made by the WCP students with respect to TV space-related

shows.

television and those who watch it in the home

Table 5.6: Space-R.elated Television

Farnilv Members Watch

Pam; Watches documentaries on Discovery Channel
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Ann: Watches "if something is on and looks interesting I will"

Ken: Watches Daily Planet and other shows. Both Parents watch "random showS

and documentaries on discovery channeVothers"

Datl: Does not watch - "Boring/no good ones"

|ratl: He and his father watch National Geographic

The WCp students display various interests in watching space-related television

programs. Parental viewing is split between family members watching or not watching

space related programs. Table 5.7 displays the results for the accessing of space-related

print media at home.

Table 5.7: Related Frint Media

Comments made by the WCP students in regards to the use of print media for

space-related topics are as follows:

Pam: reads newspaper s and magazines. She cites both parents read newspapers

Ann: will read scientific articles "if I see something interesting I do'"

Ken. accesses "old omni magazines or popular science from library - BBC News

on scie/tech". His father accesses "BBC as we11"'

Datl. never reads space-related print media because its "'boring"

Dat2: never reads space-related print media because "I currently don't have any

scientific Printed Press"'

Familv Members Watch
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The responses to the use of printed material are mixed. There is a general interest

in space-related topics displayed by some students (Ken, Pam, and Ann) with some

parental displays of positive attitudes toward science (Pam and Ken). Datl does not

display positive attitudes toward space based on the comment that it is "boring".

WCP student and family use of the internet for space-related information is listçd

in Table 5.8.

Table 5.8: R.elated Internet {Ise

The following are comments made by the WCF students with regards to space-related

internet use at home:

Pam: "never thought of it" in regards to personally accessing space-related

material on the internet

Ann: "I don't go looking unless there is something in the news"

Datl: "not in my interest"

WCP students were asked if they participated in any science related activities outside of

the home with their families. Pam" Datl, andDat2 all said that they did not participate in

any family activities. Ann and Ken said they did, and included the following comments:

Ann: "museum, planetarium"

Ken. "star watching at birds-hill park; cant remember all"

Frequency Student
Access the Internet
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There is mixed experience of family participation in science excursions in and out of

home.

The final question relating to home life is students watching science movies.

Pam, Ann, Datl and DatZ alt said 'seldom' and, Ken said he 'frequently' did. There were

no comments made by the students related to this question. In general, positive attitudes

toward science were not found in the case of homework, print media, the internet, movies

and activities outside of home. The exception to the WCP group was Ken who appears to

access these activities (as well as his parents) more than the others from the group. The

general WCP results however agree with those found in Chapter four (Section 4.6). The

WCP group also showed a positive relationship of family members having university/

college degrees.

5.5.4 Feers
The WCP students were asked to list their peer's three most favorite classes and

three least favorite subjects in high school. Table 5.9 has the results.

Students responded that the science/math field of study appeared outside their

peer's interest for their favorite school courses. They stated that their friends also put

Table 5.9: Ferceived Feer Favorite and Least Favorite School liubiects
Pam Ann Ken Datl DatZ

Peer Favorite
Subiects

I English
Como

English Computer
Media

Computer
Science

Pþs-ed

2 English
Technical

Gym Creative
Writins

English Math

J Pre-Calculus Cookins Enslish World Issues Enslish

Peer Least
Favorite

Chemistrv Math Phvsics Gvm Electronics

2 Physics Science Chemistry Pre-Calculus
Consumer

Science

) Band Social Studies Biolosv Biolosv Phvs-ed
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science and math in their least favorite list category. According to Simpson and Troost

(1952) "best friends and significant others who like or dislike science may be strong

influences on students' attitudes toward science" (P. 769>. That would mean that WCP

participants completing the questionnaire should have many of the sciences as their

peer's favorite subjects. This did not occur. In fact the WCP students listed their peer's

least favorite subject as science. Similar results occurred forthe grade 10 questionnaire

(see section 4.7).

5.5.5 Extracu rnicu¡ lan ActiviÉies
Table 5.10 lists the extracurricular activities WCP students have participated in

and out of school. The results are categorized using Eccles and Barber's (1999)

classification system of extracurricular activities as discussed in Chapter 2.

o Frosocial activities - attending church andlor participating in volunteer
and community service type activities

ø Ferformance activities - participating in school band, drama, andlor

dance
ø Team sponûs - participating in one or more school teams

ø School involvement - participating in student government, pep club,

and/or cheerleading
ø Acadernic clubs - participating in debate, foreign language, math or chess

clubs, science fair, or tutoring in academic subjects
(Eccles &.Barber, 1999, P. L4)



Pam Ann Ken Datl DatZ

In School
Sport Basketball Badminton

Weight room

Performancc Band
Choir

School Unity Group Librarv Asst. Peer Tutorins

Peer Tutoring Schola¡ship

Student
Council

Asian Heritase
SWAT
Grad

A.cademic WinCube WinCube WinCube WinCube WinCube

University
classes

University
classes

Out of School
Prosocial Volunteering Volunteenng Volunteering Volunteerins

Performance Dance

Sport Boxing
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Tabtre 5.tr 0: Extracurricular ,A.ctivities

Most of the WCP pafücipants have been involved with extra-curricular activities

in and out of school. Ann and Ken both have taken university classes that are offered by

the University of Winnipeg through the school division. In Chapter 4 there was no

mention of students participatingin university classes. Eligibility to take the university

çlasses within the school division is based on completion of one grade 12 course, which

is not possible for grade 10 students. In section 4.8 of Chapter four, the majority of grade

10 students said they were involved in at least one extracurricular activity. In that section

of conclusion was drawn that perhaps involvement in other activities may prevent

students from joining the WCP because of the time constraints. Table 5.10 however

indicates that students can be involved in other activities (including university classes)
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and still be involved in the WCP. It would seem commitment is an important factor

remaining with the WCP.

5.5.6 l¡'lterest and R.elevance
To gain insight into what WCP students find interesting, they were asked to rank

their favorite and least favorite subjects in high school. Table 5.11 lists their choices.

Tabte 5.1X: WinCube Partici¡rants' Favorite and ï-east Favorite High School

Table 5.11 results indicate a slight preference for the science and math subjects.

However, there is no clear indication of student predisposition to prefer all science/math

subjects as their favorite. Simpkins, Davis-Keen and Eccles (2006) identify student

enrollment in math and science courses as having a strong association with their own

interests and beliefs that these subjects are important. Ann indicated that Math and

Science were her least favorite subjects, suggesting that subjects were not important to

her. However Ann participates in the WCP for the entire three years. It would appear

thar something else was keeping her and others (Pam and Datl) interested in the WCP.

Subiects
Pam Ann Ken Datl Dat2

Favorite
Subiects
I Pre-Calculus Enslish Bioloev Comnuter Sc. Bioloel
2 English

Comp
World Issues Chemistry Pre-Calculus Math

a Chemistry
30s

Electronics Physics English Media

Least
Favorite
I Phvsics Math French Gvm Skills

2 English
Comp

Science History English

J Chemistry
40s

Geography Geography Phys-ed
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Pam's said that she liked grade 1l Chemistry and then disliked grade 72

chemistry, reflects an ability to express her self and change her mind regarding courses

to take. Simpkims, Davis-Keen and Eccles (20t6) found that students "who earn good

grades in Math and Science are more likely to participate in after school activities and

continue with course work in these areas" (p' 80). Pam recognìzed on her own change in

attitude towards Chemistry in grade 11 and her apparent choice not to take grade 12

physics (table 5.2). Even though her attitudes indicate a change towards chemistry and

Physics, she remained with the WCP. There are those students who enjoy all subjects

such as Ken who comment on his least favorite subjects stating ""hard to say that I dislike

any."

Given that the WCP is an aerospace activity, students were asked to list their three

favorite space related topics. Table 5.I2 provides the results.

tudents' Favorite SPace ToP!

The students that responded indicated an interest in Astronomy based topics

(stars, planets, black holes) which are not typically covered in WCP offerings' The

technical areas such as rocketry and exploration are closer to the WCP focus' In Section

4.9 (Table 4.27) grade 10 students indicated that their favorite space related topics

included Astronomy and Planetary Geology. It would appear that the list of interesting

topics and the WCP offerings (Satellites, Rocketry, and Mission Deployment) are

inconsistent in objectives. The gtade 10 student may inturn decide not to participate in

the WCp because of this. Howeveq the WCP students responded in a similar manner

'I'qhla{f?'V ind l¡rhe Students' -U åvorlte ce

Pam Ann Ken Datl Dat2

Favorite
Subiects
I X Stars Rocketry Exlraterrestrial Astronomy

2 X Planets Planets Time Travel Science

3 X Shuttle Exploration Black Holes X
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identifying astronomy as favorite subject. This suggest that a student choice of favorite

space topics does not preclude them from participating in an extracurricular activity with

emphasis on aerospace. This was demonstrated by the WCP response and participation

in the WCP

5.6 lnvølvement ín the WinÛube Praiect,
On the questionnaire, students were to indicate whether they participated in WCP

activities. All five did to varying degrees, but on the questionnaire, Dat2 indicated he did

not and his responses to questions answered by the grade 10 target group will be

discussed at the end of this section.

The four remaining WCP students were asked in question 39. Please indicate

what actit¡ities you hø,e psrticipated in regards to the WinCube Project. There

responses are found in Table 5.13.

Tabte 5.13: WinCr¡be .dctivities Fartic n
Pam Aln Ken Datl

CubeSat X X
BCube Launch 2008 X X X
BCube Launch2007 X X
Radio Certifrcation 06/07 X X X
Radio Certification 07108

MSAC 2006 x
MSAC 2OO7 X X X
WinGS X X
IADC O7l08 X X
Elec. Worksholr 2006 X X X

Eneineerine Present¿tion 2008 X X
Ensineer nE Tour 2008 X X X X

Three ofthe four students in Table 5.7?have been involved in numerous WCP

activities and have also completed they personal interview for this project. Their insight

into the WCP will provide some good feedback about the program.
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Each of the four in Table 5.12 were also asked a series of questions in regards to

upcoming WCP activities. There responses follow'

Q 40: wilt you be participating in any of thefollowing upcaming evenfs? (check

all that aPPiY)

a. Manitoba Space Adventure Camp July 2009

Pam: No
Comment: I will be very busy this summer and may be out of town in July

Ann: No
Comments: was not invited

Ken: No
Comments: work confl icts

Datl: No
Comments: Not in mY interest

b. BCube launch - June 2009

Pam: No
Comments: I have an exam the day of the launch

Ann: Yes

Comments: Because it is mY babY

Ken: Yes
Comments: HelPed with Planning

Datl: Yes

ç. BCube launch - winnipeg Amateur Radio club - June 30, 2009

Pam: No
Comments: I have an event to go to that day

Ann: Yes
Comments: I am part of my group and its what you do as a member

Ken: Not sure

Datl: No
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Most of the four students were interested in participating in the upcoming BCube

launches because they had been involved in the planning. This is unique considering

they are graduation at the end of the year and still remain interested in committed to the

WCP. It should also be pointed out that the MSAC is speciflrcally targeted for students

presently in grades 9 to 11; four of the students in the interview group were graduating

this year. The reason for this rule is the WCP uses the MSAC as an introduction to all of

the other activities offered through the year. Since these students will be graduating,

MSAC is not recommended. However, students that have participated in WCF and have

graduated are encouraged to maintain their involvement as a leader in the program.

On Dat2's questionnaire he answered No to question 30. Have you ever heard of

the WinCube Project at your school. He was instructed on the questionnaire to proceed

to questions32to 38. The questions andDat2's responses follow.

Based on the description of the Cubesat sntall satellite proiect, wouldyotr

ever consider joining this component of the WinCube Proiect?

Answer: Yes
Comments: Because I could learn, experience

Based on the description of the BCube, would you et er consider joining this

component of the WinCube Proiect?
Answer: Yes
Comments: It looks cool enough

Based on the description of the Amateur Rødio Canrse (ARC), wouldyou
ever consider joining this conrponent of the WinCube Proiect?
Answer: No
Comments. I have no idea with radio tracking

Based on the description of the WinCttbe Ground Station (ll/inGS), wouldyott
ever consider joining this component of the WinCube Proiect?

Answer: Yes

32.

33.

34.

35.
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nlce
comments: communicating with International space Station would be a

idea

36. Based o1the descriptiott of the Manitoba Space Adventure Camp MSAC)'

tvould you ever coisider ioining this component of the WinCube Proiect?

Answer: No
Comments: Don't have the time'

37. Based on the above descriplion of 
-tlinCube, 

do yanfind the overall proiecí

appealing?
Answer: Yes
Comments: (no comment recorded)

euestion 3g asked: What actittities in the WinCube Proiect sottnd interesting,

Dat2 chose BCube and working with universities. The questionnaire terminates after

question 38 for Dat2 so there is no indication of what upcoming activities he would have

been interested in. Dat2 has indicated he is interested in numerous components of the

WCP, but he does not have time in the summer to attend MSAC' he lacks an

understanding of amateur radio. Dat}'sresponses are similar to those of the males yes

group that partook in the questionnaire only (see section 4.10)

5,7 tndividual lnterview
The next sections will review responses to the individual interview with Pam,

Ann and Ken. They will be done according to the four research questions of this project'

5.8 Factars lnfluencing lnitiai Participatiøn in WinÇ,uhe

The first four questions of the individual interview address factors influencing

initial participation in the WCP and involve research question 1: (What factors influence

student initial participation in the WCP?) Each question will be presented, a brief

description of student comments, followed by the researcher's views'

Question |. How didyou find out about the IilinCube Project?

Pam: Through her grade 9 math/science teacher'
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Ann: Through one ofher teachers

Ken: "Stumbled upon a meeting. Didn't hear any formal recruitment or anything"

Researchers Comments:

At the time that Pam, Ann and Ken joined WinCube, it was the first year of the

program. In the case of Pam, her grade 9 math/science teacher recruited students

extensively out of his grade 9 classes. V/ith regards to selÊef{tcacy, verbal persuasion

played a role in Pam and Ann joining the WCP. Zimmerman (2000) defines verbal

persuasion as a factor where "outcomes are described and not directly observed" (p 88).

The teacher that spoke to Pam and Ann must have been convincing for them to try the

WCP

Question 2. Describe the WnCube Project.

Pam. "Students from different high schools. Collaborating ideas. Making cube
satellite. Trying to decide what to do with it."

Ann: "Disorganized. Turned into just our cube. Kinda got taken away from us by
the University of Manitoba. Launching a pico satellite."

Ken: "Kids get together. Discuss and learn about space related topics. Work on
weather balloon payload project which leads up to a cube sat project. Learning
basic principles of satellite design."

Researcher's Comments:

At the time Pam, Ann and Ken joined the V/CP, the initial intention of the project

was to have Manitoba high school students design and build a Cubesat with the help of

the University of Manitoba's Faculty of Engineering. As outlined in Chapter 1, it was

realized that high school students did not poses the technical background necessary to

build a CubeSat from scratch. At that point the University of Manitoba took the lead in

the design and construction of the WCP's CubeSat, The WCP Advisory Committee
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established a number of activities to build on the necessary skills to work with the

University of Manitoba. Activities were created as needed and varied in opportunities

throughout theyear. It is interesting to review Pam and Ken's description of the WCP.

They describe it as more of a social activity (kids get together) in a supportive

(collaborating ideas) and nurturing ("discuss and learn") environment. In Chapter four a

number of students commented about not having the skills or abilities perceived

necessary to join the WCP. The actual experience seems to be different from the initial

perception of the program.

Question 3. llhy did yottioin the WinCttbe Proiect?

pam: "really liked science in grade 9. Entered Manitoba Science Exposition.

Teacher realizedthat I enjoyed science and thought that this would be a good idea

for me."

Ann: "Because I was asked. Sounded interesting atthe time. Astronomy was

interesting to me at the time."

Ken. "Wanted something to do during lunches. Not really committed to other

groups. This seemed interesting."

Researcher' s Comments :

SelÊefficacy seems to have played a key role in Pam's decision to join the WCP.

Cervone (2000) makes reference to a person weighing this relation between "their

perceived skill and the demands of the tasks when thinking about their capabilities for

performanc e" . (p.32) Pam describes her prior experience to joining the WCP that seems

to have given her the self-confidence to join. In Section 4.10 a similar pattern emerges.

Those students that spoke positively about the WCP pillars did so with comments like;
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"Hands on projects really interest me" and "it would be awesome to communicate with

satellites." These grade 10 comments reflect a positive attitude toward the subject and

belief in their ability to succeed in areas of study.

It seems apparent from Pam and Ann's comments that an adult encouraging

students to become involved in certain extracurricular activities is needed. It also helps

when an adult nurtures a student's self-effrcacy to join an academic club like the WCP

especially if they may not have thought of it themselves.

Question 4. What were your expectations of the WinCube Project?

Pam. "Fun, different experience. Never worked with space stuffbefore. Help me
decide on what to do with my career. Was helpful in all of these things."

Ann. "Didn't have any. Unsure of what it was going to be."

Ken: "No real idea about what it was. Thought it was a lot about rockets - what I
overheard from the first meeting before I joined. Didn't know about the building
of payloads that were involved"

Researcher's Comments:

Pam's comments about "never worked on space stuffbefore" indicate a generality

to her self-efficacy. Zimmerman (2000) defines generality in the area of self-effrcacy to

"pertain to the transferability of selÊefficacy beliefs across activities." (p 83) It would

seem plausible to apply the generality of self-efñcacy to apply to Ann and Ken as well

since neither fully understood what they were becoming involved with.

Going back to question 3 of the interview, it seems critical that students are

encouraged to join extracurricular activities like the WCP. Ann for example identified

the fact that she didn't have any idea what it was going to be like. The adult encouraging

her to go and find out about the project developed into a three year commitment. In the

case ofPam, it seems thather grade 9 science/mathteacher would have offered some
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advice in regards to science careers. The first step for an extracurricular program is to

recruit participants; the next is to provide activities that will keep them engaged in the

program.

5.9 Fact@rs {nf[e.Åerscing fnitia[ Farticipatiøn in WínÇube
This section will look at research question 2:What factors influence student

ongoing participation in the WCP? Questions 5-9 of the individual interview will address

this.

Question 5: What do (did) you enjoy about the WinCube Project?

Pam: "Meeting students from different schools. Not an everyday thing that high
school students do. Good tours (museums, workspaces) Get new experiences all
of the time."

Ann: "we are free to do something that we normally wouldn't be able to do.
Gives us a chance to do new things that others may not get to. Meet new people
that we wouldn't have met before. Make contacts that can help further my
çareet."

Ken: "All of the hands on stuff. Good to get out of the school and appiy what we
make. When we make something and send it up it's pretty cool."

Researcher's Remarks.

Pam and Ann enjoyed the opportunity to meet with students from other high

schools in Manitoba. This was a key aspect of the WCP to encourage collegiality among

its participants. The peer group development within the WCF either within the school or

between participating high schools could become its own unique group. "Ones co-

participants becomes one's peer crowd, and such peer crowds often develop an activity

based culture providing adolescents with the opportunity to identify with a group having

shared sends of style" (Eccles & Barber, 7999, p.29). Through interschool activities

"one's friends will be drawn from among the other participants (Eccles and Barber, 7999.
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p 31 ) There is also an interaction between students and adults in the WCp as Ann

describes: "Maybe contacts that can help further my career." The WCP provides thc

opportunity "to get to know other peers and adults through personal bonding and in vital

trust and commitment" (Feldman & Matjasko, 2005, p.162)

The WCP is constantly looking for unique opportunities for participants to

become involved with and it seems that this has been efTeøive. Students are encouraged

to take ownership on the work that they do (example BCube construction) and it appears

the students enjoy that opportunity. Fam's comment about "new experiences" keeps

students like her interested in the WCP. But this attention "canbe sustained as long as

we can continue to find interest patterns in the stimulus" (Simon, zo0l, p 6). Of the

context being presented Ken appreciated being able to "apply what we make.,, yager

(2004) states "real world experiences with science are remembered more then

experiences with the science of textbooks in classrooms and laboratories." (p. 413)

Question 6: what do (did) you not enjoy about the vf/incube project?

Pam: "Technical stuffwas kinda boring (computer). Enjoyed the hands on stuff
more. If they explained more about the computer aspect instead ofjust hearing
what we needed to - if we knew why it might have been better.,'

Ann: "Disorganization Things are told to us a little bit too late. It would have
been nice to have advance notice on a few things. Communication - it was hard
for us as students to be able to communicate about what needed to be done.,,

Ken: "If there were dull or slow meetings some ofthe stuffrelated to amateur
radio. Early morning amateur radio lessons weren't interesting. Hard to get up
on Saturday."

Researcher's Remarks:

Pam, Ann and Ken were all committed to the WCP as demonstrated by their

comments ("Didn't wantto leave something I started, I need to be there, determined to
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stick with it"). These comments represent self-effrcacy students who tried to "participate

more readily, work harder, persìst longer (Zimmerman 2000, p 86)

Both Pam and Ken comment thal certain aspects of the WCP were "Boring" and

there "dull or slow meetings", Simon (2001) points out that "our attentìon can be

sustained as long as \ile can continue to find interesting patterns in the stimulus" (p,6) As

with any science or Math program, there are theoretical components that must be

presented. The WCP included computer programming and amateur radio. The WCP

continues to re-evaluate its program delivery to streamline theory and deliver more hands

on programming. However Pam and Ken's comments brings up another point. In the

questionnaire, grade 10' indicated that they would not participate in the WCP because it

was boring. But students like Pam and Ken chose to remain even though aspects of the

project were boring. There must be other reasons students become and remain involved

in the WCP.

Question 7.Why didyou remain involvedwith the WinCube Proiect?

Pam: "Enjoyed it. Wanted to build on the experience. Didn't want to leave

something I started."

Ann: "It's my baby. Spent a lot of years working on it. Took extra courses. Go

up at7 on Saturdays to participate. Because I am project lead I need to be there."

Ken: "Had friends in it. Good People to work with. Interesting, fun to build stuff.
Presentations were interesting. "

Question 8: Did you consider withdrawing from the project? If so, v,hy?

Pam: "No, determined to stick with it."

Ann: "Never."

Ken. "Not really. Slow pace at some times anyways. Not strenuous pressures

associated with it."
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Researchers Comments

The comments relating to question 7 focus on two major concepts: Commitment

and peers. The influence of peers when the WCP maybe a result of the emerging group

identity:

To the extent that one spends a lot of time in these activity settings with the other
participants, it is likely that one's friends will be drawn from among the other
participants. It is also likely thatthe colleøive behaviors of the peer group will
influence the behaviors of each member.

(Eccles & Barber, 1999, p. 31)

Within this new group,

,. . peers may positively reinforce conventional behaviors, may exert pressure toward
school involvement, and may model positive affect and commitment to academic
endeavours.

(Fredricks & Eccles, 2005, p. 517)

This may imply that the group dynamic was a big component to maintain student

involvement.

Question 9. Would you recontntend the WinCube Project to other high school
students?
a. Why? Wy not?
b. If yes, who?

Pam:
þYhy? Why not?

"Yes I would recommend it because it is something new to try. Good to finish by
saying that you were involved in a different program. Gives a lot of
opportunities."

If yes, who?
"Students who enjoy science and astronomy. Anyone interested in space stuff.
Good for people entering engineering."

Ann:
Llhy? Wy not?
"Of course. Great way to make contacts. Get interested and excited about
something that you have accomplished. Able to say that you got a chance to
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launch high altitude balloons. Fun, not just work. Learning outside of the
classroom."

If yes, who?
"Starting in grade 9 or 10. Good to have a couple of years to get established.
Some new members this year didn't have the experience to lead. Team building
would have been good to help us communicate and be comfortable working with
the group. Small group work."

Ken:
Why? Why not?
"Yes- Good because of hands on work. Presentations at universities were good.

Good science topic."

If y"s, who?
"Anyone interested in science. Enter anytime in high school, but the earlier the
better."

Researcher's Remarks:

The present participants of the WCP recognize a need for students to become

involved early on in their high school career. This world provide opportunities for

students to have "a couple ofyears to get established" because "this year didn't have the

experience to lead"(Ann). The WCP Advisory Committee's approach is to recruit in

grades 9 and 10 to help develop the skills of participants.

It is apparent from a number of students in the grade 10 survey (section 4. 10 that

their sense of domain-specific personal efficacy will be low because of a lack of

confidence in their intellectual abilities and the estimated level of difficulty they perceive

they will encounter if they join the WCP (Eccles, 1994). However, if grade 9 and 10

students can be shown they have the necessary entry level skills and they will be able to

develop their skills to fully participate in the WCP.

All three WCP participants refer to various "opportunities" where "hands-on",

would get students "interested and excited about something that they have
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accomplished." These are the reflections of why student should join the WCP and will

need to be shared in the future with possible prospects for the WCp.

Question 15: Has the WinCube Project met yu.tr expectations?

Pam. "Yes from my initial expectations. Students could have had more to say in
the project."

Ann: "Yes and no. BCube launch definitely met because we reached our goals,
launched the payload. WinCube itself we haven't seen anything this year. Didn't
go to all meetings that we thought we would."

Ken. "Yes."

Researcher's Remarks:

It appears from the general answer of the "yes" that the WCP has met students'

expectations. Although initial expectations of Pam did not indicate her expectation of

student input in to the project (question 2 of the interview) she felt a need for this. Ann's

Çomments reflect a positive point (BCube Launch) and a sense of frustration that the

other activities relating to WCP did not transpire as planned. This sense of frustration

could impede maintaining student interest in the WCP and be a result of the high attrition

rate felt by the program.

The next section will look at student feedback in regards to the WCP Advisory

Committees five fundamental goals ofthe WCp.

5"xa Ãchievement of the winÇwbe Praject's Fwndar'ffieritalGoals
In this section a review will be carried out on student responses to whether or not

the wcP's five fundamental goals have been accomplished. The goars are:

ø Provide authentic science and innovative research learning opportunities
@ Application of high level science, math and technology
o Enrichment for students to develop further interest in science and

engineering
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ø Develop collaborative opportunities with post secondary institutions
and/or industry on a local, national and international level

ø Raise profile of aerospace in schools and community
(Cieszecki et. al., 2008)

The initial statement given to WCP participants for questions 10-14 is as follows:

The WnCube Project hasfivefuttdømental goals. Please coftrment on whether or
not the WinCube Project has met those goals during your participatÌon.

Each individual question as it relates to the goals of the WCP and the responses follow.

Question l0'. Goal I- Protide authenlic science and innovative learning
opporhmities.

Pam: "Could have more of. They teach us and we just do it" but it would be better
if we could research stuffon our own."

Ann: "Yes. Science - had to deal with atmospheric pressure. Research for me
was good but overall not everyone did research."

Ken. "Yes. Got to actually go our and apply stuffand trouble shooting. Get to
apply the scientific method. Trial and error when we design and schedule our
own things. Got to actually do research."

Researcher's Comments:

In Chapter One (section 1.5) a number of curriculum links were established with

Pan-Canadian (CMEC, 1997). The four General Learning Outcomes that involve skills

are presented here:

ø Initiating and Planning
ø Performing and Recording

" Analysing and Interpreting
r Communication and Teamwork

(CMEC, 1997,p.195)

Under 'Initiating and Planning" students are encouraged to "ask questions" and

"plan investigations of questions, ideas, and problems and issues" (CMEC, 1997, p. 195).

This was accomplished according to Ann (atmosphere, research) and Ken (applying

scientific method, trial and error: actually do research). Pam counters the research by
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stating "it would be better if we could research stuffon our owrl." Perhaps ìn Pam's case

it relates to her own level of involvement. It appears that goal number one is being

achieved.

Question Il'. Goal 2: Application of high level science, mãth, and technology-

Pam: "High level technology and science, but not as much high level math."

Ann: "Technology definitely. We never did any of the math ourselves.

Everything *as -apped out. Science could be applied. Technology was the main

thing."

Ken: "science - definitely achieved. Math - not a component for us to do.

Technology - lots because it all leads up to the CubeSat. Technology was the

most applied in the Project."

Researcher's Comments:

All three students have agree d thatthey had the opportunity to apply technology

and science. The WCF Advisory Committee may need to review inclusion of math as

one of their subject application areas. It is an important aspect for goal one and two to

deliver on its promises if students are joining the WCP based on these goal statements.

Question 12: Goal 3 - Enrichmentfor students to develop.further interest in

sci ence s and engineering.

Pam: "Yes."

Ann. "Yes definitely. Always trying new things."

Ken. "Yes."

Researcher's Remarks:

It would appear from the positive comments that goal three is being

accomplished. It seems that there have been suffrcient opportunities for students to

experience new things (A"n) Unfortunately there is not enough commentary by the

participants to make any further remarks.
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Question 13. Goal 4 - Develop collaborative opporÍnrlities with post secondary
ittstilutions and/or induslry on a local, national and intennÍional level.

Pam: "Yes because we got to work with U of M and aerospace. Didn't really get
to work with other countries."

Ann: "No. University took over our thing and pushed us out. University did not
keep their promises. We knew more about the project than they did. Able to
make contacts with different airspace places in Winnipeg."

Ken: "Yes. AII levels. Got to go to university constantly, talkto schools and
universities in North Dakota. National components when we talk to Canadian
Space Industry. Industry - went to space camps where we got to tour facilities
and how what we did applied to their jobs."

Researcher's Remarks.

As presented in Chapter One, students had numerous opportunities to visit with

universities (University of Manitoba, University of North Dakota) and local aerospace

industry (Magellan Aerospace). All three respondents recognized these opportunities.

Of course these collaborative efforts were an opportunity to expose students to outcomes

related to science, technology, engineering and mathematics (STEM), science,

technology, and society (STS); and science, technology, society and the environment

(STSE) (see Chapter One).

Question 14: Goal 5 - Raise profile of aerospace in schools and communigt.

Pam: "Not advertised a lot here at Maples. Need to tell people what it is all about
and who would be interested. Don't really know what it is. Intimidating to new
students. Students are hesitant to enter because of the way it sounds. Could
sound more exciting."

Ann: "Definitely made itself aware. Evident around winnipeg. More aware of
satellites and programs in the city. A lot of them were top secret places."

Ken. "Yes."
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Researcher's Remarks:

Ann's comments reflect her experiences as a WCP participant. Her comments

indicate that STEM, STS, and STSE goals are being accomplished by the WCP for its

participants. Pam's reflection involves WCP exposure to students at the targeted school.

She cites the fact that because students are not aware of the WCP and its activities, when

they are approached tojoin, they don't feel they have the skill or interest tojoin (a self-

efficacy issue). Suggestions by the \ilCP students to increase participation are presented

in question 17.

Question 17: Wat suggestions da you have to improve the WinCube Project?

Pam: "Advertise more. Make it more student based. More interesting * add

aspects that students would be more interested in. More grades and tens involved.

Good program overall, glad they started it and glad to be a part of it."

Ann: "Everything needs to be more organized. Set meetings in advance. Sheets

and forms - more standard procedure sheets." Communications between
members:

ø Everyone needs to be involved
ø Everyone responsible for contacting everyone else

ø Team needs to work together and everyone needs to know this
ø Our project and ourgroup
ø Team building activities would help
o Former members like me would be willing to come back to share and

help organize it.
ø Would like to stay involved even after graduation high school
o Want to see this be successful
r People need to be more decisive as to whether or not they want to

participate
ø Everyone needs to be responsible for their individual tasks
* DisaPPointing to see people who didn't stick around
e To get interest built in the project, need to teach them about it from

grade 9

r Help if there \ /as more of a space focus in the science courses
ø Would be nice to be exposed to more of this in the classroom
ø More interest could be generated in science classrooms
E 'Would tie what we are doing into the classroom, or more support from

the school itself would be helpful
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ø Amazing experience that I would do again in a heartbeat"

Ken: "More regular schedule - but hard because of so many conflicting
schedules. Cut things down on Saturdays - can be hard to attend. Recruitment -
need more of it. Flaw to the group - not a lot of sustainability. Need more

students involved. Only a handful of students who were able to come each time."

Researcher' s Comments:

Suggested improvements of the WCP by existing participants can be categorized

into two areas. recruitment and program adjustments. Recruitment issues were cited by

Pam in questions 14 and 77 alongwith Ann and Ken in question 17. Comments like

'advertise more', 'get more grades and tens involved', 'recruitment-need more of it', and

'need more students involved' all reflect and a need for more students to accomplish

WCP projects.

To increase recruitment, Ann suggests the "need to teach them about it from grade

9", and prOvide "more of a spaCe focuS in the SCienCe courses." As stated earlier, a

suggestion for students to become involved in the WCP is for participating schools to

incorporate WCP activities in existing classes.

Both Ann and Ken also cite issues with retaining membership in the WCP. Ken

pointsoutthatthereis a"Flawtothegroup -notalotof sustainability" thatmay bedue

to an issue around WCP being often outside of the school day. Eccles and Templeton

(2002) reported that community-based programs offered during regular school hours had

a better attendance than after-school programs. If perhaps some of the WCP activities

were provided in present classes, the impetus to continue to be involved in the WCP

might exist.
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Ann's comments about organizational issues is a reflection of ongoing WCP

program development. In school and out of school activities must be planned well in

advance. There is also amove to standardize programprotocols to help with WCp

expectations of student participation. The next section will focus on the effectiveness of

WCP on student career choices.

5.^si winÇ'wbe lnflwences or] Fwtwre GareerÆspírafíons
In Chapter One, it was shown that the WCP is attempting to provide learning

opportunities that expose students to various careers within the aerospace industry. The

learning outcomes fall under the STEM, STS, and STSE learning outcomes. euestion

16: Has participation in the WinCube Projecl influenced your fulure career rlecisions or

interests, attempts to see if this is occurring.

Pam: "Yes, it made me even more interested in science and experimenting and
learning new stuffl Helped clarify."

Ann: "Did before but not in the end."

Ken: "Of course, because I was exposed to more. Able to show me what I wanted
to do and what I don't want to do. Gave me more of a perspective of what
engineering was. Now I feel more informed about engineering."

Researcher' s Comments :

In the case of Pam, one of her original reasons for joining the WCP was to help

her to 'decide on what to do with my career' (answer to question 4, Section 5.7). pam's

experience in the wcP helpe d'clarify" what she wanted to do by .becoming 
more

interested in science and experimenting.' Ken also commented that he now has .more of

a perspective of what engineering was' because he was 'exposed to more' through the

WCP.
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If the WCP is incorporated into existing classroom activities, students may gain

some insight into the potential experiences of the WCP and increase its relevance to

students.

5.12 Sww'nmary
This chapter reviewed the results of the questionnaire and interview completed by

the present WCP participants. These results when compared to those of grade l0

questionnaire responses displayed a number of similarities with regards to the male and

female groups that indicated they found the WCP interesting. They included the

following:

ø Varied choices of high school courses taken (no predisposition for one course
more than another)

. All intend to go to university/college with varied interest in courses
o No significant family experiences relating to space-related sources
o Participation in extracurricular activities are displayed
@ At least one family member with a uníversity/college degree at home.
s Majority of peers perceived not to have a strong interest in science or math
e Students personal interest in science and math varied
@ Space education is not receiving a high level of importance in school

From the individual interview of WCP students, they felt that the frve

fundamental goals of the WCP were being met. They highlighted that they enjoyed the

experience of participating and the opportunity to explore career opporrunities related to

aerospace. Areas that they felt needed improvement included:

e The need for more participants at the targeted school
e The inclusion of space topics and wcP activities in regular classrooms
ø More student input into WCP activities
r Work on the retention of student participants
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In the next chapter, I will review the findings of this research project, the

limitations of the study, the implications of the study, make recommendations for future

research, and make closing comments.
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Çhapten 6: SqimmÌary

6.f Researck Q¿sesfions I - 4
The previous chapters of this theses "Student Interest in The WinCube Project:

Influences on Student Participation In An Extracurricular Aerospace Frogtam" looked at

answering the following four research questions:

1 What factors influence student initial participafion in the WCP?
2 What factors influence student ongoing participation in the WCP?
3 What influences does student participation in the WCP have on future career

aspirations?
4 To what degree do participants of the WCP believe the fundamental goals of

the WCP have been achieved?

Chapter One described the Manitoba high school aerospace program, the

WinCube Project (WCP). The description included the WCP's five educational goals

and its six main educational opportunities for participating students. Also presented were

the WCP's educational curriculum links to the Pan-Canadian Common Framework of

Science Learning Outcomes (CMEC, 1997), and the Manitoba Provincial Science

Curriculums: Senior 1 Science (Manitoba Education and Trainin g, 2000), Senior 3

Physics (Manitoba Education and Youth, 2003), and Senior 4 Physics (Manitoba

Education, Citizenship and Youth, 2005).

In Chapter Two, a literature review was completed detailing student self-efhcacy

and student attitudes towards science as they relate to extracurricular participation.

Factors identifred as effecting selÊefficacy and student attitudes included family, peers,

student self-perception, relevance and interest. Chapter Three outlined the methodology

used to answer the four Research Questions, which included the use of a student

questionnaire and personal interview. The students in this study were broken up into fwo
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primary groups. The first group were students takìng grade 10 core subjects at the

targeted high school. These classes were identif,ied based on the understanding that

students were aware of the WCF in their school. This grade 10 group completed the

questionnaire only. The second primary group of students were presently participating in

the WCP. They were asked to complete the same questionnaire as the grade 10 group

along with participating in a personal intewiew. Chapter Four reviewed the responses to

the grade 10 questionnaire target group and Chapter Five the results of the questionnaire

and personal interview with the WCP participant group,

Research Question 1 used the questionnaire as its information source. The grade

10 students were divided into four groups. The first grouping was based on female and

male respondents. The female and male groups were further subdivided based on their

response to the question: Based on the above descriptions of the WinCube, do youfind

the overall project appealing after having read brief descriptions of five of the WCP

pillars. The four groups established were: female yes: FY, female no : F\ and male

yes : MY, male no : MN. Of the 100 grade 10 students surveyed, 56 were female and

44 male. In the creation of the Yes/No groupings, the student breakdown was FY:20

students, FN:36, MY:l1, and MN:33. Only 31% of the grade 10 sample indicated their

found the overall WCP interesting. Results were recorded, analyzed, and discussed in

Chapter Four.

For Research Question 1, a student questionnaire was created to try to determine

possible influences that might predispose a student to pafücipate in the WCP The

questions were created based on the Chapter 2 literature review of student selÊeffïcacy

and attitudes toward science as they related to extracurricular participation. The
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questionnaire had nine areas of study that included: demographics, present education,

future education, family, peers, extracurricular activity participation, interest/relevance,

WCP participation, and gender biases. Chapter Four reviewed the results of the grade 10

respondents and Chapter Five the WCP participants. The questionnaire was used to

compare results between the primary groups to see how students that were not part of the

WCP (grade 10 students) responded to questions compared with those who were involved

with the WCP.

In comparing student course selections, the grade 10s did not display any major

differences in preference of science courses between the two female groups and the male

groups when comparing a specific course. Similar results occurred for the WCP

participants. Where a noticeable difference did occur was the preference for females to

study biology over physics, andthe males preference to study physics over biology. The

grade 10 biology numbers were FY:9Oolo, FN:83YI,1W:64Yo, and MN:61%. The

trend is reversed for physics were more males preferred the subject than females:

FY:3}Yo, FN:l9ol0, NIY:45yo, and MN:36Yo. These results of gender biases are similar

to other research findings (Jones et al., 2000; Osborne & Collins, 2000; Farenga & Joyce,

1999). The implications of these results for females preference for studying biology ma;'

imply a desire for activities that involve high social relevance (Reid & Skryabina,2003).

Females often avoid activities that have a high mechanical or practical relevance such as

physics (Reid & Skryabina, 2003). It would appear that a preference for physics is a

good indicator of student involvement in a hands on activity like the WCP. However,

their were two female WCP participants that preferred biology over physics. When

students were asked what their favorite subjects were, the resulting data was
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inconclusive. Students were identifying the same subjects as their favorite and least

favorite.

In evaluating post-secondary decisions, there was a greater indication among the

grade 10 Yes groups to attend university (FY:75Yo and MY :82o/o) compared to the No

groups (FN:58% and MN:39%). All of the present WCF participants indicated they

would attend university. At university, the grade 10 Yes groups were primarily interested

in the area of science and math (FY:55olo, MY:45Yo compared to the No group in that

field of study @N:367o, MN:12%). The results for the WCP group primarily preferred

science fields of study. However, the two male WCP students did indicate they planned

to study physics at university, but the females did not, instead preferring to take biology.

Students were asked to reflect on the level of importance they felt was given to

space and space-related topics in their early, middle, andhigh school experiences. Using

a Likert scale, the majority of responses were 'some' to 'a little' for the majority of grade

10s. The combined results of the 'some' to 'a little' at the early/middle @M) and high

school (HS) were:

FY: EM:90% }JS:75Yo
FN: EM:86Yo HS:819o
MY: E}d:\ZYo HS:72Yo
MN: El\tf 66% HS:60%

The biggest group that indicated 'nothing' was the MN group with33yo in

earlylmiddle years and 39Yo at hìgh school.

It appears that the grade I 0 students sampled are not being exposed to space-

related content at sufficient levels in the classroom. This leads to the results of grade los

favorite topics about space. The primary response was related to general astronomy

(stars, galaxies, etc.) andplanetary geology (planets, moons, etc.) as indicated by all four
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groups' In reviewing their reflection of level of importance space-related topics receive

in early/middle and high school, the WCP student also indicated ,a little,. Their

responses to favorite space-related topics however included more aerospace related topics

such as 'rocketry', 'exploration' and the 'shuttle'. Given the similar responses in regards

to space-related importance in their education, both the grade l0s and WCp students

indicate it was minimal at best. where the results differ is in the knowledge background

of space fields of study based on their favorite space topics. It would appear that the

grade 10 students have not been exposed to suffrcient levels of space topics in their

regular experiences which may impacttheir willingness to participate in an

extracurricular activity like the WCp.

The next area of interest in the questionnaire was the influences of home life on a

student's decision to join the WCP. Fírst, students were asked to identify family

members that had university/college degrees in the home. The grade l0 yes groups

reported a higher percentage of at least two family members having a university or

co I I ege d egre e (F Y : 4 5%o, lv|f : 4 5 Yo) than their No cou nt erp art s (FN: 1 9 %o, IVIN : I gyo) 
.

For the WCP participants, all reported of having at least one family member at home with

a university or college degree.

A students intetaction at home has been shown to have an impacton student

attitudes toward science (Tocci & Englehard, r99r; simpson & oliver, r990; Talton &
Simpson, i98ó; Simpson & Troost, 1982). To gain a better understanding of student

exposure to space-related activities at home, the questionnaire addressed six areas:

homework, television, prìnt media, the internet, movies, and out of home family

activities' In the case of receiving help wìth science homework at home, the majority of
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grade 10s indicated they did not (FY:60%, FN:75olo, NN:73yo, and MN:7Tyo) and all

WCP participants as well.

When asked if they wafch space-related television programs at home, most of the

grade 10 indicated 'seldom' to 'never'(combined scores for both choices: FY:70o/o,

FN:86olo, \tl{:54Yo" and MN:69Yo) wtth slightly better results for the WCP participants.

As for family members watching space-related television, most reported no (Fy :70yo,

FN:5870, and MN:79%) including WCP students. The only group indicating higher

family participation was the MY group at 64Yo.

In the case of printed media, all grade r0 groups indicated they 'seldom, to

'never' accessed this resource (combined results: FY:gOol0, FN:g7oz, \tff:72yo, and,

MN:94%). The majority of family members are also not accessing space print media

(FY:60Ya, FN:78olo, lvY:\2Yo, and MN:76%). Similar results were indicated by wcp

participants.

Students use of the internet for space topics also came up with the majority of

students responding 'seldom' to "never' (combined scores: Fy:95%o,FN:g7o%,

MY:72o/ø, and MN:75%). Family members are also not using the internet for space-

related activitìes (FY:85olo, FN:92olo, lvT{:BZVo, MN:85%). Again, similar results were

reported for the WCP participants.

The majority of students also indicated that they did not participate in family

outings related to science (FN:83o%, MX:73Y,, and MN:gg%) including the WCp

participants. The exception was the FY group thatreported 45% of actually participating

in such activities.
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When students were asked how often they went to the theatre to watch space

themed movies, again the majority indicated 'seldom' to 'never' (combined scores:

FY:100olo, FN:100%, MY:81%o, and MN:84%). The majority of WCP members

indicated 'seldom'.

Although the apparent lack of family involvement in space activities at home may

provide some indication as to why students are not actively participating on a larger scale

in the V/CP, this may not necessarily be the case. The WCP students indicated simìlar

levels of home involvement in space activities, yet they still participate in the WCP.

The previous few paragraphs have shownthat students are not engaged in space

or science related activities in their homes. Another observation is that family members

are not displaying positive attitudes toward science in the areas examined by the

questionnaire. Often the only time students will aetively access one of the media sources

is if it is needed for a school assignment. It would therefore seem that if one was to try to

develop student interest in science or space related activities at home, they may need to

be initiated from the school.

Peers have also been shown to influence student attitudes toward science and their

participation in extracurricular activities (Fredricks & Eccles, 2005; Eccles & Barber,

1999; Simpson & Troost, 1982). When students were asked to comment on their friends

favorite and least favorite school subjects, both of the grade 10 Yes groups indicated the

top two peer favorite subjects as gym and math. For the No groups, their top pick for

favorite was science. This contradicts much of the research which would have students

who were interested in a science ertracurricular activity indicating their peers prefening

science as a favorite subject. The WCF students also indicated that their peers favorite
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subjects were primarily comprised of English and Gym. The lease favorite subjects were

science and math.

Students were asked to identify what ertracurricular activities fhey participated in

or out of school. For school related activities, the majority of grade 10s were involved

(FY:65YI, FN:58%o, IvT{:64Yo, and MN:58%). The overall average for the grade 10s at

the targeted school was 60%o (females : 6IYo and males : 59%). These results were

slightly lower than those reported by Eccles and Barber (1999) at a level of 69Yo

participation. It is interesting to note that the FY group was primarily involved with

school activities such as student council, social issues groups (45%) while the MY group

participated fully in performing arts activities like band and drama (100%). It would

seem that the two Yes groups prefer activities that have a high social relevance (Reid and

Skryabina, 2003) as opposed to high mechanical or praúical relevanc e that is often

displayed in an activity lìke the WCP. The WCP participants all indicated that they were

involved in some extracurricular activity with the majority volunteering (prosocial

activity) outside of the school. In reviewingthe pnmary sample groups in this study,

both displayed similar levels of extracurricular participation. This would indicate that

involvement in other activities does not preclude one from participating in the WCP, as

demonstrated by current WCF members.

When the grade 10s were asked about their interest in participating in any of the

fìve specific WCP activities (CubeSat, BCube, Amateur Radio, Ground Station, and

Manitoba Space Adventure Camp) the FY group showed the greatest interest with a

range of interest of 45Yoto 60Yo. The MY groups interested ranged from 18% to 55o/o,

the FN 6Yoto 14%o andthe MN 9Yoto 15%. Out of the 100 grade 10 students that
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completed the survey, 20 females (out of 56 females) and I I males (out of 44 males)

indicated they were interested in the WCP project. Students who did not indicate their

interest in the WCP made general comments like "it's boring", "'not into space" and "not

interested". A number felt that the activities sounded diffrcult, indicating a low level of

self-effrcacy to the WCP offerings.

The personal interviews provided data about why students become involved with

the V/CP. The three students that were interviewed (they also had completed the

questionnaire) were WCP participants. When asked why they joined the WCP, the most

common responses was they 'heard about it from ateaçher' andthat it had sounded

'interesting'. One student saw it as an opportunity to explore possible career choices.

Their initial understanding of the program wasn't strong, but they joined the WCP,

indicating a high level of self-efficacy in the case of a high school aerospace program.

Data for Research Question 2 to 4 also came from the personal interview of

present WCP participants. The first area asked what influenced students' continued

participation in the WCP. Responses included the variety of learning 'opportunities'

provided, the chance to try out new things, 'apply' what they learned, the opportunity to

meet new people (students from other schools and adults from various aerospace sectors)

and the 'hands on' experiences. Students did cite some of the 'technical' portions of the

program (radio classes, meetings) as boring, and issues with the organizational planning

of the WCP activities. When specifically asked why they remained with the program,

students said they 'did not want to leave something' they 'started', and the 'friends' that

\^/ere part of the program. When asked if they ever considered withdrawing from the

program, all three said no.
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Research Question 3 looked at responses from the personal interview about

whether participation in the WCF had a positive effect on future career aspirations were

all positive. The WCF helped them with these decisions by providing numerous learning

experiences and the chance to do real science.

Research Question 4 looked at whether or not the five fundamental goals were

achieved. Student responses to goal number one, providing authentic and innovative

learning opportunities in science, were all positive. Some indicated they would like even

more opportunities. Goal number two, the application of high level of science, math and

technology was also deemed successful. The students agreed that science was 'definitely

achieved' as well as technology being the 'most applied'. Math was the one component

that students felt was not achieved. Atl three WCF students interviewed agreed that

IVCP goal number three, enrichment for students to develop further interest in careers in

science and engineering, was accomplished.

Goal number four of developing collaborative opportunities with post secondary

institutions andl or industry on a lo cal, national and international level would al so be

considered a success. Students described opportunities to visit local and U. S.

universities, meet with local industry personnel, and tour aerospace facilities.

Goal number five, raising the profile of aerospace in school and the community

had mixed interpretations of success. Two students agreed that this goal was achieved

and that they were made aware of the local aerospace industry. The third student pointed

out that the WCP is not known by most students attending the school that is the subject of

this research project. The student said that more needed to be done to promote the WCp

in the school. Which leads to the final question in the interview, what can be done to
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improve the WCP? One of the main suggestions was to recruit more students into the

program and work at retaining them. They suggested that the program 'advertise more'

and get more students from grades 9 and 10. There was a suggestion to incorporate WCp

activities into regular classrooms so students would not feel so intimidated about joining

the WCP.

It appears that alarge proportion of the student population af thetargeted school

were unaware of the WCP There is also a disinterest in joining the project based on the

perceived activities that have identified as being boring and uninteresting by students

who have not heard of the WCP until the survey. Yet students who have particrpated in

the WCP acknowledge the variety of experiences the WCP provides. There were no

other predetermining factors to indicate potential student participation in the WCp (ex.

course choices, peer influences, other extracurricular activities) What was apparent is

student understanding, selÊeffrcacy, and positive attitude toward extracurricular activities

such as the WCP.

In order to generate more interest in activities like the WCp, activity content

should be included in exìsting courses where aerospace content applies. This would

provide students an opportunity to see the application of content that they may not have

understood previously. This may generated interest in the topic and have students

explore the possibility of experiencing opportunities and possible career choices related

to the field of aerospace.
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6"2 Lirwitaf¡oms øf t&ze SÉerdy

There are a number of limitations identified with respect to this study:

1 . The majority of students completing the questionnaire were from a small group of

students from two Geography classes. Although one group from flrrst semester

was now spread through four core grade 10 classes, the sample was confined by

the Geography classes as atargeted group. The four core classes did provide

randomness to the sampling.

2. The student sampling for the questionnaire originated at the grade 10 level. Other

grade levels were not sampled. This provided a limited focus of student

participants. The conclusions arrived at may not be applicable to other grade

levels.

3. The categories created for analysis ofthe grade 10 responses to the questionnaire

was decided by the researcher based on student responses to the question of

whether or not the student in the survey were interested in the WCP. All

conclusions with regards to the grade 10 results are based on this categonzation.

4. The personal interviews were open to all past and present WCP participants at the

targeted school. Only a small number of active members of the WCP took part in

the interview. The views of the WCP are therefore based on those students still

interested in the WCP as indicated by their continued participation. Unfortunately

the views of those students who were no longer participating were not included.

Students that have withdrawn from the WCP and were still attending the targeted

school were approached to participate in the questionnaire and interview, but

declined.
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5. Students who have participated in the WCP and have since graduated, were not

available to be asked to partake in the survey. Their input would have provided

insight from a post-secondary perspective.

6. The responses were limited to a single participating high school within the WCP.

Socioeconomic status and school culture may make the conclusions found here to

be applicable only to the targeted school.

7. Teachers that were involved with the WCP at the targeted school were not

included in the sampling of data. The researcher was aware of their thoughts and

ideas on how to improve the delivery of the WCP. It was thought, however by the

principal researcher to focus on the student perspective, which was not fully

known, compared to that of the adult supervisors. The teacher perspective is

valuable, but not the focus of this study.

6,3 trmplicafioffs of the Sfcrdy
This study looked at the influences of student participation in an extracurricular

aerospace program. The WCP is a unique program in North America and is a constantly

evolving learning endeavor dedicated to the education of students in the field of

aerospace. To this end, the conclusions drawn from this study can perhaps help with the

development of aerospace or science extracurricular activities being offered to high

school students.

1. Encouraging the participation of students in extracurricular programs requires

signiflrcant promotion. This promotion must ensure awareness and counteract the

prevalence of negative perceptions students have towards topics such as space

science and their own effrcacy in these areas. It was apparent from comments
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made by present WCP participants that students in the targeted school were not

aware of the program. From the grade 10 survey, 74Yo of students hadn't heard of

the WCP until reading the questionnaire.

2- Inclusion of aspects of the extracurricular activity in current classroom settings

may help with student issues around selÊefflrcacy and the proposed activity.

Based on the results of student reflections on the perceived level of importance

space-related topics has received in their early, middle, and high school years was

incredibly low. of the grade l0 students surveyed, g0% felt the level of

importance atthe early and middle school level was 'some' to,alittle, and at the

high school that number was 72% wtthan addition alZlYo indicating there was

'nothing'. Without exposure to a variety of space related topics, students will not

be able to make informed decisions about joini ng an activify like the WCp

because they may not feel they don't have the necessary background knowledge

or skills- Their lack of familiarity with WCP concepts are reflected in their

comments about how the activities sound 'boring' and uninteresting. Students

need to be made aware of various aspects of a fTeld of study to determine if there

personal interest, selÊdetermination and selÊefficacy to allow further study, B;r

including aerospace links to existing curriculum within a participating school,

students may understand the content and expectations of a program like the WCp.

3' In order to achieve implication number two, an extracurricular activity needs to

develop supplementary matenals for teachers af participating schools that can be

used to enhance curriculum delivery. There may be reluctance for potential

participating teachers to become involved with extracurricular activities because
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of their own self*efflrcacy issues relating to content and skills associated with that

activity. By providing materìals and training, extracurricular activities such as the

WCP can be incorporated into classrooms on a larger scale.

Schools looking to promote a particular extracurricular activity such as the WCP

need to provide demonstrations of some of the programs offerings to the student

body to encourage involvement. This would augment the inclusion of subject

material relating to the extracurricular activity that has been suggested in

implication two.

By exposing students to various learning opportunities, an interest may be

developed in students that could lead to career decisions and pursuit of scientific,

engineering, and technology related fields. Programs that are trying to have

students explore various caÍeer choices as part ofa science, technology,

engineering and mathematics (STEM) must keep this in mind. The WCP has

strived to accomplish its goal of providing enrichment for students to develop

further interest in science and engineering which was reflected in participating

wCP students who commented that it made them "even more interested in

science" and gave them "more of a perspective of what engineering was."

To increase student retention within an extracurricular science activity, team-

building activities need to be incorporated into the program. The WCp

participants suggested team building activities to help with retention of members

in the program. This will serve to strengthen the group and will allow the group

to develop a "set of norms for a wide range of behaviors and long-term

5

6.
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expectations and aspirations, thus influencing behaviors across several domains"

(Eccles & Barber, 1999, p. 31).

The wcP must re-evaluate the inclusion of math in its offerings if it is to

maintain that subject as part of goal number two, rhe application of high level

science, ntath and technologt The WCP participants stated that although goal

number two was being achieved in science and technology, the application of

math was missing.

A student advisory board should be created to provide student input in the review

and development of extracurricular offerings. wcp participants in their

interviews cited the need for students to "have had more to say in the project".

Increase parental involvement to reinforce science education outside of school

through various events and promotion. It is apparent from the results of the

family based questions ìn the questionnaire that students do not see a relevance of

what they learn in school and their activities experienced at home. For example,

some students surveyed indicated thatthey only actively research scientific

concepts at home if its part of a school assignment. Activities and resources for

students and families need be developed to help foster positive attitudes toward

science in school and at home.

6'.4 Reco {rrnl¡endaffoms før Fwrther Researcf?
There are a number of recommendations for further research in regards to aerospace

extracurricular program p articipation evaluation.

1. This particular study should be expanded to include grade level 9 to l I for greater

feedback on student population views.

7.

8

9.
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2. The student sample should be expanded to include student populations from

various high schools for a wider perspective on aerospace extracurricular

activities

3. Further study is recommended for the level of space-related education exposure at

the early/middle and high school levels.

4. Research should be carried out on the effect of inclusion of aerospace related in

regular classes and the impact on selÊefficacy and interest in the subject.

5. The impact of home experiences around science related activity needs to bc

investigated. Perhaps an intervention to develop more interaction between

students and parents could be attempted.

6"5 CfosinE Comffients
I have been a teacher at Maples Collegiate for the past fifteen years as a science

teacher. During that time I have initiated a number of space initiatives for the student

body to experience. I have been involved with the WCP since its inception. The

program has had numerous growing pains due to its uniqueness with no similar

organizations to learn from.

One of the issues for me as a WCP Advisory Committee member and as co-chair

of the WCP is to establish a strong student base of participation. This research project

has provided an extensive look at the WCP offering at my school. I plan to begin looking

at the inclusion of aerospace related content and activities in the existing curiculum with

teachers at my school. Perhaps the inclusion of aerospace materials and activities in the

school and community will help establish the WCP as a major opportunity for students as

an ertracurricular program for high schools in Manitoba.
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APPËruffiåX A: Fasr-Gamadãam GusnrËac¡8assm Llmks

A.l Skilfs General Learning Outcømes
By the end of grade 72
It is expected that students wíll...

Initiating and Planning
216 ask questions about observed relationships and plan investigations of

questions, ideas, problems, and issues

Performing and Recording
217 conduct investigations into relationships between and among observable

variables, and use a broad range oftools and techniques to gather and record
data and information

Analysing and Interpreting
218 analyse data and apply mathematical and conceptual models to develop and

asses possible explanations

Communic ation and Teamwork
219 work as a member of a team in addressing problems, and apply the skills and

conventions of science in communicating information and ideas and in
assessing results

(CMEC, 1997, p. 195)

,A.1.1 Specific Learning Outcomes: lnitiating and Flanning
By the end of grade i2
It is expected students will ...

212-I identify questions to investigate that arise from practical problems and
issues

212-2 define and delimit problems to facilitate investigation
212-3 design and experiment identifying and controlling major variables
212-4 state a prediction and a hypothesis based on available evidence and
background information
212-5 identify the theoretical basis of an investigation and develop a prediction
and a hypothesis that are consistent with the theoretical basis
212-6 design an experiment and identify specific variables
21,2-7 formulate operational definitions of major variables
212-8 evaluate and select appropriate instruments for collecting evidence and
appropriate processes for problem solving, inquiring, and decision making
212-9 develop appropriate sampling procedures

(CMEC, 1997,p.81)
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A1.2 Speclfic Learning Outeomes: Feffionrning and Recordlng
By the end of grade 12
It is expected students will ...

213 -1 implement appropriate sampling procedures
2I3-2 carryr out procedures controlling the major variables and adapting or
extending procedures where required
2I3-3 use instruments effectively and accurately for collecting data
2I3 -4 estimate quantities
213-5 compile and organize dafa, using appropriate formats and, datatreatments to
facilitate interpretation of the data
2\3-6 use library and electronic research tools to collect information on a given
topic
213-7 select and integrate information from various print and electronic sources or
from several parts of the same source
213-8 select and use apparatus and materials safely

(CMEC, 1997,p.82)

A.'1.3 Specific Learning Outcomes: Analysing amd lnterpretlng
By the end of grade 12

It is expected students will ...
214-3 compile and display evidence and information, by hand or computer, in a
variety of formats, including diagrams, flow charts, tables, graphs, and scatter
plots
214-4 identify a line of best fit on a scatter plot and interpolate or extrapolate
based on the line of best fit
214-5 interpret patterns and trends in data, and infer or calculate linear and
nonlinear relationships among variables
214-6 apply and assess alternative theoretical models for interpreting knowledge
in a given freld
214-7 compare theoretical and empirical values and account for discrepancies
274-8 evaluate the relevance, reliability, and adequacy of data and data collection
methods
214-9 identify and apply criteria, including the presence of bias, for evaluating
evidence and sources of information
2I4-I0 identify and explain sources of error and uncertainty in measurement and
express results in a form that acknowledges the degree of uncertainty
214-11 provide a statement that addresses the problem or answers the question
investigated in light of the ling between data and conclusion
214-12 explain how data support or refute the hypothesis or prediction
214-13 identify and correct praúical problems in the way atechnological device
or system functions
214-14 construct and test a prototype of a device or system and troubleshoot
problems as they arise
214-15 propose alternative solutions to a given practical problem, identify the
potential strengths andweaknesses of each, and select one as the basis for a plan
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214-16 evaluate a personally designed and constructed device on the basis of
criteria they have developed themselves
214-17 identify new questions or problems that arise form what was learned

214-18 identify and evaluate potential applications of findings
(CMEC, 1997, p 83)

A.1.4 Specific Learning Outcornes: Gommun¡cation and Teamwork
By the end of grade l2
It is expected students will ..

215-l communicate questions, ideas, and intentions, and receive, interpret,
understand, support, and respond to the ideas ofothers
215-2select and use appropriate numeric, symbolic, graphical, and linguistic
modes of representation to communicate ideas, plans, and results

215-3 synthesize information from multiple sources or form complex and lengthy
texts and make inferences based on this information
215-5 develop, present and defend a position or course of action, based on findings
215-6 work cooperatively with team members to develop and carry out a plan, and

troubleshoot problems as they arise
2I5-Tevaluate individual and group processes used in planning, problem solving
and decision making, and completing a task

(CMEC, 1997,p.84)

A,2 Genera{ Learning tutcomes: Eartk arnd Space Scíe¡ace
ø Earth and space science (by the end of grade 9)

o Explain how Earth provides both a habitat for life and a resource for
society

o Describe the nature and components of the universe (p. 28)

e Earth and space science (by the end of grade 12)

o Demonstrate an understanding of the natuÍe and diversity of energy source

and matter in the universe
o Describe the nature of space and its components and the history of the

observation ofspace (P 29)
(CMEC, 1997)
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APPËrum¡X ffi: ffiar¡Ëtoba Gu¡nnEac.iBu¡m Lss?ks

The following are examples of general (GLO) and specific learning outcomes (SLO) of
curriculum mentioned in this project. Only those specific outcomes that apply to the
WinCube Project are recorded here.

ts.f : Manitofua Generaf Learning tuteø,r??es
(Manitoba Education, Citizenship and Youth, 2006)
Manitoba curriculum General Learning Outcomes for Early, Middle" and Senior Years

science education within the Province of Manitoba, in which the WCP operates in.

8.1.1: GLO A
Nature of Science and Technology General Learning Outcomes

ø A1 : Recognize both the power and limitations of science as a way of answering
questions about the world and explaining natural phenomena

ø A2'. Recognize that scientific knowledge is based on evidence, models, and

explanations, and evolves as new evidence appears and new conceptualizations
develop

ø A3: Distinguish critically between science and technology in terms of their
respective conterts, goals, methods, products, and values

ø A4.Identify and appreciate contributions made by women and men from many
societies and cultural backgrounds towards increasing our understanding of the
world and in bringing about technological innovations

o A5: Recognize that science and technology interact with and advance one another
(Manitoba Education, Citizenship and Youth, 2006, p.7)

8.1.2: GLO E
Science, Technology, Society, and the Environment (STSE) General Learning Outcomes

@ B1: Describe scientific and technological developments, past and present, and

appreciate their impact on individuals, societies, and the environment, both
locally and globally

ø B2. Recognize that scientific and technological endeavours have been and
continue to be influenced by human needs and the societal context of the time

ø 84: Demonstrate a knowledge of and personal consideration for a range of
possible science and technology-related interests, hobbies, and careers

ø 85. Identify and demonstrate actions that promote a sustainable environment,
society, and economy, both locally and globally

(Manitoba Education, Citizenship and Youth, 2006, p.9)
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B.tr.3: GtO C

Scientific and Technological Skills and Attìtudes General Learning Outcomes

' C1: Recognize safety symbols and practices related to scientific and technologicai
activities and to their daily lives, and apply this knowledge in appropriate
situations

ø C2- Demonstrate appropriate scientific inquiry skills when seeking answers to
questions

ø C3: Demonstrate appropriate problem-solving skills while seeking solutions to
technological challenges

@ C4'. Demonstrate appropriate criticalthinking and decision-making skills when
choosing a course of action based on scientific and technological ñrformationø C5: Demonstrate curiosity, skepticism, creativity, open-mindedness, accuracy,
precision, honesty, and persistence, and appreciate their importance as scientific
and technological habits of mind

@ C6'. Employ effective communication skills and uftlize information technology to
gather and share scientific and technological ideas and data

ø C7: Work cooperatively and value the ideas and contributions of others while
carrying out scientific and technological activities

ø C8' Evaluate, from a scientific perspective, information and ideas encountered
during investigations and in daily life

(Manitoba Education, Citizenship and youth, 2006, pp. i 1-12)

8.1.4: GLO D
Essential Science Knowledge General Learning Outcomes

ø D4: understand how stability, motion, forces, and energy transfers and
transformations play a role in a wide range of natural and constructed contextso D5: Understand the composition of the Earth's atmosphere, hydrosphere, and
lithosphere, as well as the processes involved within ând among themø D6: Understand the composition of the universe, the interactions within it, and the
impacts of humankind's continued attempts to understand and explore it

(Manitoba Education, Citizenship and youth, 2006, p 13)

8"1.5: GLO E
Unifying Concepts General Learning Outcomes

o El: Describe and appreciate the similarity and diversity of forms, functions, and
patterns within the natural and constructed world

ø E2: Describe and appreciate how the natural and constructed world is made up of
systems and how interactions take place within and among these systemso F.4: Recognize that energy, whether transmitted or transformed, is the driving
force of both movement and change, and is inherent within materials and in the
interactions among them

(Manitoba Education, Citizenship and youth, ZO06,p. 14)
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8"2: Semior f Sc¡er'¡ae
(Manitoba Education and Training, 2000)

8.2.1: Prescribed l-earning Outcomes :

ø S1-4-09. Explain how various technologies have extended our ability to explore
and understand space. $. a.26)

* Sl-4-10: Investigate ways in which Canada participates in space research and in
international space programs, and then use the decision-making process to address
a related issue. (p. 4 28)

ø S i -4- 1 1 : Evaluate the impact of space science and technologies in terms of their
benef,rts and risks to humans. (p. a.30)

ø S i -4- 1 1 : Evaluate the impact of space science and technologies in terms of their
benefits and risks to humans. (4.32)

8"3: Semior 2 Science
(Manitoba Education, Training and Youth, ZOOI)

8.3.1: Prescnibed Learning Outcon'¡es for Ftrysics:
ø 52-3-01 Analyze the relationship among displacement, time, and velocity for an

object in uniform motion.
ø 52-3-03 Analyze the relationships among velocity, time, and acceleration for an

object that is accelerating at a constant rate.
ø S2-3-04 Outline the historical development of the concepts of force and "natural"

motion.
E 52-3-05 Experiment to illustrate the effects of inertia in car collisions.
s 52-3-06 Describe qualitatively how force is related to motion.
ø s2-3-0T lnvestigate and describe qualitatively Newton's Third Law.
ø 52-3-08 Define momentum and impulse and qualitatively relate impulse to

change in momentum for everyday situations.
ø 52-3-09Investigate the conservation of energy in a motor vehicle collision.
ø S2-3-l0Investigate conditions that illustrate the effects of friction on motion.

(pp.3.20-3.2r)
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ts.3.2: Frescribed Leanning CIutcomes fon Weather:
ø 52-4-01 Illustrate the composition and organization of the hydrosphere and the

atmosphere.
, 32-4-02 Outline factors influencing the Earth's radiation budget.
* 32-4-03 Explain effects of heat transfer within the atmosphere and hydrosphere on the

development and movement of wind and ocean currents.
ø 32-4-04 Explain the formation and dynamics of selected severe weather

phenomena.
ø 52-4-05 Collect, interpret, and analyze meteorological datarelated to a severe

weather event.
ø 52-4-06 Investigate the social, economic, and environmental impacts of a recent

severe weather event.
ø S2-4-0T lnvestigate and evaluate evidence that climate change occurs naturallv

and can be influenced by human activities.
ø 52-4-08 Discuss potential consequences of climate change.

(p.3.22\

8.4: Se¡e¡or 3 trfaysrcs
(Manitoba Education and Youth, 2003)

8.4.1: Waves im One Dlrnensio¡r
Prescribed Learning Outcomes:

ø S3P-1-01 Describe a wave as a transfer of energy.
o S3P-1-02 Describe, demonstrate, and diagramthe characteristics of transverse and

longitudinal waves.
o S3P-1-03 Compare and contrast the frequency and period of a periodic wave.
6 S3P-1-04 Derive and solve problems, using the wave equation (v: flÀ).

o S3P-1-05 Describe, demonstrate, and diagram the transmission and reflection of
waves travelling in one dimension.

ø S3P-l-06 Use the principle of superposition to illustrate graphically the result of
combining two waves.

o S3P-1-0T lnvestigate the historical development of a signìficant application of
communications technology that uses waves.

(1.1 p. s)
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8.4.2: Waves in Two Þtn¡enslons
Prescribed Learnìng Outcomes:

ø s3P-1-08 Describe and give examples of two-dimensional waves.
ø S3P-1-09 Compare and contrast a wavefront and awave ray.
o S3P-1-10 Describe, demonstrate, and diagram the reflection of plane (straight)

and circular waves.
ø S3P-1-11 Describe, demonstrate, and diagram the refraction of plane (straight)

waves.
ø S3P-1-15 Describe, demonstrate, and diagramhow constructive and destructive

interference produce an interference pattern from two point sources.
(1.2 p. 2s)

8.4.3: Pafticle and Wave Models of Light:
Prescribed Learning Outcomes.

o S3P-2-15 Descríbe light as an electromagnetic wave.
(2.2 p. ts)

8.4.4: Kinematics:
Prescribed Learning Outcomes:

" S3P-3-01: Differentiate between, and give examples of, scalar and vector
quantities.

. s3P-3-02: Differentiate among position, displacement, and distance.o S3P-3-03: Differentiate between the terms "an instant" and "an interval" of time.
" S3P-3-04: Analyze the relationships among position, velocity, acceleration, and

time for an object that is accelerating at a constant rate.o S3P-3-05: Compare and contrast average and instantaneous velocity for
nonuniform motion.

(3.1 p.5)

8.4.5: Dynamics:
Prescribed Learning Outcomes:

ø S3P-3-08: Identify the four fundamental forces of nature.
o s3P-3-11: Define as the vector sum of all forces acting on a body.
ø S3P-3-12: Construct free-body diagrams to determine the net force for objects in

various situations.
ø S3P-3-13: Solve problems, using Newton's Second Law and the kinematics

equations

(3.2 p. 27)
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8.4.6: Gnavltatiomal Flelds
Prescribed Learning Outcomes:

" S3P-4-01: Define the gravitational field qualitatively as the region of space
around a mass where another point mass experÍences a force.

' S3P-4-02: Diagram the Earth's gravitational field, using lines of force.

" S3P4-03: Define the gravitationalfield quantitatively as a force per unit mass.

' S3P-4-04: Compare and contrast the terms "mass" and "weight."

" 53P-4-05: Describe, qualitatively and quantitatively, apparent weight changes in

vertically accelerating systems.

" S3P-4-06: Derive the acceleration due to gravity from free fall and Newton's
laws.

' S3P-4-08: Solve free-fall problems.
, 53P-4-09: Describe terminal velocity, qualitatively and quantitatively.

(p. a.i p s)

8.4.7: Magnetic Fields
Prescribed Learning Outcomes:

o S3P-4-20. Define the magnetic field as the region of space around a magnet

where another magnet will experience a force.
ø S3P -4-21 : Demonstrate and diagram magnetic fields, using lines of force.
ø S3P-4-22 Describe the concept of magnetic poles and demonstrate that like poles

repel and unlike poles attract.
ø S3P-4-23: Describe magnetism, using the domain theory.
o S3P-4-24: Investigatethe influence and effects of the magnetic field of the Earth.

@s fia)
8.4.8: Electromag net¡s m

Prescribed Learning Outcomes:
o S3P-4-25: Describe and demonstrate the phenomenon of electromagnetism.
. S3P-4-26: Diagram and describe qualitatively the magnetic field around a current

canying wire-

" S3P-4-27: Diagram and describe qualitatively the magnetic field of a solenoid.
o S3P-4-28: Describe and demonstrate the function of an electromagnet.

ts.S: Seníor 4 Ffiysícs
(Manitoba Education, Citizenship and Youth, 2005)

8.5.1: Momentum
Prescribed Learning Outcomes:

" S4P-1-10 Derive the impulse-momentum equation from Newton's second law.
. S4P-1-13 Solve problems using the impulse-momentum equation and Law of

Conservation of Momentum.
e S4P-1-14 Relate the impulse-momentum equation to real-life situations.

(1.3 p. 2s)
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8.5.2: Fnojectile MoÉion
Prescribed Learning Outcomes:

' S4P-1-15 Solve simple free-fall problems using the special equations for
constant acceleration.

' S4P-1-16 Draw free-body diagrams for a projectile at various points along its
path (with and without air resistance).

" S4P-1-17 Calculate the horizontal and vertical components with respect to
velocity and position of a projectile at various points along its path.

ø S4P-1-18 Solve problems for projectiles launched horizontally and at various
angles to the horizontalto calculate maximum height, range, and overalltime of
flight of the projectile.

(1.4 p.37)

8.5.3: Gircular Motior¡
Prescribed Learning Outcomes:

' S4P-1-19 Explain qualitatively why an object moving at constant speed in a circle
is accelerating toward the centre of the circle.

" S4P-1-20 Discuss the centrifugal effects with respect to Newton's laws.

' S4P-1-21Draw free-body diagrams of an object moving in uniform circular
motion.

. S4P-1-22Experiment to determine the mathematical relationship between period
and frequency and one or more of the following: centripetal force, mass, and
radius.

" S4P-1-23 Derive an equation for the constant speed and acceleration of an
object moving in a circle

. S4P-1-24 Solve problems for an object moving with a constant speed in a circle
(1.5 p.47)

8.5.4: Work and Energy
Prescribed Learning Outcomes:

' S4P-1-25 Define work as the product of displacement and the component of
force parallel to the displacement when the force is constant.

. S4P-1-26 Determine work from the area under the force-position graph for any
force.

' S4P-1-27 Describe work as a transfer of energy.
, S4P-1-28 Give examples of various forms of energy and describe qualitatively

the means by which they can perform work.

' S4P-1-33 Solve problems related to the conservation of energy.
(1.6 p. 60)

8.5.5: Exploration of Space
Prescribed Learning Outcomes:

' S4P-2-1 ldentify and analyze issues pertaining to space exploration.

' S4P-2-2 Describe planetary motion using Keplefs three laws.

" S4P-2-3 Outline Newton's Law of Universal Gravitatíon and solve problems using

" S4P-2-5 Solve problems for the escape velocity of a spacecraft.

Q.Lp.a)
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8.5.6: Low Eanth Orbit
Prescribed Learning Outcomes:

' S4P-2-6 Compare the Law of Universal Graviiation with the weight (mg) of an
object at various distances from the surface of the Earth

ø S4P-2-7 Outline Newton's thought experiment regarding how an artificial satellite
can be made to orbit the earth.

, S4P-2-8 Use the Law of Universal Gravitation and circular motion to calculate the
characteristics of the motion of a satellite.

^ S4P-2-9 Define microgravity as an environment in which the apparent weight of a
system is smaller than its actual weight.

" S4P-2-10 Describe conditions under which microgravity can be produced.

" S4P-2-11 Outline the factors involved in the re-entry of an object into Earth's
atmosPhere 

( 2zp. TB)

8.5.7: Electrlc and Magr¡et¡c Fields
Prescribed Learning Outcomes:

. S4P-2-13 Compare and contrast the inverse square nature of gravitational and
electric fields.

" S4P-2-15 lllustrate, using diagrams, how the charge distribution on two
oppositely charged parallel plates results in a uniform field.

" S4P-2-16 Derive an equation for the electric potential energy between two
oppositely charged parallel plates.

" S4P-2-17 Describe electric potential as the electric potential energy per unit
charge.

' S4P-2-18 ldentify the unit of electrÍc potential as the volt.

" S4P-2-21 Use hand rules to describe the dírectional relationships between
electric and magnetic fields and moving charges.

ø S4P-2-22 Describe qualitatively various technologies that use electric and
magnetic fields.

(2.3 p.37)

8.5.8: Electnic Circults
Prescribed Learning Outcomes:

" S4P-3-'1 Describe the origin of conventional cunent and relate its direction to the
electron flow in a conductor.

' S4P-3-2 Describe the historical development of Ohm's Law.
n S4P-3-3 lnvestigate the relationships among resistance and resistivity, length,

cross-section, and temperature.

' S4P-3-4 Demonstrate the ability to construct circuits from schematic diagrams for
series, parallel, and combined networks.

' S4P-3-5 Calculate the total resistance for resistors in series and resistors in
parallel.

' S4P-3-6 Calculate the resistance, current, voltage, and power for series, parallel,
and combined networks.

(3. I p. 3)
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8.5.9 : Electnon'rag netic I nduction
Prescribed Learning Outcomes:

" S4P-3-B Demonstrate how a change in magnetic flux induces voltage.

' S4P-3-9 Calculate the magnitude of the induced voltage in coils using V

' S4P-3-10 Outline Lenz's Law and apply to related problems.

' S4P-3-11 Describe the operation of an AC generator.

" S4P-3-'12 Graph voltage versus angle for the AC cycle.

' S4P-3-'13 Describe the operation of transformers.

' S4P-3-14 Solve problems using the transformer ratio
o S4P-3-'15 Describe the generation, transmission, and disiríbution of electricity in

Manitoba.
(3.2 p. le)
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Appeatdãx G: WEs?üe"ãbe GusestEoatmaüne

Instructions:
o For the following multiple choice questions, please place an 'X' to indicate your

answer
r When asked for elaboration of your multiple choice question, please be as

concise as you can

1. I am:
i. _Female
j _ Male

2. Age.
a. _15
b. _16
c. _I7
d _18

3. I am presently enrolled in grade,

a. _9
b. _10
c. _ 11

d. 12

4. Please indicate which science and math courses you have completed at school
(Check all that apply):

a. _ Grade 9 Math j. _ Grade ll Biology

b. _ Grade l0 Consumer Math k. _ Grade 12 Biology

c. _ Grade I I Consumer Math l. _ Grade 11 Chemistry

d. _ Grade 12 Consumer Math m. _ Grade 12 Chemistry

e. _ Grade 10 Pre-Cal Math n. _ Grade ll Physics

f. _ Grade l1 Pre-Cal Math o. _ Grade 12 Physics

C. _ Grade 12 Pre-Cal ìvlath p. _ Grade I I Cornputer Science

h. _ Grade 9 Science q. _ Grade 12 Computer Science

i. _ Grade 10 Science

If you are graduating this year, please go to question #6
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5. Please indicate which science and math courses you pløn to take at school in the
tuture (Check all that apply):

a. _ Grade 9 Math j _ Grade 11 Biology

b. _ Grade I0 Consumer Math k. _ Grade 12 Biology

c. _ Grade 11 Consumer Math l. _ Grade 11 Chemistry

d. _ Grade 12 Consumer Math rr. _ Grade 12 Chemistry

e. _ Grade 10 Pre-CaI Math n. _ Grade I I Physics

f. _ Grade 1l Pre-Cal Math o. _ Grade 12 Physics

g. _ Grade 12 Pre-Cal Math p. _ Grade 11 Computer Science

tì. _ Grade 9 Science q. _ Grade 12 Computer Science

i. _ Grade 10 Science

6. What are your three most favorite subjects in high school?

#2: #3

7 . What are your three least favorite subjects in high school?

#1: #2' #3.

8. 'When I graduate from high school, I plan to:
a. _ Go straight to work (please proceed to question 12)

b. _ Go to College
c. _ Go to University

9. Please state the field of study you plan to enter at University/College:

10. When you go to UniversitylCollege, do you intend to take any courses in the
following disciplines (please check allthat apply)?

a. _ Physics
b. _ Computer Science
c. _ Engineering
d. _ Astronomy
e. _Math
f. _ Biology
g _ Chemistry
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11. Please indicate the career you would like to do after graduating from
University/College.

Proceed to question #13

12. Please state the occupation you plan to work at after graduating from high school

13. Please indicate all aclivities that you are involved with at school (ex. Volleyball,
basketball, drama production, Unity Group)

14. Please indicate all activities that you are involved with outside of school (ex.

Dance group, volunteering)

15. The following famlly members have a university or college degree (please
identify the field of study):

a. _Mother (field of study:
b. _ Father (field of study: )
c. _ Sister (field of study: )
d. _ Sìster (field of study: )
e. _ Brother (freld of study.
fl _ Brother (field of study:
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16. Do you get help with your science homework at home?
a. _No
b. _ Yes

If Yes, from whom?

17. How often do you watch scientific television programs or documentaries related
to space topics?

Always Frequently Seldom Never

If you do watch space related shows, which ones?

If never, why not?

18. Does anyone else at home watch scientific television programs or documentaries
related to space topics?

a. _No
b. _ Yes

iiyes, who and what shows?

19. How often do you read a scientific article related to space in the printed press (ex.
Newspaper, magazine)?

Af ways Frequently Se-ldom N"uet

Ifyou do read space related topics, which sources do you read?

If never, why not?
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20. Does anyone in your home read scientific articles related to space in the printed

press (ex. Newspaper, magazine)?
a. _No
b. _ Yes

ii yes, who and what are the sources?

21. How often do you surf Internet sites related to space topics?

Always Frequently Seldom Never
If never, why not?

22.Does anyone in your home surf Internet sites related to space topics?
a. _No
b. _ Yes

If yes, who and what are the sources?

23.Do you do science related activities outside your home with your family? (ex.

Planetarium, science museum)
a. _No
b. _ Yes

If yes, what have you visited?

24.How often do you go to the theatre to watch science frction movies about space

and space related topics?

Always Frequently Seldom Never
If never, why not?
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#1,.

25. What three courses are your closest friends' most favorite subjects in high school?

#2. #3

26. \ilhat three courses are your closest friends' least favorite subjects in high school?

Jla. La-
ffJ.

27 . List your three favorite topics relating to space.

#r #2:

#1.

#3'.
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28. How much importance do you feel has been given to space and space-related

topics, in the context of your early and middle school education?

A lot Some A little Nothing

29. How much importance do you feel has been given to space and space-related

topics, in the context of your high-school education?

A lot So*e A little Nothing

30. Have you ever heard of the WinCube Project at your school?

a. _No
b. _ Yes

If no, please continue to question #32

3 i. Have you ever participated in the WinCube Project at your school?

a. _No
b. _ Yes

If yes, please continue to question #39
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32. Below is a description of the ÏVinCube Froject:

The WinCube Project is a multifaceted program designed to engage Manitoba high
school students in areas ofscience, technology and engineering as it relates to the field of
aerospace. The project provides a number of unique learning opportunities including a

sinall satellite project (CubeSat), high altitude balloon missions (BCube), an Amateur Radio

Course (ARC), the WinCube Ground Station (WinGS), the Manitoba Space Adventure Camp

(MSAC), an lntroductory Aerospace Design Course (IADC), and numerous tours of University
research facilities and aerospace indu stries.

The Cubesat project is run in conjunction with the University of Manitoba's Faculty of
Engineering, who are designing and building a small satellite for the WinCube Project. The

satellite will be placed in lou,earth orbit within the next two to three years. The collective group

of high school students in Manitoba that are part of the WinCube Project are provided the
opportunity to interact with the Engineering students who are constructing the satellite. The high
school students are also responsible for developing the onboard science component of the
satellite. Once in orbit, high school students will be able to communicate and download
information from the WinCube CubeSat.

Based on the description of the CubeSat small satellite project, would you ever consider
joining this component of the WinCube Project?

a. _No
b. _ Yes

Why or why not? Please explain your answer.

33. The BCube component of the WinCube Project has high school students building
scientific payloads that arc launched into the atmosphere to altitudes over 30 km.

Students are responsible for onboard computer programming, scientifltc
experimentation, tracking when in flight, and retrieval of the payload at the end of
the mission.

Based on the description of the BCube, would you ever consider joining this component
of the WinCube Project?

a. _No
b. _ Yes

Why or why not? Please explain your answer.
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34. The Amateur Radio Course (ARC) provides an opporlunity for participating high school

students the opporlunity to receive their amateur radio license rvith Industry Canada. The

amateur radio license allor,vs students to operate the radio tracking equipment used in the

BCube, as well as operating the WinCube Ground Station (WinGS) used in
communicating with satellites in low earth orbit.

Based on the description of the Amateur Radio Course (ARC), would you ever consider
joining this component of the WinCube Project?

a. _No
b. _ Yes

Why or why not? Flease explain your answer.

35. The WinCube Ground Station (WinGS) is located at the Engineering and Information
Technology Complex at the University of Manitoba. The ground station is used to
communicate with low earth orbiting satellites. The station will also communicate with
astronauts onboard the International Space Station and link the conversation with other
schools from around the world. WinCube students that have their amateur radio licenses

will be involved with the operation of the st¿tion.

Based on the description of the WinCube Ground Station (WinGS), would you ever

consider joining this component of the WinCube Project?
à. _No
b. _ Yes

Why or why not? Please explain your answer.

36. The Manitoba Space Adventure Camp (MSAC) is a weeklong program offered in July.
The program consists of hands on opportunities as small rocket construction and launch,
computer simulations, and a high altitude balloon launch and retrieval (BCube). Lectures
topics include space mission design, space law, and workshops put on by the Canadia¡
Space Agency. Tours of local aerospace industry and Faculty of Engineering labs are
also provided.

Based on the description of the Manitoba Space Adventure Camp (MSAC), would you
ever consider joining this component of the WinCube Project?

a. _No
b. _ Yes

Why or why not? Please explain your answer.
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37. Based on the above descriptions of 'WinCube, do you find the overall project
appealing?

a. _No
b. _ Yes

Why or why not? Please explain your answer.

38. What activities in the WinCube Project sound interesting (check all that apply)?
o _ CubeSat (picosatellite)
,D _ BCube (high altitude balloon)
. _ Amateur Radio Class
ø _Manitoba Space Adventure Camp

" _ Satellite Ground Station
o _ Introductory Aerospace Design Course
. _ Industry tours
o _ Working with Universities

You irave completed the survey. Thank you for participating.

39. Please indicate what activities you have participated in regards to the WinCube
Project: (Check allthat apply)

a. _ CubeSat (picosatellite)
b. _ BCube launch - Fall 2008
c. _ BCube launch - University of North Dakota Spring 2007
d. _ Amateur Radio Certification - 2006-2007
e. _ Amateur Radio Certification - 2007-2008
f. _Manitoba Space Adventure Camp 2006
g _ Manitoba Space Adventure Camp 2007
h. _ Satellite Ground Station
i _ Lrtroductory Aerospace Design Course - 2007-2008
j _ Electronic Workshop - 2006
k. _ Engineering presentation on Cubesat - Spring 2008
I _ Amateur radio Faculty of Engineering tour (U of M) - 2008

42. Will you be participating in any of the following upcoming activities? (Check all
that apply)

a. Manitoba Space Adventure Camp July 2009
a. _ Yes
b. No

ühy or why not?
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b. BCube launch - June 2009
a. _ Yes
b^ _No

Why or why not?

c. BCube launch - Winnipeg Amateur Radio Club - June 30 2009

a. _ Yes
b. No

Why or why not?

43. Since you have indicated that you have participated in the WinCube Project in at

least one activity, are you willing to participate in a follow up questionnaire and

survey?
a. _No
b. _ Yes

If you answered No, you have completed the survey. Thank you for participating.

If you answered Yes, please see your classroom teacher to make arrangements for the

follow-up questionnaire and survey. Thank you for completing this portion of the survey.
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APPENÐ¡X D: Questlsnnaire Results

4. Please indicate which science and math courses you have completed at

school.

hlcs

Female Yes Female No Male Yes Male No

Age n Yo n Yo n Yo n /o

15

t6
t7

Average

9 45o/o

11 ss%
00%

15.6

19 53Yo

77 47%

00%

15.5

8 73Yo

3 27Yo

a0%

15.3

9 27%

23 70%

13%

15 8

Total 20 36 11 JJ

Grade

10

11

18 90%

2 r0%

3s 97%

r3%
11 T00Yo

0 j%o

31 94Yo

26%

Female Yes FemaleNo Male Yes Male No

Grade 10 n % n % n % n %

Consumer

Pre-Cal

Science

6 30Ya

9 4s%

10 s0%

18 50%
t2 33ya

23 640/0

00%
7 64%

10 91Yo

8 24Yo

18 55%

2s 76%

Grade 1l
Pre-Cal

Biology

Chemistry

00%
1s%
7 5Yo

0

0

0

0%

0%

OYo

0

0

0

0%

0%
jYo

1

0

0

3%

0%

00Á
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5. Flease indicate which science and math courses you plan to tøke at

school in the future.

Female Yes Female No Male Yes Male No

n v, n % n % n %

No Answer 000 0 AVo | gYo 0 OV"

Grade i0
Consumer

Pre-Cal

Science

1 s%o

I 5Yø

Ls%

6 LTYy

t3%
8 22o/o

0

1

I

jYo

9%

9%

7 21%

00%
10 30%

Grade 11

Consumer

Pre-Cal

Biology
Chemistry

Physics
Computer
Science

10 50%
9 4s%
l8 90%
11 55Yo

6 30Yo

0 a%

25 69Y"

12 33%

30 83%
22 67Yo

7 IgYo

2 6%

2 TSYI

8 73%

I 64%

7 64Yo

5 45Yo

2 l8o/o

t9 58%

15 45%

20 6r%
15 45Yo

12 36%

4 t2%
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6. What are vourthree most favorite subiects in hi.qh school

Female Yes Female No Male Yes fVlale No

n o/o n%o n o/o n o/o

#1

Science
Math
English
Social Studies
Performing Arts
Gym
TAA
Other
No Answer

2 10o/o

9 45o/o

7 35o/o

00%
1 5o/o

0 0o/o

00%
15%
00%

6 17o/o

2 60/o

g 25o/o

2 60/o

4 11o/o

I 22%
4 11o/o

1 3o/o

1 3o/o

0 Oo/o

1 9Yo

1 9o/o

19%
4 360/o

2 18o/o

0 0o/o

1 9o/o

00%

1 3o/o

5 15o/o

1 3o/o

5 15o/o

2 6o/o

10 30o/o

4 12Vo

3 9o/o

1 3o/o

#2
Science
Math
English
Social Studies
Performing Arts
Gym
TAA
Other
No Answer

7 35%
3 15o/o

1 5o/o

2 10o/o

5 25Vo

15%
3 15%
oa%
O 0o/o

g 25%
6 17%
6 17o/o

26%
26%
2 60/o

5 14o/o

2 60/o

38%

2 15o/o

2 18%
00%
1 9o/o

4 36%
19%
oa%
19%
00%

11 33%
6 18%
2 60/o

1 3o/o

4 12o/o

3 9ôt6

4 12o/o

39%
1 3o/o

#3
Science
Math
English
Social Studies
Performing Arts
Gym
TAA
Other
No Answer

5 25o/o

1 5To

2 10%
15%
2 10%
3 15o/o

1 5o/o

2 10o/o

O 0o/o

38%
4 11Yo

26%
5 14o/o

10 28Yo

4 11o/o

5 14o/o

26%
2 60/o

00%
1 9o/o

1 9o/o

1 9o/o

2 lBYo

3 27o/o

1 9o/o

2 18%
00%

5 15o/o

5 15o/o

5 15o/o

39%
2 60/o

1 3o/o

7 21o/o

2 60/o

3 9o/o

Cumulative
Results
Science
Math
English
Social Studies
Performing Arts
Gym
TAA
Other
No Answer

14 23o/o

13 22Vo

10 17Yo

3 5lo
8 13%
4 7o/o

4 7o/o

3 5o/o

O Oo/o

18 17Yo

12 11Yo

17 160/o

I 8o/o

16 15%
14 13o/o

14 13o/o

5 5o/o

6 60/o

2 60/o

4 12o/o

26%
39%
10 30o/o

6 18%
1 3o/o

4 12o/o

A 0o/o

17 17%
16 16%
8 8o/o

I 9o/o

8 lYo
14 14%
15 15o/o

I 8o/o

5 5o/o
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7 . WhaT. are vour hree least favorite subiects in high schoo

Female Yes Female No Male Yes Male No

nVo n o/o n o/o n o/o

#1

Science
îúiaih

English
Social Studies
Performing Arts
Gym
TAA
Other
No Answer

5 25%
7 35o/o

3 15%
4 20o/o

1 5o/o

00%
00%
1 5o/o

00%

7 19%
18 50%

6 17o/o

1 3o/o

1 3o/o

3 8o/o

00%
0a%
13%

2 18o/o

3 27o/o

1 9o/o

5 45%
1 9o/o

O 0o/o

0 0o/o

19%
00%

7 21o/o

12 36%
5 15o/o

3 9o/o

0 0o/o

00%
2 60/o

0 0o/o

4 12o/o

#2
Science
Math
Engtish
SocialStudies
Performing Arts
Gym
TAA
Other
No Answer

5 25%
1 SYo

1 5o/o

7 35o/o

00%
3 15o/o

1 5o/o

0 0o/o

oo%

15 42o/o

7 19%
4 11o/o

6 17o/o

2 60/o

2 60/o

13%
0a%
2 60/o

3 27o/o

3 27o/o

2 18o/o

1 9o/o

00%
19%
0 0o/o

00%
O 0o/o

I 27o/o

3 90/

5 15o/"

6 18%
00%
1 3o/o

0 0olo

39%
6 18o/o

#3
Science
Math
English
SociatStudies
Performing Arts
Gym
TAA
Other
No Answer

2 10%
2 10o/o

3 15o/o

3 15%
1 5o/o

2 1oo/o

1 5o/o

00%
O Oo/o

4 11o/o

13%
5 14%
I 25o/o

3 8o/o

5 14o/o

0 0o/"

2 6o/o

6 17%

00%
2 18o/o

2 18o/o

1 9o/"

00%
00%
1 9o/o

2 18o/o

1 9o/o

I 3o/o

3 9o/o

5 15o/o

4 12o/o

3 9o/o

1 3o/o

1 3o/o

13%
11 33%

Cumulative
Results
Science
Math
English
Social Studies
Performing Arts
Gym
TAA
Other
No Answer

12 20o/o

10 17o/o

7 12o/o

14 23%
2 3o/o

58%
2 3o/o

1 2o/o

Ao/o0

26 24Yo

26 24o/o

15 14o/o

16 15o/o

6 60/o

10 9%

1 1o/o

2 2o/o

8o/oo

5 15%
8 24o/o

5 15o/o

7 21o/o

13%
1 3o/o

13%
3 9Yo

1 3o/o

17Yo

18o/o

15o/o

13o/o

3%
2o/o

3o/o

4o/o

21o/o

2
3

4

21

17

18

15
13
3
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school- I plan

9. Please state the field of studv vou plan to enter at University/Coll

8. When from hi to.

Female Yes Female No Male Yes Male No

n o/o n % n o/. n %

To Work
College

University
No Answer

I 5Yo

4 zOYo

15 75Yo

0 jYo

3 8o/o

12 33o/o

2r s8%

0 OYo

19%
| gYo

9 82%

0 jYo

I 24Yo

12 36Yo

13 39%

000

ease state the fleld o o enter at t1 o

University

Female
Yes

l1 o/o

Female
No

n o/o

Male Yes

ll o/o

Male No

n o/o

Enqineer 0 0o/o 0 Oo/o 2 18% 1 3o/o

Medicine
Nursing
Vetrlnary
Dentistry
Pharmacy
Dental Hygenist
Forensics
Computer Science
Math/Science

4 2lo/o

4 20o/o

1 5o/o

15%
0a%
1 5o/o

00%
O Oo/o

A 0o/o

13%
4 11Yo

0 Oo/o

3 8o/o

3 8o/o

0 0o/o

1 3o/o

1 3o/o

A Oo/o

4 360/0

0 0o/o

O Ao/o

O Oo/o

0 Oo/o

0 Oo/o

00%
19%
0 0o/o

3 9o/o

0 Oo/o

o0%
00%
o0%
0 0o/o

0 0o/o

0 0o/o

1 3o/o

Total Science/Math 11 55o/o 13 360/o 5 45o/o 4 12Yo

Education
Music
Counseling
SocialWork
Psychology
Fine Arts
Culinary Arts
Law
Journalism
Radio
Business
Accountino

3 15o/o

00%
O 0o/o

O 0o/o

A 0o/o

o0%
00%
00%
0 0o/o

0 to/o

0 0olo

0 0o/o

4 11o/o

00%
3 8o/o

1 3o/o

2 60/o

00%
13%
13%
0 0o/o

1 3o/o

0 Oo/o

0 0o/o

00%
4 360/o

O 0o/o

0 0o/o

00%
O 0o/o

O Oo/o

00%
00%
0 0o/o

O 0o/o

0 0To

0o/o

3%
0o/o

0o/o

3o/o

3%
0%
0o/o

0o/o

0%
3o/o

3o/o

0

1

0

0

1

1

0

0

0

0

I
1

TotalArts 3 15o/o 13 36% 4 36% 5 15o/o

Don't Know
No Answer
Not Sure

3 15o/o

2 10o/o

00%

0
0

1

a%
Ao/o

3Vo

A 0o/o

1 9o/o

0 0o/o

60/o

6o/o

0o/o

2
2
0
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iCol9. Please state the field of study you plan to enter at University/College.

Colleoe
Female Yes Female No Male Yes Male No

n o/o n o/o n o/o f.t o/o

Enqineer a0% 0 0To 00% 00%

Nursing
Psychology
Automotive
Criminolgy
Culinary Arts
Beauty School
Real Estate
Accounting
Business
Fashion
illìilitary College
Radio Hosting
Fire Fiohtino

1 SVo

1 5o/o

0 0o/o

0 0o/o

2 1jo/o

1 5o/o

00%
0 Oo/o

00%
0 0%o

0 0o/o

0 Oo/o

00%

00%
13%
0 0o/o

1 3o/o

O Oolo

00%
1 3o/o

38%
1 3o/o

13%
00%
00%
00%

00%
0 0olo

1 9o/o

0 0o/o

O Oo/o

0 0o/o

O 0o/o

00%
0 0o/o

0 0o/o

0 0o/o

0 Oo/o

0 Oo/o

00%
0 0o/o

0 0o/o

0 0o/o

1 3o/o

00%
0 0o/o

0 Ùo/a

0 0o/o

0 0o/o

1 3Yo

1 3o/o

I 3o/o

Don't Know
No Answer

00%
00%

4 11Yo

1 3o/o

A Oo/o

0 0olo

1 3o/o

4 12o/o

in the followine discipli
10. When you go to University/College, do you intend to take any

courses ln w IICSISç]

Female Yes FemaleNo Male Yes Male No

n % %n %n n%
Physics
Computer
Science

Engineering

Astronomy
Math
Biology
Chemistry

No Answers

7 35Yo

5 Zs%

0 jYo

r5%
I 40Yo

12 60Yo

11 s5%

00%

5 l{Yo

38%
0 }Yo

7 3Yo

16 44Yo

16 44%

15 42%

9 2s%

4 36Yo

19%
4 36Yo

2 r8%
5 45%

6 55%
6 s5%

4 36%

4 t2%
7 zIYo

39%
10 30%
10 30%
7 2I%
7 21%

9 27Yo
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1 1. Please indicate the career you would like to do after graduating

from:

University

Female Yes Female No Male Yes flllale No

o/on o/on %n 10n

Enqineer Oo/o0 o%0 2 18o/o 3o/o1

Doctor
Nurse
Vetrinarian
Dentist
Dental Hygenist
Pharmacist
Pharmacy Tech
Psychologist
Astronomer
Marine Biologist
c.s.t.
Total Science

3 15%
4 20%
1 5o/o

1 5o/o

1 5o/o

0 0o/o

0 0o/o

0 0o/o

15%
1 5o/o

12 60%
Oo/o0

5 14o/o

1

1

1 3%
10 28o/o

0o/o

Oo/o

60/0

3o/o

Oo/o

3o/o

Oolo

Oo/o

0

0
2

0
0o/o0

0

0

4 360/o

O Oo/o

O 0o/o

00%
00%
1 9o/o

0 0o/o

00%
00%
00%
00%
5 45o/o

39%
13%
0 0o/o

0 0ol"

0 0o/o

0 0o/o

1 3o/o

0 Oo/o

0 jYo

00%
0 0o/o

5 15o/o

Teacher
Police
Business
Game Designer
Counseling
Radio
SocialWorker
Lawyer
Journalist
Pastry Chef
Actor
Graphic Designer
Architect
Construction
Flight Attendant
TotalArts

3

0
0

0

0
0

0

0
0
0

0
0

0
0

0

3

15%
0%
0%
0%
Oo/o

o%
a%
Oo/o

o%
o%
a%
0%
0%
o%
0%

15o/o

4 11o/o

0 0olo

O ÙYo

00%
2 60/o

13%
1 3o/o

'l 3"/o

1 3o/o

1 3o/o

0 0o/o

0 Oo/o

A ïo/a

00%
00%
11 31o/o

27o/o

Ao/o

9o/o

Oo/o

0o/o

Ao/o

Oo/o

Oo/o

0o/o

Oo/o

0%
0o/o

0o/o

0o/o

0o/o

360/o

3
0
1

0
0
0

0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0

0

4

3%
3o/o

0o/o

3%
0%
0%
0%
OYo

0%
0%
3%
3%
3%
3%
3%

24%

1

1

0

1

0
0

0

0

0

0

1

I
1

1

1

I

Don't know
No Answer

1

1

5o/o

5o/o

0

2

0%
60/o

0

1

Ao/o

9o/o

1 3o/o

1 3Yo
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1 1. Please indicate the career you would like to do after graduating

from Universit

College
Female Yes Female No Male Yes Male No

a/on o/õn o/on n o/o

Enoineer Oo/o0 Oo/o0 0o/o0 0o/o0

Nurse
Computer Tech.
Auto Mechanic
Real Estate
Accounting
Fashion
lnmate Counselor
Work ln Office
Architect
Basic lnfantry
Radio Host
Psychologist
Therapist
Chef
Fire Fighting
Make up Artist

1

0

0
0
0
0
0
0

0

0
0
1
,|

2
0

1

5o/o

Ao/o

0%
Oo/o

0o/o

Oo/o

0o/o

0o/o

0%
Oo/o

0o/o

5o/o

5o/o

1Ao/o

0o/o

5o/o

00%
0 0o/o

A Oo/o

2 60/o

3 8o/o

1 3o/o

1 3o/o

1 3o/o

0 Ao/o

00%
0 0o/o

1 3o/o

0 Oo/o

00%
00%
00%

0

0
I
0

0

0

0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

0
0

0o/o

0o/o

9o/o

0%
0%
0o/o

0o/o

0o/o

0o/o

Oo/o

0o/o

Oo/o

Oo/o

Oo/o

0o/o

0o/o

13%
2 60/o

2 60/o

00%
0 0o/o

0 0o/o

0 0o/o

0 0o/o

1 3o/o

1 3Yo

1 3o/o

0 0o/o

00%
1 3o/o

1 3o/o

0 0o/o

Not Sure
No Answer

0

0

o%

a%

3

0

8%
Oo/o

0

0

0%

Oo/o

6%

3o/o

2

1

12. Please state the occupation you plan to work at after graduating from
hish schoo

Female Yes Female No Male Yes Male No

n% n% n% n o/o

KGS (Eng. Firm)
Cashier

Health Care Aide
Comic Book
Maker
Taxi Driver
Culinary Arts
Drama Teacher

1

0

0

sYo

0%
j%o

0%

OYo

0%

0%

0

0

0

0

0

I
1

0

0

0

1

Oo/o

3o/o

3%

0%

OYo

0%

3%

00Á
jYo

0%

0%

OVo

0o/o

0%

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0 OYo

13%
00%

r3%
130
13%
0 0o/o

Don't Know

No Answer

00%
0 jYo

00%
00%

0

I
0%

9o/o

r3%
39%
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13. Please indicate all activities that vou are involved with at schoolESlndlcate a

Female Yes Female No Male Yes Male No

n o/o n o/o n a/o n o/o

Basketball
Volleyball
lndoor Track
Outdoor Track
Badminton
lndoor Soccer
Outdoor Soccer
Cross Gountry
Football
Hockey
Baseball

Kanqaball

2 10%
2 1Ùo/o

1 5o/o

1 5To

0 Oo/o

00%
00%
00%
O 0o/o

00%
0 Ao/o

0 0o/o

4 11o/o

2 6Yo

1 3o/o

13%
3 8o/o

0 0%o

2 6Vo

1 3o/o

00%
00%
0 0o/o

0 Oolo

0 Oo/o

2 18o/o

0 0olo

1 9Vo

1 9o/o

t Oo/o

19%
0 ÙYo

3 27o/o

1 9o/o

00%
1 9o/o

6 18o/o

2 OYo

1 3o/o

4 12Yo

2 60/o

1 3o/o

3 9o/o

13%
6 18%
4 12o/o

2 60/o

26%

Unity Group
SWAT
Student Council
MSLC
YMCA Exchange
Amnesty
CUB

4 20Vo

1 5%o

2 10o/o

1 5o/o

1 5o/o

00%
00%

00%
0 0olo

13%
0 0o/o

1 3o/o

0 IVo

00%

00%
00%
1 9o/o

0 Oo/o

00%
1 9o/o

00%

1 3o/o

00%
00%
00%
00%
0 0o/o

1 3o/o

Band
Choir
Vocal Jazz
Drama
Dance

2 10%
1 5o/o

00%
2 lÙo/o

00%

00%
6 17%
00%
6 17%
0 0olo

I 82%
1 9o/a

00%
1 9o/o

0 Oo/o

1 3o/o

1 3o/o

1 3o/o

1 3Yo

2 60/o

No Answer 7 35% 15 42o/o 4 36Yo 14 42o/o

Number of
Activities

1

2
.)

4

5

8 40o/o

3 15o/o

0 Oo/o

'l 5o/o

1 SYo

15 42o/o

5 14%
0 Oo/o

1 3o/o

0 0%

1 9o/o

2 18o/o

2 18%
2 18o/o

19%

11 33o/o

39%
2 6To

1 3Vo

I 3o/o
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14. Please indicate all activities that you are involved with outside of
school (ex. Dance grouP, vol

Female Yes Female No Male Yes Male No

l1 o/o n o/o n o/o ll o/o

Gymnastics
Baseball
Basketball
Soccer
MartialArts
Hockey
Football
Volleyball
Curlinq

1 5o/o

1 5o/o

2 10o/o

00%
0 0o/o

0 0o/o

00%
00%
oo%

00%
2 60/o

00%
2 60/o

26%
0 Oo/o

00%
00%
O Oo/o

00%
00%
2 1ïo/o

1 9o/o

O 0o/o

O 0o/o

0 Oo/o

00%
O 0o/o

O O"/o

00%
4 12o/o

4 12%
a0%
3 9o/o

1 3o/o

1 3o/o

1 -"o/o

Volunteer 7 35% 21 58o/o 3 27% 7 21o/o

Band
Piano
Dance Group
Drama
Choir

00%
00%
3 15%
00%
00%

00%
1 3o/o

3 8o/o

t Oo/o

0 0o/o

2 18%
1 9o/o

0 0o/o

00%
0 0olo

0 0o/o

00%
2 60/o

1 3o/o

1 3o/o

Work 1 5o/o 5 14o/o O Oo/o 26%
No Answer 6 30o/o 6 17o/o 4 360/o 11 33o/o

Number of
Activities

Both

None

1

2
3

4
5

I 45%
O Oo/o

1 5o/o

oo%
00%
I 45o/o

4 20lio

22 61Vo

4 11o/o

1 3o/o

0 Oo/o

00%
18 50%

2 60/o

6 55%
2 18o/o

A 0o/o

O 0o/o

00%
6 5s%
00%

16 48o/o

3 9Yo

1 3o/o

0 0o/o

00%
1ô 48o/o

4 12o/o
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15. The following family members have a university or college degree

lease identifv the tield ot stud

Female Yes Female No Male Yes Male No

n% n% nYo n%
14other

Engineer

Nurse
Teacher

Dentist

Law
Medical
Pharmacy

Science

Microbiologist
Electronics
Accounting
Bachelor of Arts
Daycare

Business

Secretarial

Wildlife
Social Work
Beautician

Unknown
No Answer

00%
2 10Yo

rs%
00%
00%
| 5Yo

0 jYo

00%
00%
00%
00%
00%
00%
0 ÙYo

00%
00%
00%
rs%
2 t0%
3 rs%

| 3Yo

4 ll%o
r3%
00%
r3%
00%
1 3Yo

0a%
0 0ø/o

00%
00%
| 3Yo

00%
0 jYo

38%
I 3Yo

13%
0 jYo

6 17%

00%

r9%
0 }Yo

t9%
19%
0 jYo

0 j%o

00%
00%
I gYo

00%
0 OYo

00%
00%
1 9Yo

0 jYo

0 jYo

00%
00%
00%
r9%

r3%
4 12%

r3%
00%
0 0o/o

00%
00%
I 3Yo

0 jYo

t3%
13%
00%
t3%
0 0o/o

0 0o/o

00%
00%
00%
39%
00%

Total 10 5A% 19 53% 6 5s% 13 39Yo

Father

Engineer

Medicine
Aviation
Nurse

Science

Criminology
Surveyor

Accounting
Bachelor of Arts

Business

Carpenter

3 15Yo

0 0o/o

1 sYa

00%
00%
00%
00%
00%
00%
1 5Yo

a0%

38%
T 3Yo

00%
0a%
a0%
13%
0 AYo

t3%
t3%
0 tYo

1 3Yo

I gYo

0 jYo

00%
00%
00%
00%
00%
19%
00%
0 Os/o

00%

2 6Yo

0 jYo

00%
t3%
t3%
00%
t3%
26%
00%
1 3Yo

00%
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15. Continued

Welder
Agriculture
Computers
Electrician

Unknown
No Answer

00%
0 jYo

00%
0 jYo

3 15%

3 lsYo

00%
I 3y',o

L3%
1 3Yo

s t4%
0 jYr

0

0

0

1

0

I

0%

0%;o

0%
9o/"

0%

9o/o

r3%
00%
00%
o oy"

39%
00%

Total 11 ss% 16 44% 4 36% t2 36%

Female Yes Female No Male Yes Male No

%n %n o/
,/on %n

Sister

Dental Hygenist
Dentistry
Fharmacy

Health Care

Pharmacy Tech

Nurse

Computer Tech

Teacher

Tourism
Law
Business

Unknown
No Answer

r5%
00%
O jYo

1s%
0 0o/o

t5%
00%
00%
00%
rs%
rs%
1 5o/o

0 0o/o

00%
00%
0 ÙYo

00%
13%
00%
00%
00%
13%
00%
0 0Yø

0 0o/o

0 jYo

00%
r9%
1 9o/o

0 ÙYo

0 jYo

0a%
00%
00%
00%
00%
00%
0 Oo/o

0 jYo

00%
00%
O OYo

00%
00%
00%
13%
13%
00%
00%
r3%
0 0o/r

00%
Total 6 30y, 26% 00% 39%
Brother

Engineering

Nurse

Science

Pharmacy

Aviation
Computer Tech

Teacher

Criminal Justice
Business
Admin.

Welding
Carpenter

Mechanic

I
0

I
0

0

0

0

0

s%
0%

s%
0%

0%

OVo

0%

0%

0%

sYo

0%

s%

0

1

0

1

0

I
0

I
I
0

0

0

1

0

0

0

jYo

3%

0%

3%

3%

Oo/o

}Yo

0%

3%
jYo

0%

0%

0

0

0

0

00%
00%
00%
00%
00%
0 00Á

00%
t9%

0%
jYo

jYo

0%

0

0

0

0

00%
r3%
00%
00%
00%
1 3o/o

t3%
00%

0%
jYo

0%

0%
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15. Continued

Unknown

Total

rs% 00% 0 j%o 0 jYo

5 25o/o 4 11o/o 0 Ao/o 3 9Yo

Total Family

1

2

J

4

No Answer

5 25Yo

9 45%
0 jYo

ts%
5 25%

7
,7

4

1

15

1gYo

lgYo

1|Yo

3%

42%

2 18yo

5 45Yo

0 j%o

00%
3 27Yo

9

6

2

1

15

2'lYo

18%
6%

3%

4s%
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16. Do vou get help with your science homework at home?WI r clence nomeworK ar ll(]me

Female Yes Female No Male Yes Male No

n % n % n Y" n%
No

Yes

12 600/0

I 4jo/o

27 75%

9 25Yo

8 73%

3 27Yo

23 70Y"

10 3OYo

Who?
Mother

Father

Sister

Brother

Other
No Answer

Total

4 20Yo 38% 3 27Y" 8 24%

4 20Yo 38% 2 18% 39%
4 20Yo I 3Yo 00% t3%
2 ljYo 38% 00% T3%
00%
15%

38%
00%

0 jYo

0 0o/o

0

0

0%

0%

is 7s% 13 36% 0 0o/o 13 39%
ì.{umber of
Family

1

2

J

4

3 l5Yo

3 t5%
00%
Ls%

6 17%

26%
t3%
0 jYo

00%
2 18%

00%
00%

7 2lYo

3 gYo

00%
00%
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17. How often do you watch scientifîc television programs or documentaries related to
;^^,cs

Female Yes Female No Male Yes Male No

n o/o n% n% n%
Always
Frequently

Seldom

Never

No Answer

0 Oo/o

5 2s%
7 35Yo

7 35%

T5%

000
5 l4Yo

18 50Yo

13 36%

00%

2 18%

4 36%
3 27o/o

3 27%

0 jYo

2

8

11

12

0

60Á

24%

33%

36Yo

0%

Female Yes Comments

Space Channel (2) Not interested (7)

Boring (2)

No time (1)

Documentaries (1)

Discovery (3)

Mythbusters (1)

Guinea Pie (1)

Female No Comments

National Geo (1) Don't like watching (1)

Geography (2) Usually watch shows about animals

Futurama (i) Farents control TV
Discovery (4) Science doesn't hold my interest too good

Boring (6) Something better on

Not interested (7) Rarely watch TV
No cable No time

Male Yes Comments

Discovery (3) Does not peak my interest

Nova (1) Barely watch TV
Star Trek (i) I don't get interested by those kind of shows

NASA (1) Not on TV

Countdown to Mars (1)

Male No Comments

IfI need to know about it
Does not interest me (3)

Don't have channels (1)

Never on TV (1)

Its dumb (1)

Don't like it (2)

Discovery (4)

Mythbusters (1)

NASA (1)

National Geo. (1)

Space Channel (2)

Boring (7)

Fallasleep watching (1)
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ies related to space topics?
18. Does anyone else at home watch scientific television programs or
documentaries related to

Female Yes Female No Male Yes Male No

n% n% nYo n %:o

'Nln

Yes

No Answer

14 7OV"

6 30%

0 j%o

zL 580{.

15 42%

00%

4 360

7 64%

0o/o

26 79V"

6 18%

t3%
Female Yes Comments

Discovery (1)

Guinea Pig (1)

Mythbusters (1)

Soace Channel (

Brother (3)

Mom (1)

Dad (1)

r)
Female No Comments

Discovery (7)

Futurama (1)

How its made (1)

Mythbusters (1)

Geosraohv 11)

Dad (6)

Mom (2)

Brother (2)

Roommate

TLC (1)

Male Yes Comments

Dad (3)

Mom (1)

Grandpa (1)

National Geographic (1)

Discovery (2)

Space (1)

Male No Comments

Brother (4)

Mom (2)

Sister (1)

Dad (3)

Don't know (2)

Mythbusters (1)

Discovery (2)

Don't have channels (1)
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19. How often do you read a scientific article related to space in the printed press

ex. N lne

Female Yes Female No Male Yes Male No

n% n% n% n%
Always

Frequently

Seldom
Never

No Answer

0 ÙYo

15%
8 40%
11 55%

00%

O j%o

r3%
12 33%
23 64%

00%

I 9V.

r9%
4 36%

4 36%

t9%

0 OV.

39%
10 30%
21 64%

A jo/a

Female Yes Comments

Newspaper (2) Too busy

Magazine (2) Boring (1)

Not interested (6) Not sure (1)
'Whatever I see (2)

No access (1)

A little interested but I don't spend the effort to search it up or anything like that

I don't really read the paper or magazines that would talk about this stuff

Female No Comments

Not interested (9) Articles my teacher hands out

Boring (2) Never really see them

Magazine (1) Not into science that much

I am not into that I read them in science class for an article assignment

Whatever I find Because its boring to read

I don't like to read (2)

Male Yes Comments

Discover (1) I've never had or have seen any

NASA (i) It's just interesting to me

Comic Books (1) Astronomy doesn't interest me as much as biology

Earthfiles.com (1) Never came across it
National Geo (1) I don't like reading articles like that

Borins li)
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National Geo (1)

Textbook (1)

Magazine (2)

Don't like it (1)

Don't have time (1)

Don't like reading (1)

Because I don't (2)

Not interested (5)
I want to know daily happenings

Does not relate to me

Never appeals to me

Don't care for them (1)

The internet ( I Borins 18

20. Does anyone in your home read scientific articles related to space in the
inted

19. Continued

Male No Comments

rln EX New ne

Female Yes Female No Male Yes Male No

n% nYo n% n%
lrlo

Yes

No Answer

12 60Vo

7 35Yo

0%

28 78yo

6 t7%
2 6yo

I 87o/r

1 gYo

1 9o/o

25

6

1

760/"

18%

3Yo

Female Yes Comments

Newspapers (7)

Father (2)

Brother (2)

Female No Comments

Dad (2)

Mom (1)

Grandfather

Dad reads a lot of knowledge things
Newspapers

Male No Comments

Brother
Mom (1)

Dad (1)

Internet

Magazines

Newspapers
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21. How often do vou surf Internet sites related to soace tooics?oo ernel slles relateo Io sDace IoDlcs

Female Yes Female No Male Yes Male No
o/.n o/tn o/"n %n

AJways

Frequently

Seldom

Never
No Answer

| sYo

2 lOVo

9 4s%
8 40%
00%

r3%
2 6Yo

11 3r%
20 s6%

0 jYo

r9%
2 lSYo

4 36%

4 36%
0 }Yo

26%
3 gVo

10 30%
ls 45%
3 9o/o

Female Yes Comments

Not interested (3)

Don't spend effort (1)
For homework only (2)
I'm not a nerd when I'm at home and I go on the computer I go on Facebook

aäd stufflike that

Female No Comments

Not interested (6) Space doesn't catch my interest to actually surf on it
Boring (2) Because I have textbooks for it
Don't like space No interest at home

I had no time Don't care for space

It's not fun Waste of time unless its for homework I do

Not on internet much Only when I have a proiect

Male Yes Comments

Don't feel like it
I never see any space/science related things while browsing the internet

Boring

I don't go on the computer that much

MaleNo Comments

Because I don't
Not interested (5)

No computer (2)

It doesn't appeal to me

Cause I'm not a loser

I go on Facebook
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22.Does anvone in vour home surf Internet sites related to space topics?an ne n SU SlTCS IO vv LvHrvr:

Female Yes Female No Male Yes Male No

n % n % n % n %

No
\,2^^
IYS

No Answer

17 85%
3 15Yo

00%

33 92o/a

3 $Vo

00%

9 82%

1gø
1 gYo

28 85%
4 12Vo

r3%
Female Yes
Comments

Brother (1)

Dad (1)
Youtube (2)

Female No
Comments

Mom (1)

Brother (1)
Only when they have a project

Male No Comments

Unknown (1)

For Homework

No - my family is cool
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23.Do you do science related activities outside your home with your

familv? (ex. Planetarium, science museum

Female Yes Female No Male Yes Male No

No

Yes

No Answer

n% nYo n% n o/o

11 55Ys

9 4s%

0 jYo

30 83o/o

5 14%

r3%

g 730Á

3 27%

00%

29 88%

39%
1 3Yo

Female Yes
Comments

Planetarium (4)

Touch the Universe
(6)

Science City (1)
NY Science Museum
(i)
Science Fairs (1)

Female No Comments

Manitoba Museum (2)

Planetarium (3)

Male Yes Comments

Science Museum (1)

Manitoba Museum (2)

Planetarium (1)

Male No Comments

Manitoba Museum (1)

Planetarium (1)
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and sDace related topics?
24.lFrow often do you go to the theatre to watch science fiction movies about

SI

Female Yes Female No Male Yes Male No

%n %n nYo n o/,

Always
Frequently

Seldom
Never

No Answer

O 0Y"

00%
10 50%
10 50%

0 jYo

0

0

8

28

0

jo/s

jYo

22%

78%
j%o

I 9o/o

19%
4 36Yo

5 4s%

00%

2

2

13

t5
1

6Vr

6%

39%
45%

3%

Female Yes Comments

Don't go to movies (2)

Not interested (5)

Borine (i)
Female No Comments

There stupid (1)

Have no time (2)

Don't like it (1)

Boring (3)

Not interested (9)

Don't know (1)

Because we don't go

that's not my thing
I am not sure I like it
We would rather watch Disney/action movies

I like funny movies

Male Yes Comments
Not interesting
(2)

Don't know (1)

It has lots of action and future predictions

I cant follow the way those kinds of movies are showed

Theres none to wa'tch

Male No Comments

Not allowed (2) Because I don't (1)

Don't care (1) Vy'e don't have the money to take all 8 of us to places

Boring (3) Because we rather go watch some good movies

Not interested (2)
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25. What three courses are your closest friends' most favorite subjects in
hish school?

Female Yes Female No Male Yes Male No

n o/o nVo o o/o n o/o

i+i
Science
Math
English
Social Studies
Performing Arts
Gym
TAA
Other
No Answer

00%
7 35o/o

3 15o/o

00%
1 5o/o

7 35o/o

00%
1 5o/o

1 5o/o

4 11o/o

5 14o/o

5 14o/o

1 3o/o

6 17o/o

6 17o/o

1 3o/o

5 14%
4 11%

00%
3 27%
A 0o/o

A 0o/o

1 9o/o

6 55%
O 0o/o

1 9o/o

00%

39%
1 3o/o

0 Oo/o

2 60/o

4 12o/o

10 30o/o

4 12%
26%
7 21o/o

#2
Science
Math
English
Social Studies
Performing Arts
Gym
TAA
Other
No Answer

3 15To

2 11o/o

4 20Yo

15%
1 5o/o

4 20o/o

2 10o/o

00%
3 15o/o

6 17Yo

4 11o/o

I 25o/o

2 60/o

4 11To

1 3o/o

4 11o/o

1 3o/o

4 11o/o

2 184/o

2 18Yo

1 9o/o

0 Oo/o

19%
2 18o/o

1 9o/o

00%
0 0olo

7 21"/o

39%
O 0o/o

1 3o/o

4 12Yo

2 60/o

4 12o/o

26%
8 24%

#3
Science
Math
English
Social Studies
Performing Arts
Gym
TAA
Other
No Answer

1 5o/o

2 1Oo/"

2 10o/o

00%
3 15o/o

5 25o/o

2 10o/o

1 5o/o

4 20%

7 19o/o

2 60/o

4 11%
1 3o/o

6 17o/o

4 11%
5 14o/o

38%
4 11o/o

2 18o/o

00%
2 18o/o

0 0o/o

2 18o/o

2 18o/o

3 27o/o

1 9o/o

00%

26%
2 60/o

5 15o/o

3 9o/o

5 15o/o

00%
4 12o/o

4 12o/o

I 24%
Cumulative
Results
Science
Math
English
Social Studies
Performing Arts
Gym
TAA
Other
No Answer

47%
11 18%
9 15%
12%
58%

16 27%
4 7o/o

2 3o/o

8 13%

17 16%
11 1Ùo/o

18 17o/o

4 4o/o

16 15o/o

11 1Ûo/o

10 g%

98%
12 11o/o

4 12o/o

5 15o/o

3 go/o

00%
4 12o/o

10 3A%

4 12%
2 60/o

00%

12 12o/o

6 60/o

5 5o/o

6 60lo

13 13%
12 12o/o

12 12o/o

I 8olo

23 23Yo
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26. What three courses are your closest friends' least favorite subjects in
hish school?SC

Female Yes Female No Male Yes Male No
o/on %n o/on %n

#1

Science
Math
English
Social Studies
Performing Arts
Gym
TAA
Other
No Answer

1 5o/o

9 45o/o

5 25o/o

4 20o/o

0 0o/o

00%
00%
00%
1 5o/o

14 39%
8 22o/o

2 60/o

60/o2

8%
8o/o

Oo/o

3o/o

8o/o

3

.)

0

1

3

2 18"/o

6 55%
1 9o/o

2 18o/o

19%
19%
0 Oo/o

00%
00%

8 24"/o

I 24o/o

26%
3 9o/o

1 3o/o

2 60/o

1 3o/o

0 0o/o

10 30%
#2
Science
t\ }l ^+htvtdu I

English
Social Studies
Performing Arts
Gym
TAA
Other
No Answer

12 610/o

1 5o/o

O 0o/o

2 10o/o

2 'to%

1 5o/o

1 5o/o

1 SYo

2 1jo/o

I 25o/o

7 19%
00%
I 25o/o

26%
3 8o/o

O Oo/o

1 3Yo

38%

3 27o/o

0 0olo

2 18o/o

5 45o/o

O Oo/o

00%
00%
1 9o/o

oo%

6 18o/o

4 12o/o

3 9o/o

39%
0 0o/o

39%
1 3o/o

13%
12 360/o

#3
Science
Math
English
Social Studies
Performing Arts
Gym
TAA
Other
No Answer

2 1A%

1 5o/o

3 15o/o

2 10o/o

3 15o/o

1 5o/o

1 SYo

00%
5 25o/o

I 25o/o

8o/o

10 28o/o

30/

0o/o

3

1

0

2 60/o

2 60/o

38%
4 11o/o

5 45o/o

3 27o/o

1 9o/o

19%
00%
00%
1 9o/o

0 0o/o

0 Oo/o

1

9Yo

0%
9o/o

3

3

0

3

3o/o

9o/o

4 12o/"

26%
26%
15 45Vo

Cumulative
Results
Science
Math
English
Social Studies
Performing Arts
Gym
TAA
Other
No Answer

'15 25lo
11 18%
B 13o/o

8 13o/o

58%
2 3o/o

2 3o/o

1 2o/o

I 13%

20 19o/o

24 22o/o

98%
21 19o/o

55%
8 7o/o

2 2o/o

55%
10 9%

10 30%
9 27o/o

4 12o/o

I 24o/o

1 3o/o

1 3o/o

1 3o/o

1 3o/o

0 0o/o

15 15o/o

15 15o/o

I 9o/o

I 9o/o

1 1o/o

88%
4 4o/o

3 3o/o

37 37o/"
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27 . List vour three favorite topics relatirst r vonte toprcs relaïlng to
Female Yes Female No Male Yes lV'lale No

n o/o n o/o n o/o n o/o

#1

Astronomy
Planetary
Geology
Extraterrestrials
Physics
Biology
Astrology
No Answer

1 5o/o

3 15%
2 10%
2 10o/o

15%
00%
11 55o/o

7 19o/o

8 22o/o

3 8%
4 11o/o

0 Oo/o

1 3o/o

13 360/o

2 18%

1 9To

00%
4 360/o

1 9o/o

0 0o/o

4 360/0

5 15o/o

12o/o

60/o

3o/o

3o/o

0o/o

61o/o

4
2
1

1

0

20

#2
Astronomy
Planetary
Geology
Extraterrestrials
Physics
Biology
Astrology
No Answer

2 10o/o

2 1Oo/o

0 Oo/o

1 5o/o

3 15o/o

0 Ao/o

12 6Ù0/o

7 19%

6 17o/o

2 60/o

2 60/0

2 60/o

0 0o/o

17 47%o

3 27%

9%
ïYo

9o/o

Oo/o

9o/o

36%

1

0
1

0
1

4

4 12Yo

2 6Yo

3 9o/o

1 3o/o

1 3Yo

A 0o/o

21 640/o

#3
Astronomy
Planetary
Geology
Extraterrestrials
Physics
Biology
Astrology
No Answer

2 10o/o

5To

5o/o

5o/o

1

1

1

2 10o/o

0 0olo

13 650/o

7 19o/o

5 14o/o

2 60/o

2 6%
1 3o/o

1 3o/o

19 53o/o

1 9o/o

9o/o

0o/o

9o/o

18o/o

0o/o

45%

1

0

1

2
0

5

4 12o/o

9o/o

0o/o

3o/o

0o/o

Oo/o

J

0
1

0
0

25 76To

Cumulative
Results

Astronomy
Planetary
Geology

Extraterrestrials

Physics

Biology

Astrology
No Answer

5 8o/o 21 19o/o 6 18o/o 13 13o/o

6 10o/o 19 18o/o 3 9o/o I 9Yo

3 5o/o 7 60/o 0 Oo/o 5 5%

4 7% I 7% b 18o/o 3 3o/o

b 1Oo/o 3 3o/o 3 9o/o 2 2o/o

0 Oo/o 2 2o/o 1 3o/o 0 ÙVo

36 6Oo/o 49 45o/o 13 39o/o 66 67o/o
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28. How much importance do you feel has been given to space and space-

related topics. in the context of your early and middle school education?

inn9

30. Have vou ever heard of the WinCube Froiect at vour school?

tcs_ ln m scnoo

Female Yes Female No Male Yes Male No

n% nYo n% n%
A lot
Some

A little
Nothing

No Answer

I 5o/o

10 50Yo

8 40%
00%
rs%

1

2t
10

J

1

3o/o

5B%

28%
8%

3o/o

0 0o/o

2 18%

7 64Yo

r9%
19%

0 Oo/"

11 33%

11 33%
11 33%

00%

29. How much importance do you feel has been given to space and

related topics. in the context of vour h-school education

Female Yes Female No Male Yes Male No

nY. nYo n% n%o
A lot
Some

A little
Nothing

No Answer

3 TsYo

9 45%

6 30Yo

t5%
t5%

1

t4
15

5

1

3o/o

3gYo

42%

t4%
3%

0V.

9%

0

4 36%

4 36%
2 l9o/t

1

0

11

9

L3

0

Oo/"

33Yo

27%

39%

0o/o

ve vou ever 1n

Female Yes Female No Male Yes Male No

n% n% nYo nYo
Yes

No
No Answer

9 45%
11 55o/o

0 jYo

5

30

I

r4%
83Yo

3%

4 36Yo

7 64V,

0 Oo/o

7 2r%
26 '.tgyo

00%

31. Have vou ever participated i the WinCube Froiect at your school?

Female Yes Female No Male Yes Male No

n% nYo n% nYo
Yes

No

No Answer

0 j%o

9 45Yo

0 jYr

00%
s t4%
00%

0 0o/o

4 36%

00%

00%
7 2r%
00%
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32 - 36. Based on the description of the "Actiti.ty", would you ever consider joining this

nent of the WinCube Pro

CubeSat

Yes

No

No Answer

Female Yes Female No Male Yes Male No

n%
12 6OYt

8 40%

0 }Yo

5 l4o/o

31 86%

0 OYo

%n nYo
5 45o/o

6 55%

00%

4 TzYo

28 85%

I

Ven

3%

Female Yes Comments

Not interested (1) Interesting (2)

Because I want to learn more about it and it seems very exciting.

Sounds like it would be a great experience. It sounds cool, just interests me.

No because I am not good at science and also I am not interested.

I am not interested in that kind of stuff. It's interesting but I cant commit to it.
I wouldn't want to because it doesn't really give me benefits for what I want to do in the

future.

I choose no because I'm not really into scientific things.

Don't have the time right now.

I'm not interested in science and it is not one of my strong subjects.

I'm not interested in aerospace, and I would not want to spend my time learning about.

WinCube doesn't not sound interesting to me.

Female No Comments

Not interested (11) Science isn't my thing. Sounds interesting.

Don't want to (1) It does sound kind of interesting.

It does not seem like something I would like. Not interested in aerospace.

Better things to do. Because it's really interesting.

It seems to be pretty interesting. It does sound kind of interesting.

I have some other works to do. I am not really into science.

I am not really into building stuffand learning about space related things.

I would get really bored fast. I'm not interested in space engineering.

It seems like a sood experience for people to learn from.

Male Yes Comments

Interesting (1) I want to be the next guy to build a rocket and fly to Pluto.

No time (2)

I don't like doing things like that. Seems like a great adventure.

No one thinks science is cool, so as far as they know I don't either.

Hands on projects really interest me, and anything in the field of science interests me.

No - Evervting qets more complicated/complex as you start to know more about it.
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CubeSat Continued

Male No Comments
Waste of time

No time (4) (1)

Not interested (7) Better things to do (1)

Sounds interesting (1) Because this sort of stuffdoes not appeal to my mind.

Seems like something I just
Working (1) wouldn't do.

I don't like
Boring (2) space.
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BCube

Yes

No
No Answer

Female Yes Female No Male Yes Male No

n%
12 60%

8 40yo

0 jYo

n%
26%
34 94%

0 jYo

n%
5 4s%

6 ss%
0 jYo

n%
5 IsYo

28 8s%

0 OYo

Female Yes Comments

Not interesting Ø) It sounds interesting.
Exciting (1) Sounds cool and a neat way to learn.

Because it seems interesting. But I wouldn't be able to commit.
I choose no because I don't really like space it means to me that there is only more
things
to learn about. Don't have the time right now.

Because they all fit on what I want totry.
It sounds prettv fun to launch thines into the atmosohere.

Female No Comments

Boring (1) (yes) because I'd like to do tracking when in flight be on a mission.
Not interested (10) (yes) because I think its going to be so fun doing this project.

Don't know (1) It does not seem like something I would like.
Don't want to (1) I am not really into science.

Lazy (I) I don't believe that I'm capable of building anything.

It involves too much experimenting for me. I don't feel like its fun.

Not into science. (No) - obvious reasons.

I'm not interested in sciencel I would not like it and get bored.

Not my place of interest, sorrlr. I don't like this kind of stuff.

I don't care about things that go on in aerospace industry and I don't want to spend my

time learning about it.

Male Yes Comments

Not interested (1) No - to much work - could equal a fail.
Interesting (1) It would seem fun to do that sort of thing.
No time (1) Like I said science and hands-on-work interest me.

I love proiects like these. I don't like thines like that.

MaleNo Comments

Not interested (8)

Interesting (1) Don't care (i)
I work (1) Because it does not appeal to me, I'm more of a math guy.

No time (1) It seems dumb.

Borins (2) I'm scared of heishts.
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Amateur Radio

Yes

No
No Answer

Female Yes Female No Male Yes Male No

n%
9 4s%

il ss%
0 ÙYo

n%
38%
32 89%
7 3Yo

n%
3 27o/o

I 73%

0 jYo

n%
39%
29 88%
7 3Yo

Female Yes Comments

Boring (2) ft's a neat opportunity. Seems cool to do.

Not Interested (3) I don't want to be on radio.

Don't have time I choose no because anything technical is too confusing for me.

Yes I would maybe consider it because it would be cool to be able to operate the radio

tracking equipment.
It would be awesome to have to communicate with satellites.

Not reallv interested in the radio active field.

Female No Comments

Boring (3) Don't care (1) I don't know what any of that means.

Not interested (10) Don't want to (1) It's not my type of thing. Don't know (3)

Male Yes Comments

No time (2) I would never use it. It seems fun.

(No) It seems it would be hard to work with this kind of topic

(Yes) It could help with the earth (Yes) I would love to be on amateur radio.

(Yes) Receiving my radio license sounds interesting

Male No Comments

Sounds interesting Don't care (2) Laaaame It does not appeal to me.

Don't like talking Not interested (3) No time I don't like space.

Doesn't interest me because it has nothing to do for what I'm gonna do in the future

I don't like radios
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WinGS

Yes

No

No Answer

Female Yes Female No Male Yes Male No

n%
11 ss%

9 4s%

0 0o/o

n

J

32

I

%

8%

89%

3Yo

n%
2 t8%
8 73o/o

| 9Yo

n

J

30

0

%

9%

9r%
OYo

Female Yes Comments
It would be neat to communicate with low earth orbiting

Interesting (1) satellites.

No time (l) To see actual satellites are interesting. Sounds fun.

Boring (2) Be really interesting and cool. (Yes) that is pretty cool

Female No Comments

Boring (2) Don't feel like it (i) Don't like it (1)

Not interested (7) I don't really understand it Don't care (2)

Don't want to (1) Learning about space seems boring to me.

I wouldn't have a radio license anvwav. Not interested (4)

Male Yes Comments

No time (2) (Yes) Receivins sisnals from other areas of the world interests me

Male No Comments

Not interested (a) Don't like things like that, Don't Care (1)
I would not want to work with this component because I don't

Boring (2) like it.
No time (3) Does not appeal (i) Don't like space (1)
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MSAC

Yes

No

No Answer

Female Yes Female No Male Yes Male No

n%
t2 60%

I 40Yo

0 jYo

n%
26%
33 92%

1 3Yo

n%
6 55%

4 36%

I 9Yo

n%
39%
30 9r%
0 0o/o

Female Yes Comments

Not interested (1) It would be cool to launch rockets, and balloons in the air.

Boring (1) I would have to try that out and see what I learn.

No time (1) This is something I'd like to do (I work in the summer).

(Yes) Now that seems interesting. I would like to experience launching a rocket.

(Yes) It sounds like a lot of fun.

Work (1) Cool; space stuffjust has always fascinated me.

Female No Comments

Boring (1) I don't want to spend my summer learning about space.

Not into space (1) CNo) I don't like lectures Not important to me.

Don't really want to spend my summer there.

(No) I have my summer planned. I have better things to do in July.

Science I like, but not this.

Q.{o) Because I have plans in the summer with my family.

I don't think science/space camps are fun for me.

Male Yes Comments

No time (2) (Yes) I like dealing with and using rockets.

(Yes) I love space. (Yes) Might be tun.

(Yes) Man this is so cool, of course I would like to do this. Yeah,

Male No Comments
Does not

Not interested (4) appeal (1) Boring (1) (No) I'm busy on July
(No) Waste of Not time

Don't care (1) summer (3) Don't like space (1)
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lins?
37. Based on the above descriptions of WinCube, do you find the overall project

t

Female Yes Female No Male Yes Male No

%n %n %n V.n

Yes

No
No Answer

20 i00%
0 jYo

00%

0 0o/o

35 97%

3%I

11 IOOYy

00%
00%

0 OVo

33 r00%

00%
Female Yes Comments

Most of them are boring. Because its something I'm interested in.

Some of it interests me, some of it doesn't.

Some interests me and some don't.
It's something really neat, not a lot of people would get to do.

Yes, I do but I'm not really interested. It sounds great for others though.

I choose yes because if I was really smart and really into science I would be all for this.

It's interesting, exciting and a really great experience that's filled with opportunities.

Yes because it would be cool for nerds, but not for me.

It feels like it has a lot to offer and I can leam a lot from it.

It sounds like certain people could like doine it but not me.

Female No Comments

Don't know (2) I am not interested in most of the aspects. Boring (2)

Not interested (10) I don't care about spacel lt's not interesting to me.

Not for me. I know other people who would be like this. Some parts seem boring.

Maybe, just not me. Space is boring to me. Not my place of interest.

Because space and such doesn't interest me enough to enroll in those activities.

I'm not ouite imoressed!

Male Yes Comments

(Yes) This could be a useful experience for me and because it is all about science,

I know I would enjoy it. It's just cool. Components are interesting.

It's amazing. Interesting topics.

It's a great proposal for students dedicated to science. It is very interesting.

Male No Comments

Not my thing Not interested in space (No) Too much time.

Not interested (10) Don't care (1) Boring (1)

Somewhat, science its about space. Doesn't relate to me.

Pointless (1) Sounds a lot of work. Don't like space.
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38. What activities in the WinCube Proiect sound interesting? (check all that apply)38. What acttvlttes ln the wl SOUNO IIILCICSIUIgI (U

Female Yes Female No Male Yes Male No

Yon %n %n %n

CubeSat

BCube

Amateur Radio

MSAC
WinGS
IADC
Industry tours

Universities
No answer

6 30%
10 500

6 30%
13 65%
ii ss%

8 40%
7 35Yo

11 55Yo

I sYo

4 llYo
3 $Yo

5 14%
9 25Yo

26%
38%
3 9Yo

12 33Yo

t3 36%

I
7

6

7

7

5

7

7

73%

64o/o

s5%

64%

64%

4s%
64%

64%
gy'oI

s ts%
2 6Vo

s |s%
26%
39%
26%
39%
7 2l%
t9 58%

Number of Choices
Student

Per

1

2

J

4

5

6

7

I

Female Yes Female No Male Yes Male No

n % %n %n %n

2 r0%

4 20%

3 rs%
5 25Yo

0 0o/o

00%
| 5Yo

3 rs%

il 3t%
8 22%

26%
26%
0 a%;o

00%
00%
00%

2 lSYo

0 0o/o

I

I

I

4 36Yo

9%

9%

90Á

0a%
r9%

6 18%

39%
39%
26%
00%
00%
00%
00%


